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Abstract+
Improving!diagnosis! and! surveillance! of! childhood!TB! are! key! research!priorities.!We!established!intensified!case!finding!and!state!of!the!art!TB!diagnostics!to!investigate!the!performance!of!clinical!and!laboratory!tools!for!childhood!TB!diagnosis!at!2!hospitals!in!Kenya.! We! estimated! the! community! incidence! of! childhood! TB! using! a! continuous!demographic!surveillance!survey!and!detailed!surveillance!sensitivity!analysis.!!
2041! children! were! investigated! for! suspected! TB.! 70! (3.4%)! had! bacteriologically!confirmed! TB,! 63! (3.1%)! had! clinically! highly! probable! TB,! and! a! further! 144! (7.1%)!were! treated! for! TB! based! on! their! clinical! presenting! features.! 107/133! (80%)!confirmed/highly!probable!TB!(CHPTB)!cases!had!pulmonary!TB.!CHPTB!was!associated!with! HIV! infection! (OR! 2.1,! 95%! CI! 1.3F3.2),! malnutrition! (1.5,! 1.0F2.1)! and! close! TB!contact!(5.7,!3.8F8.5).!The!population!attributable!fraction!of!a!known!close!TB!contact!was! 38.8F52.5%.!The! estimated! community! incidence! of! CHPTB! locally! and!nationally!was!46!and!83!per!100,000!per!year,!respectively.!
The!performance!of!published!clinical!diagnostic!tools!varied!widely,!but!the!accuracy!of!all!was! limited.!We!derived! and! independently! validated! a! simple!KIDS!TB! Score! that!ruled! out! TB! in! 2/3! suspects! with! 98.8%! negative! predictive! value,! stratifying! other!children! into! groups! of! increasing! risk.! Bacteriological! yield! was! highest! for! the!Mycobacterial!Growth!Inhibitor!Tube!(MGIT)!method!(sensitivity!34%,!29F39%,!among!CHPTB!patient!samples),!and!lower!for!the!Microscopic!Observation!Drug!Susceptibility!(MODS)!assay!(30%,!24F35%)!and!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!(29%,!24F34%).!
The!study!provides! the! first! comprehensive!description! from!the!region!of! the!clinical!spectrum!of!childhood!TB,!and!the!only!prospective!incidence!estimates.!It!suggests!up!
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1.1 Challenges+to+global+tuberculosis+control++Three!main! challenges! currently! hamper! efforts! to! control! tuberculosis! (TB)! globally.!Firstly,!the!ability!to!identify!and!diagnose!cases!remains!subFoptimal,!and!is!particularly!poor! among! children! and! human! immunodeficiency! virus! (HIV)! infected! individuals,!with! direct! implications! for! the! availability! and! quality! of! surveillance! data! in! these!groups.!Secondly,!there!is!a!need!for!better!(particularly!shorter)!treatment!regimens!to!improve! individual! case!management! and! to! prevent! and! control! the! emergence! and!spread! of! drug! resistant! strains.! Thirdly,! the! search! is! still! on! for! better! tuberculosis!vaccines! to! provide! more! complete! and! longer! lasting! protection! against! active! TB.!Success!in!all!three!areas!is!likely!to!be!required!to!achieve!the!Stop!TB!goal!to!eliminate!TB! as! a! public! health! problem! by! 2050.1,! 2! This! thesis! addresses! the! first! of! these!challenges,! focusing!on! improving!diagnosis!and!surveillance!of!childhood!TB! in!a! low!resource,!high!burden!setting.!!
1.2 Children+and+the+tuberculosis+epidemic+The!World!Health!Organization!estimated!there!were!8.8!million!cases!of!TB!worldwide!in!2010,!equivalent!to!an!annual!global!incidence!of!137!per!100,000!population.3!In!the!same!year! there!were!1.1!million!deaths! attributed! to!TB! among!HIV!negative!people!and!a!further!0.35!million!from!HIVFassociated!TB.3!TB!remains!second!only!to!HIV!as!a!leading! infectious! cause! of! death! globally.4! Global! estimates! of! the! causes! of! death!among!children!have!also!been!derived,5F7!and!estimates!based!on!data! from!2008!are!illustrated! in! Figure! 1.1.7! Given! the! overwhelming! burden! of! tuberculosis! among! the!population! as! a! whole,! and! the! well! documented! vulnerability! of! young! children! to!active!TB! including! the!severe!and! fatal! forms!of! the!disease,8! it! is!perhaps!surprising!that! TB! does! not! feature! among! the! leading! causes! of! death! in! children.! Protection!afforded! by! Bacille! Calmette! Guérin! (BCG)! vaccination! among! infants! and! young!children,! particularly! against! disseminated! TB! and! TB! meningitis,! provides! one!important!explanation! for! this!apparent!discrepancy.9!However!even! in! this!group! the!protective!efficacy!of!BCG!is!subFoptimal,!and!the!best!available!estimates!suggest!a!high!global!burden!of!childhood!TB!despite!wide!scale!neonatal!BCG!vaccination!within!the!Expanded! Programme! of! Immunization.10,! 11! The! contribution! of! TB! to! childhood!
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mortality!may!simply!be!dwarfed!by! the! large!mortality!burden!due! to!other!common!childhood! illnesses,! but! it! may! also! be! ‘hidden’! within! other! categories! such! as!pneumonia,!HIV/AIDS,!meningitis!or! ‘other!disorders’.!Properly!to!reconcile!these!data!requires!a!clear!understanding!of!their!limitations!and!the!underlying!challenges!of!TB!diagnosis!in!children.!!
Figure 1.1 Causes of death among children under 5 years of age (data from 6) 
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related!differences!in!both!innate!and!adaptive!immune!responses!to!TB!are!thought!to!be!the!most!important!determinants!of!their!increased!vulnerability.15!Although!poorly!understood,!a!less!robust!immune!response!is!also!likely!to!underlie!the!paucity!of!lung!cavitations! in! young! children!with!TB,! in! stark! contrast! to! the! classic! picture! of! adult!pulmonary! TB! in!which! large! numbers! of! bacilli!may! ‘spill’! from! the! cavities! into! the!airways.!Whatever!the!exact!mechanisms,!important!consequences!of!these!differences!in! host! immunity! include! relatively! fewer! bacilli,! particularly! in! clinical! specimens!(‘paucibacillary’! disease),! and! an! increased! propensity! for! disseminated,! extraFpulmonary!disease!in!young!children.12!!This! in! turn! has! implications! for! diagnosis! since! specimen! collection! is! often! more!difficult! from! extraFpulmonary! sites,! especially! in! low! resource! settings,! and! low!numbers! of! bacilli! greatly! reduce! the! sensitivity! of! both! smear! microscopy! and!mycobacterial! culture.! Anatomical! differences! limit! access! to! appropriate! respiratory!specimens!in!childhood!pulmonary!TB,!too,!since!smaller!airways!and!less!tussive!force!limit! a! child’s! ability! to! expectorate! sputum,! necessitating! more! invasive! and! labour!intensive! methods! of! specimen! collection! such! as! sputum! induction! or! gastric!aspiration.16! Immune! based! diagnosis! using! the! tuberculin! skin! test! (TST)! or! newer!interferon!gamma!release!assays!(IGRA)!is!limited!by!poor!sensitivity!and!specificity.17!Furthermore,!although!they!are!recommended!components!of!the!TB!diagnostic!workup!for! children!where!available,! in!practice!TST,! gastric! lavage!and! sputum! induction!are!often! not! available! in! high! burden! settings! due! to! limited! training,! a! lack! of! the! basic!equipment! and! consumables! required,18,! 19! very! low! yield! in! the! absence! of!mycobacterial! culture! facilities,16! and! cost.20,! 21! IGRA! remain! far! too! expensive! and!complex!for!use!at!the!point!of!care!in!low!resource!settings!and!are!not!recommended!for!routine!use!in!childhood!TB!diagnosis!or!contact!tracing.22!!!!In! the! absence! of! a! reliable! gold! standard,! and! lacking! resources! for! further!investigations! in!most! settings,! diagnosis! therefore!usually!has! to! rely!on! clinical! case!definitions.! To! compound! the! problem,! clinical! diagnosis! is! also! more! challenging! in!children,! since! the! clinical! and! radiological! features! of! childhood! TB! overlap! those! of!other!common!childhood!diseases,!particularly!where!HIV!and!malnutrition!F!two!of!the!most! important! risk! factors! F! are! endemic.23! Several! clinical! algorithms! have! been!proposed! but! although! they! continue! to! be! widely! promoted,! most! have! not! been!
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validated! in! the! settings! in! which! they! are! used.24! The! net! result! is! frequent! disease!misclassification! that! severely! limits! the! quality! of! both! clinical! care! and! surveillance!data.!!
1.4 Available+surveillance+data+and+burden+of+disease+estimates++The!main! source!of! global! surveillance!data! for! childhood!TB! comes! from!notification!data! collected! by! National! Tuberculosis! Programmes! (NTPs)! under! the! WHO! DOTS!strategy.25!However!both!the!quantity!and!the!quality!of!DOTS!notification!data!relating!to! childhood! TB! are! limited.! Until! recently! data! from! children! were! aggregated! in! a!single!category!(defined!by!the!WHO!for!the!purposes!of!TB!reporting!as!<15!years),26!ignoring! important! ageFrelated! differences! in! disease! incidence! between! preFschool,!school! age! and! adolescent! children.! This! reflected! the! lower! priority! traditionally!afforded! to! children!by! the!DOTS!strategy,!which!understandably!prioritizes!detection!and!treatment!of!smear!positive!pulmonary!cases!that!contribute!most!to!propagation!of!the!epidemic!but!occur!predominantly! in!adults.!One!consequence! is!a! lack!of!data!on!ageFrelated!trends!among!children!that!might!help!refine!burden!of!disease!estimates!or!afford!additional! insights! into!the!effects!of! the!HIV!epidemic!or!other!epidemiological!risk! factors! on! disease! presentation! or! transmission! patterns.! The! WHO!recommendation!in!2006!for!NTPs!to!report!aggregated!data!for!children!in!at!least!two!categories! (0F4! years! and!5F14! years)! does! improve!notification!based! surveillance! of!childhood!TB.21!Nevertheless!severe!limitations!still!exist! in!the!quality!of!available!TB!notification!data!for!children!due!to!frequent!misclassification!arising!from!the!very!real!diagnostic! challenges! highlighted! above,! a! lack! of! resources! for! active! case! finding!through!contact!tracing!in!most!settings,!as!well!as!limitations!in!the!notification!process!itself.! A! recent! study! from!South!Africa!demonstrated! significant! underFnotification!of!TB!cases,27!and!even!in!Europe!1!in!5!children!with!TB!are!not!notified,28!so!the!situation!is!likely!to!be!considerably!worse!in!less!well!resourced!settings.!Perhaps!reflecting!all!these!problems!with!the!available!data,!WHO!estimates!of!the!global!TB!burden!do!not!currently!include!a!breakdown!of!the!disease!burden!in!children.3!!To!date!the!best!available!published!estimates!of!the!global!burden!of!childhood!TB!have!been! derived! by! combining! DOTS! notification! data! for! smear! positive! TB! with! ageFspecific! estimates! of! the! proportion! of! the! total! number! of! cases! that! are! smear!positive.10,! 29!These!estimates!suggest! there!were!approximately!900,000!new!cases!of!
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TB! in! children! in! 2000,!which! represented! about! 11%!of! the! total! global! tuberculosis!burden.! National! incidence! estimates! for! childhood! TB! in! the! 22! highest! burden! TB!countries! in!2000!are!show!in!Table!1.1.10!These!are!crude!estimates,!however,!due!to!the! inherent! limitations! of! the! data! on! which! they! are! based,! including! assumptions!about!the!proportion!of!childhood!TB!cases!that!one!might!expect!to!be!smear!positive.!In!the!absence!of!a!reliable!gold!standard!for!diagnosis!the!latter!is!not!straightforward!to! ascertain,! since! it! requires! knowledge! of! the! total! number! of! childhood! cases! in! a!particular!setting;! furthermore,! this!proportion!may!vary!geographically!or!temporally!with!the!prevalence!of!HIV!infection,!malnutrition!or!other!risk!factors.!Recently!a!more!conservative!global!estimate!of!half!a!million!TB!cases!among!children!in!2000!has!been!attributed!to!the!WHO,11!but!no!formal!WHO!estimate!has!yet!been!published.!!
Table 1.1 Estimated numbers of new cases, case rates in children, overall case rates (all ages), 
and the percentage of all TB estimated to occur among children in the 22 high-burden 
countries [table taken from reference 10] 
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one of the best means of assessing changing disease
patterns over time. However, these data are not always
readily available or consistent, nor are they always re-
ported using standard age criteria. We report surveil-
lance data from NTPs and published reports.
At the global level, the WHO currently reports only
smear-positive cases by age. The International Union
Against Tuberculosis and Lung Disease (IUATLD) cur-
rently recommends stratifying the reporting of smear-
negative cases into two age groups: !15 years and
"15 years.33 Regional case rates of new smear-positive
disease among children !15 years of age reported to
the WHO range from 0 to 3 per 100 000 popula-
tion.34 However, there is wide variation among indi-
vidual countries, with Bolivia and Djibouti reporting
the highest smear-positive rate (12/100 000) among
children of all countries reporting in 2001.34 Two
thirds of the co ntries with c se rates among children
of more 5/100 000 are located in sub-Saharan Africa.
The reporting of smear-positive cases is a practical
strategy for a number of reasons. Smear-positive cases
are generally the most infectious, and these cases are
therefore the focus of the DOTS strategy. Sputum
smear microscopy is a technique that utilizes afford-
able technology and provides a fair degree of specificity
for the diagnosis of TB. However, it has been estimated
that for every smear-positive case, there are 1.2 cases
of smear-negative TB.35 Furthermore, approximately
95% of cases in children 12 years of age are smear-
negative.36 Given that most children, particularly chil-
dren !5 years of age, are not smear-positive, the fact
that the WHO reports only smear-positive TB cases
by age underestimates the burden of TB in children.
As part of a recent global analysis to estimate the
contribution of HIV to the TB epidemic, Corbett et al.
generated age-specific estimates.37 To adjust for age-
specific differences in the expected number and pro-
portion of smear-positive cases, the authors calcu-
lated estimates of the number of cases by age based on
the number of smear-positive cases reported in 2000.
To calculate these figures, the authors first used esti-
mates of the incidence of new smear-positive cases in
each country.37 The age distribution of notified new
smear positives in each sub-region were then used to
stratify cases by age groups. These estimates assumed
that the age distribution of actual smear-positive
cases was the same as that of notified smear-positive
cases. Published estimates of the proportion of cases
expected to be smear-positive by age were then used
to calculate the estimated total number of cases in
each age group. Based on this analysis, Table 1 shows
estimated numbers of new cases, case rates in children
(using United Nations population estimates), overall
case rates (all ages), and the percentage of all TB esti-
mated to occur among c ildren for the 22 high-burden
countries. This analysis estimated that there were 8.3
million new cases of TB in 2000, of which 884 019
(10.7%) were in children. Of the total, 659 397
(75%) occurred in the 22 high-burden countries.37
Case rates in children using these estimates were far
Table 1 Estimated numbers of new cases, case rates in children, overall case rates (all ages), and 













Afghanistan 17 540 25.3 189 324
Bangladesh 33 166 10.2 61 236
Brazil 23 520 20.7 47 66
Cambodia 3 966 5.3 70 571
China 86 978 5.3 27 129
Democratic Republic of Congo 24 052 16.1 106 306
Ethiopia 28 675 16.1 95 272
India 185 233 10.2 53 179
Indonesia 15 691 2.7 23 263
Kenya 22 124 16.1 167 450
Mozambique 7 703 16.1 98 268
Myanmar 8 007 10.2 51 165
Nigeria 32 310 12.4 63 228
Pakistan 61 905 25.3 103 172
Philippines 12 167 5.3 43 304
Russian Federation 7 778 4.2 30 126
South Africa 35 449 16.1 237 501
Thailand 2 317 2.7 15 141
Uganda 12 099 16.1 103 320
United Republic of Tanzania 18 890 16.1 118 337
Vietnam 7 559 5.3 29 183
Zimbabwe 12 267 16.1 221 603
Total for the 22 high-burden countries 659 397 9.6
* Case rates per 100 000 children. United Nations population estimates used for denominator.
† Case rates per 100 000 population.
TB # tuberculosis.
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Better! quality! surveillance! data! are! available! from! many! industrialized,! low! burden!settings,30,! 31! where! they! are! underpinned! by! stronger! health! systems! with! better!diagnostic! facilities! and!active! case! finding! through! routine! contact! tracing.!Burden!of!disease!estimates! from!some!high!burden!communities!are!also!available,!and!suggest!that! children! may! account! for! approximately! 15F20%! of! the! total! caseload! in! such!settings.32! In! one! frequently! cited! study! based! on! official! notification! data! from! two!urban! settings! in! Cape! Town,! South!Africa,! children! accounted! for! almost! 40%!of! the!total!caseload!over!a!10!year!period.33!In!the!absence!of!a!standardized!case!definition!in!this!study!it!is!unclear!whether!this!reflects!the!true!potential!burden!of!childhood!TB!in!settings! where! deteriorating! socioFeconomic! conditions! drive! high! TB! transmission!rates,!or!a!tendency!towards!overFdiagnosis!by!clinicians!aware!of!the!high!TB!incidence!combined!with! the! poor! performance! of! available! diagnostic! tools! and! the! potentially!devastating! consequences!of!not! treating!a! child!with!TB.!A!prospective!observational!study!of!childhood!TB!in!a!very!similar!urban!setting!in!Cape!Town!suggested!children!accounted!for!about!15%!of!all!TB!cases.34!However!the!number!of!published!studies!is!small,!and!they!derive!from!a!minority!of!countries!that!may!not!be!representative!of!the!overall!picture.!Importantly,!the!proportion!of!the!total!TB!caseload!that!occurs!among!children! depends! critically! on! local! demography,! which! also! varies! widely:! a! higher!proportion! of! paediatric! cases! would! be! expected! in! countries! with! a! wide! based!population!pyramid!than!in!those!where!children!contribute!a!smaller!proportion!of!the!total!population,!and!vice!versa.!!The! need! for! better! quality! surveillance! data! from! different! communities! and!underpinned! by! improved! case! definitions! was! therefore! recognized! as! among! the!leading!research!priorities!for!childhood!TB!in!the!WHO’s!Research$Agenda$for$Childhood$
Tuberculosis.32!There!has!been!very! limited!progress! in! this! area,! however.!A!PubMed!literature!search!performed!on!14!October!2011!using!the!MeSH!and!text!search!terms!“tuberculosis”! or! “TB”,! plus! “child”! or! “children”! and! “incidence”! or! “prevalence”!identified! only! 15! studies! presenting! population! based! data! on! the! disease! burden! of!childhood!TB!since!the!report’s!publication!5!years!previously:!5,!8!and!2!from!high,30,!31,!35F37!middle38F45!and!low46,!47!income!countries,!respectively.!There!were!no!studies!from!any! low/middle! income! or! high! TB! burden! countries25! that!met! the! basic! criteria! for!prospective!community!incidence!studies!set!out!in!the!WHO!report.32!!
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In!the!absence!of!good!quality!surveillance!data,!other!data!sources!may!also!be!used!to!inform! burden! of! disease! estimates.! Historical! data! from! Europe! correlating! the!incidence!of!childhood!TB!disease!with!the!annual!rate!of!tuberculosis!infection!(ARTI,!derived! from! tuberculin! surveys),! has! been! extrapolated! to! estimate! childhood! TB!incidence! in! modern! communities! in! whom! the! population! structure! and! ARTI! is!known.48!Interesting!data!also!come!from!pneumonia!aetiology!studies!among!children,!some!of!which!have! found!active!TB! in!8F15%!of! children!with! acute!pneumonia.49,! 50!This!may! be! particularly! pertinent! to! the! question! of! hidden! childhood! TB!mortality,!since!pneumonia!is!responsible!for!the!largest!proportion!of!deaths!in!children!under!5!years!(figure!1).!Autopsy!data!are!scarce,!but!a!study!in!Zambia!prior!to!the!availability!of!antiretroviral!therapy!or!widespread!use!of!coFtrimoxazole!prophylaxis!found!active!TB! in! 26%!HIVFnegative! and! 18%!HIV! positive! children!who! died! from!pneumonia.51!These! findings! call! for! similar! studies! in! other! settings! to! investigate! their!generalizability,! and! further! emphasize! the! need! for! better! quality! paediatric! TB!surveillance!data.!!!
1.5 Challenges,+opportunities+and+strategies+for+the+future+Better!estimates!of!childhood!TB!incidence!and!its!contribution!to!childhood!mortality!will! depend! critically! on! improved! surveillance! in! a! wide! range! of! settings.! Rigorous!implementation!of!existing!guidelines!for!contact!investigation!among!children21!would!improve! active! case! detection! as! well! as! providing! real! clinical! benefit! through!identification!or!earlier!diagnosis!and! treatment!of!many!cases.!Diagnosis! remains! the!fundamental! challenge,! but! recent! progress! in! this! area! provides! opportunities! to!improve! case! ascertainment! and! reduce! disease! misclassification.! Standardized! case!definitions!are!key,!so!the!publication!by!the!WHO!of!guidance!on!the!investigation!and!diagnosis! of! childhood! TB! including! case! definitions! for! smear! positive! and! negative!pulmonary! disease! is! an! important! step.21! Further! research! to! build! on! these! case!definitions!and!to!incorporate!them!into!validated!diagnostic!algorithm(s)!based!on!high!quality!evidence!from!a!range!of!settings!–!as!has!been!done!with!some!success!for!TB!in!HIVFpositive!adults52!–!would!offer!benefits!for!both!surveillance!and!clinical!care.!!Ideally! diagnosis! should! be! supported! by! the! best! available! methods! for! specimen!collection!and!microbiological!confirmation!of!M.$tuberculosis.! Indeed,!despite!the!very!real!challenges!already!outlined,!some!experts!contend!that!where!adequate!resources!
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for! diagnosis! do! exist! an! accurate! diagnosis! is! possible! in!most! cases.53!While! this! is!unlikely!to!be!feasible!in!most!low!resource,!rural!settings,!research!gains!slowly!being!translated! into! clinical! practice! do! provide! an! opportunity! to! develop! heightened!surveillance! in! some! centres.! Ideally! this! should! be! linked! to! existing! TB! prevalence!surveys! or! studies! of! TB! incidence! among! adults,! in! order! to! place! in! context! and!maximize! the! scientific! and! public! health! benefits! of! the! epidemiological! data! they!generate.!!The!same!sites!could!be!used!to!assess!and!monitor!the!local!performance!of!more!basic!clinical!case!definitions!and!diagnostic!algorithms.!Sputum!induction!has!been!shown!to!be! well! tolerated,! safe,! and! more! sensitive! than! gastric! aspiration! for! diagnosis! of!pulmonary!TB! in!children,!and!has! the!added!advantage! that! it! can!be!performed!at!a!single!outpatient!visit.16!Although!uptake!of! the!method!has!been!slow! in!high!burden!settings,!it!is!now!being!adopted!in!some!urban!centres.!Mycobacterial!culture!facilities!are!also!required!if!the!full!benefit!of!improved!specimen!collection!is!to!be!realized,!but!progress!is!also!being!made!on!this!front!by!the!Stop!TB!Partnership!Global!Laboratory!Initiative!(www.stoptb.org/wg/gli).54,!55!Although!these!are!likely!in!the!medium!term!to!remain! restricted! to! a! few!urban! referral! centres! in!many!developing! countries,! other!developments!in!laboratory!diagnosis!might!yet!offer!the!possibility!of!expanding!access!to!high!quality!microbiological!diagnosis!in!low!resource,!high!TB!burden!settings.!!Microcolony!culture!techniques!such!as!the!Microscopic!Observation!Drug!Susceptibility!(MODS)!assay!provide!culture!and!drug!susceptibility!results!at!a!fraction!of!the!cost!of!commercial! liquid! culture! systems! and! do! not! require! expensive! biosafety! level! 3!laboratory!facilities,!so!may!have!a!role! in!expanding!childhood!TB!surveillance!in! low!resource!settings.!However!they!are!relatively! labour!intensive,!and!require!significant!training.56!!More! recently! the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! automated! real! time! PCR! assay,! which! requires!minimal! training! and! infrastructure! but! is!more! expensive,! has! demonstrated!modest!sensitivity!for!diagnosis!of!culture!positive!TB!in!children.57!All!require!further!research!to! assess! their! performance! and! cost! effectiveness! for! diagnosis! of! childhood! TB! in! a!range!of!settings.!!The!benefits!of! improved!childhood!TB!surveillance!are! likely! to!be!many.!At!a!public!health!level,!good!quality!regional!and!global!data!are!critical!to!understand!the!causes!
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of! childhood! illness! and! death,! and! thereby! to! inform! policy! decisions! and! priorities.!Disease! visibility! is! key! to! ensure! appropriate! investment! in! prevention! and! control!strategies,!and!will!also!be! important!to!monitor!the! impact!of!new!TB!vaccines! in!the!future.!In!addition,!since!TB!in!a!child!must!by!definition!reflect!recent!infection!(within!the!lifetime!of!the!child),!and!in!most!cases!occurs!within!a!year!following!infection,8!the!incidence!of!TB!in!children!and!their!M.$tuberculosis!isolates!provide!a!useful!window!on!current! transmission! dynamics! within! a! community,! including! transmission! of! drug!resistance! strains.! Benefits! to! clinical! care! might! be! expected! due! to! improved! case!finding,! standardization! of! case! definitions,! local! validation! and/or! adaptation! of!diagnostic! algorithms! utilizing! data! from! sentinel! sites! with! access! to! more! advance!diagnostic! facilities,! and! a! greater! awareness! of! the!burden! and!diagnostic! algorithms!among!clinicians.!Children! remain!among! the!most!vulnerable! to! this! common!and!all!too!often!devastating!disease.!A!better!understanding!of!the!size!of!the!problem!will!be!essential!to!any!public!health!strategy!to!control!childhood!TB.!!!
1.6 Aims+of+KIDS+TB+Study++The!aims!of! the!Kilifi! Improving!Diagnosis!&!Surveillance!of! childhood!TB! (KIDS!TB)!study!presented!here!closely!reflect!the!research!priorities!outlined!above,!and!focus!on!improving! diagnosis! and! surveillance! of! childhood! TB! in! both! a! rural! and! an! urban!setting! in! Kenya.! ! Utilizing! heightened! clinical! surveillance,! state! of! the! art! TB!diagnostics! and! careful! follow! up! F! a! combination! usually! only! possible! in! a! few! high!resource,! industrialized! settings! F! the! study! carefully! characterized! children!with! and!without!active!TB!in!order!to!achieve!the!following!specific!aims:!(1)!To!describe!the!hospital!burden!and!clinical!spectrum!of!childhood!TB.!!(2)!To!explore!risk!factors!for!childhood!TB!in!this!setting.!(3)!To!assess!the!utility!of!clinical!features!and!the!performance!of!clinical!algorithms!for!identifying!children!with!TB!in!Kenya.!!(4)!To!assess!the!performance!of!laboratory!tests!in!identifying!children!with!TB.!!(5)!To!determine!the!burden!of!childhood!TB!in!Kilifi!District,!Kenya.!
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1.7 Overview+of+the+work+presented+in+this+thesis+In!this!thesis!I!present!and!discuss!results!of!aims!1!to!5!of!the!KIDS!TB!study!above.!The!study! sites! and! the! clinical! and! laboratory! methods! used! to! recruit! and! phenotype!children! with! and! without! active! TB! are! described! in! chapter! 2,! Patients$ &$ Methods.!Patient! recruitment,!diagnostic! assignments,! and! the!hospital!burden!and! spectrum!of!childhood!TB!are!presented!and!discussed!in!chapter!3,!Hospital!Burden$and$Spectrum$of$
Childhood$Tuberculosis.!These!wellFcharacterized!cohorts!of! children!with!and!without!TB! then! provide! the! platform! to! explore! risk! factors! for! childhood! TB! in! this! setting!(chapter!4,!Risk$Factors$of$Childhood$Tuberculosis);!and!for!analysis!of!the!performance!of! clinical! tools! (chapter! 5,!Clinical$ Diagnosis$ of$ Childhood$ Tuberculosis)! and! available!laboratory!methods!(chapter!6,!Microbiological$Diagnosis$of$Childhood$Tuberculosis)!for!diagnosis! of! childhood! TB! in! the! study! population.! In! the! final! section! (chapter! 7,!
Community$Incidence$of$Childhood$Tuberculosis)!we!estimate!the!incidence!of!childhood!TB! among! Kenyan! children,! and! interpret! our! findings! in! the! light! of! the! preceding!chapters.!Details!of!the!analytical!methods!used!are!presented!in!the!relevant!chapters.!The! results! of! each! of! these! elements! are! finally! drawn! together! in! the! Concluding$
Remarks.! Additional! supporting! information! is! provided! in! the! Appendices! and!referenced!in!the!relevant!sections!of!the!main!text.!!




2.1.1 Kenya+in+context:+the+national+tuberculosis+profile+The!study!was!based! in!Coast!Province,!Kenya.!Kenya! is!among!the!22!highest!burden!TB!countries!which!together!account!for!82%!of!the!global!burden!of!tuberculosis,!and!in!2010!had!a!national!TB!incidence!of!298!per!100,000!population,!the!seventh!highest!in!the!world.3!In!the!same!year!91%!TB!patients!were!tested!for!HIV!nationally,!of!whom!41%!were!HIV!coFinfected.!Children!accounted!for!6%!of!new!notified!cases.58!However!the! true! burden! of! childhood! TB! is! difficult! to! estimate! due! to! very! limited! access! to!diagnostic! facilities! for! childhood! TB! by!most! healthcare! providers! in! Kenya,! and! the!very!real!challenges!of!paediatric!TB!diagnosis!and!surveillance!already!discussed.!The!best! published! estimates! of! the! ‘true’! burden! of! childhood! TB! in! Kenya!were! derived!using!DOTS!notification!data!from!2000!and!suggested!an!annual!tuberculosis!incidence!of! 167! per! 100,000! among! children! under! the! age! of! 15! years! (in! the! context! of! an!overall! national! TB! incidence! of! 450! per! 100,000! in! the! same! year),! with! children!accounting! for! 16%! of! the! national! TB! caseload! (Table! 1.1).10! Together! these! data!suggest!a!high!burden!of!TB!among!Kenyan!children,!but!good!quality!surveillance!data!for!childhood!TB!in!Kenya!are!still!lacking.!!Within! Kenya! the! tuberculosis! burden! is! not! uniformly! distributed,! reflecting! wider!heterogeneity!in!demographic!and!health!indices.59!The!three!provinces!with!the!highest!burden!of!disease!are! illustrated! in!Figure!2.1.!These!are!Nyanza,!where! the!epidemic!has!been!driven!by!the!high!HIV!prevalence!in!this!area!around!Lake!Victoria;60!Nairobi,!the! capital! city,! where! poverty! and! overcrowding! exacerbated! by! increasing!urbanization!have!fuelled!the!epidemic;!and!Coast!Province,!where!urban!conditions!in!Kenya’s! second! largest! city,! Mombasa,! also! drive! up! the! burden! of! disease.61! In!collaboration!with! the!Provincial! and!District!TB!&!Leprosy!Coordinators! and!Kenyan!National! Leprosy! and! Tuberculosis! Programme! (NLTP),! the! KIDS! TB! Study! enrolled!patients! at! two! sites! within! Coast! Province,! which! together! span! the! demographic!spectrum!of!communities!in!Kenya:!one!district!hospital!at!Kilifi,!with!a!rural!and!semiFurban!catchment!population;!and!one!large!urban!hospital!in!Mombasa!(Figure!2.1).!!
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Figure 2.1 TB case notification rates by province, 2007 (1, Nyanza; 2, Nairobi; 3, Coast Province). 
 
2.1.2 Site+1:+Kilifi+District+Hospital+(KDH)+and+the+KHDSS++The!study!was!based!at!the!KEMRIFWellcome!Trust!(KEMRIFWT)!Research!Programme!in!Kilifi! (Figure!2.1).!Kilifi!District!Hospital! (KDH)!shares!a!site!and!strong!clinical!and!research!links!with!the!KEMRIFWT!Programme,!and!was!the!first!study!site!for!patient!recruitment.! The! hospital! is! located! in! Kilifi! town,! provides! primary! care! to! the!surrounding!population,!and!also!serves!as!a!firstFlevel!referral!centre!for!the!district.!It!is!nested!within!the!Kilifi!Health!and!Demographic!Surveillance!System!(KDHSS,!Figure!2.2),! which! since! 2001! has!monitored! the! resident! population! in! an! area! of! 891! km2!immediately! surrounding! the! hospital! through! 2! to! 3! census! rounds! each! year.62! The!KDHSS!comprises!40!administrative!subFlocations!in!15!administrative!locations,!which!in!March!2011!were!home!to!261,919!residents!in!29,970!households,!and!from!which!two!thirds!of!paediatric!admissions!to!KDH!were!derived!during!the!study!period.!It!is!a!predominantly! rural! area:! 12%! KDHSS! residents! live! in! Kilifi! town,! with! the! vast!majority!living!in!rural!homesteads.62!!In!addition!to!KDH,!there!are!10!other!government!health!facilities!and!1!private!clinic!within!the!KHDSS!that!are!officially!designated!TB!treatment!centres;!of!these,!3!(KDH,!Vipingo! health! centre! and! Chumani! private! clinic)! provide! quality! assured! smear!microscopy!for!TB!diagnosis!(Figure!2.2).!TB!suspects!who!present!to!each!of!the!other!clinics! are! referred! by! the! clinician! to! one! of! these! 3! laboratories! for! sputum! smear!
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COUNTRY PROFILE
Kenya
According to the latest surveillance data and estimates of TB incidence, Kenya is the first country in sub-Saharan Africa to have achieved the 
global targets for both case detection and treatment success. The estimates of case detection were reassessed in 2007 following a thorough 
review of epidemiological and programmatic data, including of new data that became available when routine HIV testing of TB patients 
was introduced. Collaborative TB/HIV activities are widely implemented, with 79% of notified TB patients tested for HIV and 37% of HIV-
positive TB patients accessing ART in 2007. Programmatic management of MDR-TB has been initiated in Nairobi. The NTP needs to con-
tinue expanding community TB care and PPM initiatives to further improve access to treatment. The main challenges to TB control include 
the high turnover of health staff, including those employed at the central TB unit, and high demand for training of health-care workers.
| SURVEILLANCE AND EPIDEMIOLOGY
Population (thousands)a 37 538
 
   IN HIV+  
Estimates of epidemiological burden, 2007b ALL PEOPLE
Incidence
All forms of TB  
 (thousands of new cases per year) 132 63
All forms of TB  
 (new cases per 100 000 pop/year) 353 169
Rate of change in incidence rate (%), 2006–2007 –4.8 –7.0
New ss+ cases (thousands of new cases per year) 53 22
New ss+ cases (per 100 000 pop/year) 142 59
HIV+ incident TB cases (% of all TB cases) 48  —
Prevalence
All forms of TB (thousands of cases) 120 32
All forms of TB (cases per 100 000 pop) 319 84
2015 target for prevalence  
 (cases per 100 000 pop) 63 —
Mortality
All forms of TB (thousands of deaths per year) 24 15
All forms of TB (deaths per 100 000 pop/year) 65 39
2015 target for mortality  
 (deaths per 100 000 pop/year) 13 —
Multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB)
MDR-TB among all new TB cases (%) 1.9 —
MDR-TB among previously treated TB cases (%) 7.9 —
Total notifications, 2007
Notified new and relapse cases (thousands)  106
Notified new and relapse cases (per 100 000 pop/year)  284
Notified new ss+ cases (thousands)  38
Notified new ss+ cases (per 100 000 pop/year)  102
 as % of new pulmonary cases  43
 sex ratio (male/female)  1.4
DOTS case detection rate (% of estimated new ss+)  72
Notified new extrapulmon ry cases (thousa ds)  18
 as % of notifi d new cases  17
N tifie  new ss+ cases in children (<15 years) (thousands)  1.1
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Died Failed Defaulted Transferred Not evaluated
Percentage
Data not reported
0 2 4 60 2 4 6 8 100 2 4 6 8 0 0.5 1
 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
DOTS coverage (%) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Notification rate (new & relapse cases/100 000 pop) 205 228 244 271 290 288 296 284
% notified new & relapse cases reported under DOTS 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Notification rate (new ss+ cases/100 000 pop) 92 98 104 113 119 113 107 102
% notified new ss+ cases reported under DOTS 91 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Case detection rate (all new cases, %) 49 54 56 60 64 69 77 80
Case detection rate (new ss+ cases, %) 58 61 63 65 68 70 72 72
Treatment success (new ss+ patients, %) 80 80 79 80 80 82 85 —
Re-treatment success (ss+ patients, %) 76 77 77 75 76 77 79 —
Note: notification, case detection and treatment success rates are for the whole country (i.e. DOTS and non-DOTS cases combined).
TB notification rate (new and relapse), 2007 


















microscopy.!Those!who!are!referred!to!the!KDH!laboratory!for!sputum!microscopy!and!are!found!to!be!sputum!smear!positive!for!acid!fast!bacilli!(AFB)!are!referred!directly!to!the!KDH!TB!clinic! for! initiation!of! treatment.! Importantly,! the!National!TB!Programme!also! requires!all!patients!with! suspected!smear!negative!TB! (including!children)! to!be!referred!to!the!TB!clinic!at!KDH!for!clinical!review,!chest!xFray!and!treatment!initiation!if!indicated.!!
Figure 2.2 Map of Kilifi District and the KHDSS area showing administrative locations, Kilifi 
District Hospital (KDH), and other TB treatment facilities.  
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2.1.3 Coast+Provincial+General+Hospital+(CPGH),+Mombasa+Coast!Provincial!General!Hospital!(CPGH)!in!Mombasa!is!Kenya’s!second!largest!hospital.!It!provides!primary!and!secondary! level!care!to!the!predominantly!urban!surrounding!population! but! also! acts! as! a! regional! referral! hospital! for! Coast! Province.! There! are!approximately!10,000!admissions!per!year!to!the!paediatric!ward.!!
2.2 Establishing+the+platform+for+childhood+TB+research+Central! to! achieving! the! aims! of! the! KIDS! TB! Study! were! high! quality! clinical! and!laboratory! resources! for! paediatric! TB! diagnosis.! In! collaboration! with! the! National!Tuberculosis! Programme! and! clinical! staff! at! each! of! the! hospital! sites! we! therefore!established!the!following!platform!for!paediatric!TB!diagnosis!and!surveillance:!!i. Enhanced!screening!for!childhood!TB!among!inpatients;!ii. Dedicated!paediatric!outpatient!clinics!for!children!with!suspected!TB;!iii. Outpatient!referral!systems!from!Maternal!&!Child!Health!and!paediatric!HIV!clinics;!iv. Contact!tracing!of!child!household!contacts!of!pulmonary!TB!cases!(KDH!site!only);!v. Detailed!clinical!and!radiological!assessment!of!children!with!suspected!TB;!vi. Appropriate!specimen!collection!for!mycobacteriology!(incl.!sputum!induction);!vii. A!comprehensive!biosafety!level!3!(BSL3)!TB!laboratory!service!(see!below).!!Mycobacterial! culture! is! a! prerequisite! for! high! quality! paediatric! TB! diagnosis.!Following!an! intensive!mycobacteriology!apprenticeship! in!Cape!Town,! I! therefore!set!up!a!TB!diagnostic!laboratory!in!Kilifi.!By!May!2009!we!had!established!all!the!necessary!systems!and!processes!for!the!safe!and!effective!running!of!a!category!3!TB!diagnostic!laboratory! service! to! Good! Clinical! Laboratory! Practice! (GCLP)! standards! (Table! 2.1).!Formal!GCLP!accreditation!was!granted!to!the!laboratory!in!April!2010.!!!

















• living! in! the! same! household! as,! or! in! frequent! contact! with,! a! suspected! or!confirmed!case!of!pulmonary!TB;!!
• doctor’s!clinical!suspicion!of!TB!for!any!other!reason.!!These!broad!inclusion!criteria!are!based!closely!on!published!literature!and!national!and!international! guidelines.63F70! They! reflect! a! balance! between! the! desire! to! capture! as!many! children! with! TB! as! possible! F! acknowledging! the! nonFspecific! nature! of! many!clinical!features!of!paediatric!TB!F!and!the!practical!constraints!inherent!in!investigating!a!large!number!of!children.!
2.4 Sample+size++The!sample!size!at!KDH!was!chosen!to!optimize!precision!in!estimates!of!the!incidence!of! childhood! TB! (KIDS! TB! Study! aim! 5)! within! the! available! time! and! resource!constraints.! Although! comprehensive! data! on! the! risk! factors! and! clinical! features! of!childhood!TB!had!not!been!collected!prospectively!at!KDH!prior!to!the!KIDS!TB!Study,!the!available!data!suggested!that!about!400!paediatric!inpatients!merited!investigation!for!suspected!TB!annually.!In!addition,!between!2002!and!2008!there!were!an!estimated!140!new!adult!cases!of!smear!positive!pulmonary!TB!in!the!KHDSS!area!each!year,!with!
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an!average!in!the!KHDSS!of!about!2!children!under!5!years!per!household.!Therefore!in!2!years!we!expected!to!investigate!about!800!paediatric!inpatients!and!500!child!contacts!of! KHDSS! resident! adults! with! smear! positive! TB! (allowing! for! loss! to! follow! up! and!more! than! one! adult! case! of! TB! in! a! single! household).! The! best! available! published!estimate!of!the!incidence!of!paediatric!TB!in!Kenya!is!167!per!100,000!per!year.10!Table!2.2!summarizes! incidence!point!estimates!and!95%!confidence! intervals! for!a!range!of!scenarios! spanning! this! estimate,! given! a! midFstudy! KHDSS! population! of! ~120,000!children!<15!years!old.!Even!the!most!conservative!incidence!scenario!of!8!per!100,000!per!year!gave!reasonable!confidence!intervals!of!5!to!13!cases!per!100,000!per!year.!!
Table 2.2 Incidence estimates and 95% confidence intervals based on a range of 
scenarios for the number of cases of TB diagnosed over the 2 year study period.  
No. cases at KDH 
in 2 years 
Incidence point estimate 
(per 100,000 / year) 
95% confidence interval        
(per 100,000 / year) 
20 8 5 to 13 
50 21 15 to 27 
100 42 34 to 51 
150 63 53 to 73 
200 83 72 to 96 
250 104 92 to 118 
300 125 111 to 140 
350 146 131 to 162 
400 167 151 to 184 
450 188 171 to 206 
 By!extending! recruitment! to!CPGH!we! sought! to! recruit! as!many!TB!cases!as!possible!within!the!logistic!and!financial!constraints!of!the!study,!in!order!(a)!to!maximize!power!to!demonstrate!clinical!and!epidemiological!associations!with!TB!(study!aims!2!and!3);!and! (b)! to! maximize! the! precision! of! sensitivity! estimates! for! each! diagnostic! tool!assessed!(study!aims!3!and!4).!!
2.5 Sampling+Procedure+An!overview!of!patient!enrolment,!investigation!and!diagnostic!classifications!in!each!of!the!study!arms!is!shown!schematically!in!Figure!2.3.!At!KDH!children!were!identified!for!inclusion! in! the! study!by!both! active! and!passive! case!detection! (Figure!2.3!A! and!B).!Passive! case! detection! was! also! used! to! identify! children! presenting! to! CPGH! with!features! of! suspected! TB! (Figure! 2.3! C),! but! due! to! logistical! constraints! active! case!ascertainment!among!child!household!contacts!was!not!possible!at!the!CPGH!site.!!
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2.5.1 Sampling+procedure+at+KDH+
Passive$ Case$ Detection:! Children! admitted! to! the! paediatric! ward! or! referred! to! the!paediatric!TB!outpatient!clinic!at!KDH!were!first!registered!and!electronically!matched!to!the!KHDSS!population!register!using!their!PID!number!(if!they!carried!this)!or!their!name,! date! of! birth,! and! detailed! information! about! their! residence! location! and!household! composition.! Clinical! data! were! then! entered! onto! a! bespoke! clinical!database,!and!linked!via!the!PID!to!the!child’s!record!in!the!KHDSS!population!register.!All! children! referred! to! the! outpatient! paediatric! TB! clinic! (who! de$ facto! met! the!definition! of! suspected! TB)! were! comprehensively! investigated! for! TB.! Paediatric!inpatients! meeting! the! definition! of! suspected! TB! were! identified! by! a! computer!algorithm!and!flagged!for!a!comprehensive!TB!work!up.! In!addition!clinicians!working!on!the!paediatric!ward,!and!in!the!Maternal!and!Child!Health!and!HIV!outpatient!clinics,!were! encouraged!and! regularly! reminded! to! refer! any! children!with! suspected!TB! for!appropriate! investigation.! All! children! registered! and! followed! up! at! the! hospital! HIV!clinic! were! formally! screened! for! any! features! of! suspected! TB! at! enrolment! using! a!standardized! proforma.! Through! collaboration! with! the! HIV! clinic! and! the! National!Tuberculosis! Programme! we! also! actively! engaged! clinicians! working! at! other! heath!centres!within!the!KHDSS!area,!and!encouraged!them!to!refer!children!with!suspected!TB!to!KDH,!to!benefit!from!the!paediatric!diagnostic!service!we!had!founded.!!
Active$ Case$ Detection:! Although! current! Kenyan! national! guidelines! recommend!screening! all! child! household! contacts! of! smear! positive! pulmonary! TB! contacts,71! in!practice!contact!tracing!rarely!occurs!due!to!limited!resources!and!training.!During!the!KIDS!TB!Study,!new!cases!of!smear!positive!pulmonary!TB!resident!within! the!KHDSS!were!identified!through!the!KDH!TB!clinic,!and!child!household!contacts!of!these!index!cases!were! identified!on!the!KHDSS!population!register.!For!pragmatic!reasons,!and!in!keeping!with!Kenyan!national! guidelines,! contact! tracing! focused!on! children!under!5!years!of!age!resident!in!the!same!household!as!a!case!of!smear!positive!pulmonary!TB,!as!smear!positive!cases!are!the!most!infectious!and!young!children!are!most!vulnerable!to!developing!active!TB!following!infection.12!An! ‘index!case’!was!therefore!defined!for!the! purposes! of! the! study! as! a! case! of! sputum! smear! positive! pulmonary!TB! resident!within!the!KHDSS!area.!Each! index!case!was!then! invited!to!bring!all!children!under!5!years!in!the!household!(symptomatic!or!asymptomatic)!to!the!paediatric!TB!outpatient!clinic!for!further!assessment,!and!given!a!small!amount!of!money!sufficient!to!cover!the!
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return!fare!to!hospital.!!
2.5.2 Sampling+procedure+at+CPGH+Demographic! and! clinical! data! from! paediatric! admissions! are! captured! on! a!standardized! Paediatric! Admission!Record! (PAR)! form,! and! only! later! double! entered!into!an!electronic!database,!so!an!electronic!screening!algorithm!like!that!used!at!KDH!was!not!possible.! Instead!ward!clinicians!and!clinicians!in!the!MCH!and!paediatric!HIV!clinics!were!encouraged!and!regularly!reminded!to!refer!to!the!study!team!any!child!in!whom!they!suspected!TB,!and!simple!systems!for!referral!were!put!in!place.!In!addition!a! study! clinician!manually! screened! the!written! records!of! new!paediatric! admissions!and! attended! the! daily! paediatric! ward! rounds! to! identify! any! other! children! with!suspected!TB!eligible!for!inclusion!in!the!study.!!
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2.6.1 Investigation*of*children*with*suspected*TB*Baseline!investigations!performed!on!all!children!admitted!to!KDH!include!a!full!blood!count! (FBC;! Beckman/Coulter,! Fullerton,! UK),! thick! and! thin! blood! films! for! malaria!parasites!(malaria!parasite!slide,!MPS),!and!a!blood!culture!(BACTEC!PedsPlus,!Becton!Dickinson,!CA,!USA).!Blood! tests!were!not!performed!routinely!on! inpatients!at!CPGH,!nor! on! outpatients! at! either! site,! however! FBC! and! MPS! were! routinely! available! if!clinically! indicated.!Other!blood! tests! and!more! specialist! investigations! (e.g.! imaging)!were!performed!at!the!discretion!of!the!clinical!team!caring!for!the!child.!!As!part! of! the! clinical! standard!of! care! established! at! both!hospitals,! all! children!with!suspected!TB!identified!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the!study!were!weighed!and!underwent! a! structured! history! and! examination! and! a! posteriorOanterior! (PA)! or!anteriorOposterior! (AP)! chest! xOray! (CXR).! Lateral! CXRs! were! performed! at! the!discretion!of!the!clinician!after!reviewing!the!PA/AP!CXR,!for!example!to!assess!further!any! suspected! hilar! lymphadenopathy.! The! study! clinician! read! all! CXRs! entered! data!onto! a! standardized! CXR! reporting! form! closely! based! on! published! radiological!classifications.72O74! Tuberculin! skin! testing! (TST)! was! performed! using! the! Mantoux!method! and! 2! tuberculin! units! (TU)! of! tuberculin! PPD! RT23.21! A! positive! TST! was!defined! as! a! diameter! of! induration! ≥10mm,! or! ≥5mm! in! HIV! infected! or! severely!malnourished! children,! in! keeping! with! WHO! guidelines! for! childhood! TB.21! Severe!malnutrition!was!defined!as!a!weight!for!age!zOscore!(WAZ)!of!<!O3,!or!the!presence!of!nutritional! oedema.75! Other! clinical! definitions! including! definitions! of! very! severe,!severe! and! nonOsevere! pneumonia! also! conformed! to! WHO! guidelines.75! Provider!initiated! testing! and! counseling! (PiTC)! for! HIV! was! performed! according! to! Kenyan!national! guidelines,! which! recommend! testing! for! all! inpatients! and! for! all! patients!investigated!for!TB,!on!an!optOout!basis.71,!76!!Initial!assessment!of!child!household!contacts!of!index!TB!cases!identified!in!the!active!case! detection! arm! of! the! study! also! included! a! structured! history! and! examination,!anthropometry,! CXR,! and! a!TST.! Those!with! symptoms!or! signs! of! possible!TB! (Table!2.3),!an!abnormal!CXR,!or!a!positive!TST!were!further!investigated!for!suspected!TB!as!described!below.!!
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Table 2.3 Symptoms and signs of possible TB that triggered further investigation of child 
household TB contacts in the active case detection arm of the study.   
Symptoms of possible TB  Signs of possible TB 
Any of the following: 
• fever, night sweats, weight loss, 
lethargy, or failure to thrive; 
• cough or dyspnoea;  
• chest infection not responding to 
appropriate first line antibiotics; 
• abdominal pain or swelling; 
• change in temperament or 
conscious level, or convulsions; 
• new or progressive spinal or joint 
deformity. 
Any of the following: 
• fever, wasting, lymphadenopathy; 
• cough, tachypnoea, signs of respiratory distress; 
• focal chest signs (e.g. bronchial breathing, crackles, 
wheeze, pleural rub, signs of pleural effusion); 
• signs of pericardial effusion and/or congestive cardiac 
failure; 
• abdominal mass, hepatomegaly, splenomegaly or 
ascites; 
• lethargy, decreased conscious level, signs of meningism 
(photophobia, neck stiffness, Kernig’s sign) or 
convulsions; 
• spinal gibbus or enlarged non-tender joint;  
• signs of tuberculin hypersensitivity (e.g. erythema 
nodosum, phlyctenular conjunctivitis). 
 Appropriate! clinical! specimens!were! collected! for! AFB!microscopy! and!mycobacterial!culture!from!all!children!with!suspected!TB!(except!well!contacts!of!index!TB!cases!who!were!identified!in!the!active!case!detection!arm!of!the!study!but!had!no!evidence!of!TB!O!see!above).!Children!who!were!able!to!expectorate!provided!three!spontaneous!sputum!samples.! Sputum! induction! was! performed! on! the! remainder.! To! maximize!mycobacterial!culture!yield!within!the!logistical!and!budgetary!constraints!of!the!study,!sputum! induction!was!performed! twice!on!each!patient!and! the! specimens!pooled! for!analysis!to!halve!laboratory!costs.!If!sputum!induction!was!contraindicated!(e.g.!due!to!severe! respiratory! distress),! gastric! aspiration! was! performed.! Standard! operating!procedures!(SOPs)!for!both!sputum!induction!and!gastric!aspiration!were!based!closely!on!international!guidance!from!the!WHO.21!Further!investigations!including!fine!needle!aspiration! (FNA)! of! lymph! nodes,! mycobacterial! culture! of! CSF,! urine,!pleural/ascitic/joint!fluid,!or!biopsy!material,!or!repeat!sampling,!were!performed!at!the!discretion!of!the!clinical!team!caring!for!the!patient!according!to!clinical! indications!in!individual! cases.! A! sample! of! venous! blood! was! also! collected! for! interferon! gamma!release!assay!(IGRA,!sodium!heparin!tube,!1ml)!following!separate!informed!consent.!!
2.7 Laboratory*methods*Laboratory!methods!for!TB!diagnosis!are!summarized!below.!!Each!method!is!described!in!more!detail!in!chapter!6.!
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2.7.1 Specimen*processing,*AFB*microscopy,*and*mycobacterial*culture*All!specimens!for!TB!culture!were!routinely!decontaminated!using!the!modified!Petroff’s!method,77!with! the! exception!of! specimens! from!normally! sterile! sites.! Larger! volume!fluid! specimens! were! preOconcentrated! by! centrifugation! to! optimize! culture! yield.!Decontaminated!specimens!were!centrifuged!and!reOsuspended!in!phosphate!buffer!for!preparation!of!smears,!inoculation!of!culture!media,!and!realOtime!mycobacterial!PCR.!!Smears!were! prepared! from! each! specimen! and! stained! using! the! Ziehl! Neelsen! (ZN)!method.!The!entirety!of!each!smear!was!then!examined!for!acid!fast!bacilli!(AFB)!under!the!x100!objective!and!results!reported!based!on!WHO!guidelines.78!!Automated!liquid!mycobacterial!culture!was!performed!using!the!Mycobacterial!Growth!Inhibitor! Tube! (MGIT)! 960! system! (BD! Diagnostics,! Sparks,! MD,! USA)! and! standard!protocols.77!Following!a!study!protocol!amendment!in!April!2010,!a!proportion!of!the!reOsuspended,!decontaminated!sediment!was!also!cultured!by!the!Microscopic!Observation!Drug!Susceptibility!(MODS)!assay!using!standard!protocols.79,! 80!Positive!cultures!were!identified! as! M.# tuberculosis! complex! (MTBC)! or! nonOMTBC! by! the! BD! MGIT! TBc!Identification! test! (TBc! ID,! Becton! Dickinson,! Sparks,! MD,! USA)! according! to! the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!They!were!then!further!speciated!and!probed!for!isoniazid!and!rifampicin!resistance!mutations!by!PCR,!using!the!Hain!Genotype®!line!probe!assay!platform!(Hain!Lifescience!Gmbh,!Nehren,!Germany).!!
2.7.2 RealGtime*mycobacterial*PCR:*Xpert*MTB/RIF*Assay*Frozen!aliquots!of!the!decontaminated!and!reOsuspended!sediments!of!selected!clinical!specimens!were!assayed!for!the!presence!of!MTBC!DNA!using!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!(Cepheid,!Sunnyvale,!CA,!USA)!according!to!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!To!mitigate!against!reduced!diagnostic!yield!due!to!mycobacterial!culture!contamination,!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!was!performed!on!all!specimens!whose!MGIT!culture!was!contaminated,!as! well! as! on! all! culture! positive! and! a! selection! of! culture! negative! specimens! to!compare!the!performance!of!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!with!mycobacterial!culture!in!this!cohort!(see!section!6.2.6!for!details).!!!
2.7.3 Interferon*Gamma*Release*Assays*(IGRA)**TB!infection/sensitization!status!was!determined!by!an!in!house!whole!blood!interferon!gamma!(IFNOγ)!release!assay!(IGRA).!This!assay!utilized!a!recombinant!fusion!protein!of!
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Early! Secretory! AntigenO6! and! Culture! Filtrate! ProteinO10! that! has! been! shown! to!provide!similar!sensitivity!to!peptides!used! in!commercial! IGRAs.81!Heparinized!whole!blood!(0.2ml)!was!diluted!1:10!in!RPMIO1640!and!180μl!aliquots!stimulated!in!triplicate!on!a!96Owell!plate!with!TB!antigen!(TBAg),!phytohaemaglutinin!(PHA,!positive!control)!and!RPMI!(negative!control).!Plates!were!cultured!at!37°C!for!7!days!and!IFNOγ!levels!in!the!supernatants!determined!by!sandwich!ELISA.82!A!positive!response!to!PHA!or!TBAg!was!defined!as!a!concentration!of!IFNOγ!>100pg/ml!([IFNOγ]>100pg/ml)!and!more!than!3! times! the! [IFNOγ]! in! the!RPMI!well.!A!positive! IGRA!result!was!defined!as!a!positive!response!to!both!PHA!and!TBAg.!Tests!without!a!positive!response!to!PHA!were!defined!as!indeterminate.!Healthy!control!samples!were!included!in!each!assay.!!
2.8 Case*definitions,*clinical*management*and*follow*up*In! the!absence!of!a!reliable!gold!standard! for!TB!diagnosis! in!children,!and! in!keeping!with! other! studies! of! paediatric! TB,! a! hierarchy! of! diagnostic! categories! was! used! to!reflect! the! inevitable! range! of! diagnostic! certainty! in! individual! cases! (Table! 2.4).!Categories!were! defined!a# priori! and! based! closely! on! published! definitions,!modified!slightly!to!include!information!provided!by!IGRA!results!and!careful!follow!up.70,!83!!All!children!with!‘Confirmed!TB’!(CTB)!or!‘Highly!Probable!TB’!(HPTB)!were!referred!for!TB!treatment;!children!with! ‘Possible!TB’!could!also!be!started!on!TB!treatment!at!the!discretion!of!the!study!clinician!and!clinician!responsible! for!the!patient.!All! treatment!regimens!including!isoniazid!chemoprophylaxis!followed!Kenyan!national!guidelines.84!!Children!treated!for!TB!were!followed!up!at!2!and!8!weeks!after!commencement!of!TB!treatment,!and!then!monthly!until!completion!of!treatment!at!6!months,!in!keeping!with!national! guidelines.84! Children! with! ‘Possible! TB’! for! whom! immediate! empiric! TB!treatment!was!not!thought!to!be!justified!were!followed!up!at!1,!3!and!6!months,!or!until!TB! could! be! confidently! excluded.! In! Kilifi! children! classified! as! ‘Not! TB’! at! initial!presentation!were!also!followed!up!at!3!months!to!ensure!the!accuracy!of!our!diagnostic!assignment.!For!logistical!reasons!follow!up!of!this!group!of!children!was!not!possible!in!Mombasa.!Children!who!did!not!present!for!a!follow!up!appointment!were!contacted!by!telephone!or!visited!at!home!and!reminded!to!bring!their!child!for!review.!Travel!fares!were!reimbursed! for!all! follow!up!appointments.! In!order! to! identify! ‘new!converters’,!children!with!a!negative!IGRA!at!enrolment!had!a!repeat!IGRA!after!3!months!following!separate!informed!consent.!Final!diagnoses!were!revised!in!the!light!of!follow!up!data.!
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2.9 Summary*of*recruitment*strategy*&*analysis*overview*Following! the! thorough! clinical! and! laboratory! assessment! and! careful! follow! up!described!above,!children!with!suspected!TB! identified! through!the!active!and!passive!case!detection!arms!were! thus!assigned! to!one!of! the! four!TB!diagnostic!categories!as!shown! schematically! in! Figure! 2.4A.! These! carefully! characterized! diagnostic! groups!were!than!used!to!investigate!each!of!the!study’s!main!aims:!the!spectrum!of!TB!among!the! cases! is! described! in! chapter! 3;! in! Kilifi! the! number! of! TB! cases! provided! the!numerator! for! estimates! of! the! incidence! of! childhood!TB! in! the!KHDSS! (Figure! 2.4B,!chapter!7);!and!children!with!and!without!TB!served!as!the!cases!and!controls!in!nested!case!control!studies!to!assess!risk!factors!and!the!performance!of!clinical!and!laboratory!tools! for! childhood! TB! diagnosis! in! this! setting! (Figure! 2.4C,! chapters! 4! to! 6).! All!analyses!were!performed!using!Stata!version!11!(StataCorp,!USA)!and!the!results!were!presented! in! keeping! with! STROBE85! and! STARD86! guidelines! for! reporting! of!observational!and!diagnostic!studies,!respectively.!!
2.10 Ethical*approval**The!study!protocol!was!approved!by!the!KEMRI!National!Research!Ethics!Committee!in!Kenya,! and! by! the! Imperial! College! Research! Ethics! Committee.! Written! informed!consent!was!provided!by!a!parent!or!guardian.!!!! !
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3.1 Introduction*Classic! descriptions! of! the! epidemiology,! clinical! presentation! and! natural! history! of!childhood! TB! derive! from! the! preOchemotherapy! era! between! about! 1920! and! 1950,!when!chest!radiography!allowed!detailed!characterization!of!the!disease!spectrum!but!effective! antiOtuberculosis! chemotherapy! was! not! yet! available.8,! 87! Unsurprisingly!
infection!risk!increases!cumulatively!with!age!O!particularly!among!toddlers,!around!the!age!of!school!entry!and!with!increased!social!mobility!in!adolescence.12,!87!Nevertheless!the!picture!of!disease!risk!that!emerges!is!bimodal,!with!the!highest!risk!among!young!children! and! adolescents,! and! a! lower! risk! among! school! age! children! (the! soOcalled!“safe! school! years”).8,! 88! The! reasons! for! these! age! related! differences! in! disease! risk!following!infection!are!not!completely!understood,12!but!the!high!incidence!of!active!TB!following!infection!in!infants!and!young!children!is!thought!to!reflect!immature!immune!responses.89O91!!!The! clinical! spectrum! of! childhood! TB! also! reflects! differences! in! the! hostOpathogen!balance,! with! both! diminished! and! exaggerated! immune! responses! contributing! to!pathogenesis.!12!Thus!the!clinical!course!following!infection!ranges!from!asymptomatic!LTBI! or! transient! symptoms! accompanied! by! radiological! changes,! through! various!forms! of! intraOthoracic! TB,92! to! severe! disseminated! disease.8,! 87,! 93! Both! age! and!immunodeficiency! appear! to! have! an! important! role! in! determining! the! outcome! of!infection.!Thus!while!an!exuberant!immune!response!in!immunocompetent!adolescents!tends! to! cause! tuberculous! hypersensitivity! with! pleural! effusions! or! adultOtype!cavitating! disease,94! in! young! children! and/or! HIV! coOinfection! poor! cell! mediated!immunity!is!thought!to!allow!unrestrained!proliferation!of!bacilli95!and!dissemination.96!Although! dissemination! can! occur! to! almost! any! site,! one! of! the! commonest! sites! of!extrapulmonary! disease! is! TB! meningitis! (TBM),97! which! carries! a! high! risk! of!devastating!neurological!sequelae!and!death.98!Anatomical!differences!also!modify!the!presentation!of!TB! in!young!children,!whose! smaller! airways!are!more! susceptible! to!compression!by!enlarging!lymph!nodes!or!endoObronchial!TB,!causing!lobar!collapse!or!hyperinflation.8,!93!
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Recruitment! and! careful! characterization! of! children!with! and!without! active! TB! is! a!preOrequisite!for!assessment!of!each!of!the!diagnostic!methods!we!investigated,!and!for!accurate!estimation!of! the!burden!of!childhood!TB.! It!also!provides!an!opportunity! to!describe!the!clinical!spectrum!of!childhood!tuberculosis!in!our!setting.!!!
3.2 Methods**
3.2.1 Recruitment*and*description*of*patient*cohorts**Children! with! and! without! active! TB! were! identified! and! carefully! characterized! as!described! in! detail! in! chapter! 2.! Baseline! demographic! and! clinical! features! were!summarized!overall!and!by!hospital!site!and!final!TB!diagnostic!category.!
3.2.2 Clinical*spectrum*of*childhood*tuberculosis**Clinical!syndromes!reflecting! the!site!of!TB!disease!were!summarized! for!all!TB!cases.!We! used! standard! definitions! of! sputum! smear! positive! and! negative! pulmonary! TB!(PTB).21! In! keeping!with!WHO! guidelines!we! reported! the! proportions!with! PTB! and!extraOpulmonary!TB!(EPTB)!such!that!children!with!both!PTB!and!EPTB!were!classified!as! PTB.21! In! addition! to! the! disease! siteOspecific! definitions! of! confirmed! and! highly!probable! TB! (CHPTB,! see! Table! 2.4,! page! 37),! we! used! the! disease! siteOspecific!definitions!of!EPTB!shown!in!Table!3.1!for!treated!cases!of!possible!TB!who!did!not!meet!these! stringent! criteria.! The! standard! definition! of! multiOdrug! resistant! tuberculosis!(MDROTB)!was!used,!namely!isolation!from!a!patient!with!clinical!TB!of!M.#tuberculosis!resistant!to!both!isoniazid!and!rifampicin.!!
3.2.3 Inpatient*burden*of*childhood*TB**We!estimated!the!inpatient!burden!of!childhood!TB!as!the!proportion!of!the!presenting!inpatient!caseload!with!a!diagnosis!of!confirmed!or!highly!probable!TB!(CHPTB).!!!!  
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Table 3.1 Definitions of the site of extra-pulmonary TB among children treated for possible TB 











1!Note!that,!due!to!poorer!specificity!of!the!radiological!appearances!in!HIV!infected!children,!a!child!had!to!be!HIV!unOinfected!for!miliary!shadowing!on!CXR!to!meet!the!criteria!for!Highly!Probable!TB.!!!2! Other! clinical! features! of! TB! include! one! or!more! of! fever,! night! sweats,!weight! loss,! failure! to! thrive!and/or!evidence!of!TB!disease!at!another!anatomical!site.!!!




































































































KDH active case detection arm (2 yrs) 
CPGH patient enrolment (2 yrs) 
* KDH passive case detection arm (comprehensive inpatient & outpatient screening, 2 yrs)* 
FIGURE LEGEND 




* In the KDH passive case detection arm screening and enrolment was initially confined to inpatients between May and 
July 2009. Comprehensive inpatient and outpatient screening commenced in August 2009 and continued for 2 years until 
July 2011. Thereafter, between August and December 2011, screening was limited to children referred to the paediatric 
TB team for investigation plus paediatric inpatients with a history of close TB contact.  
Children enrolled included in KHDSS incidence study 
Children enrolled not included in KHDSS incidence study 
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3.3 Results*
3.3.1 Patient enrolment and follow up at each site The! timeline! for! patient! enrolment! in! each! study! arm! is! summarized! in! Figure! 3.1.!Clinical!recruitment!began!among!inpatients!at!KDH!in!May!2009,!and!was!extended!to!KDH!outpatients!in!August!2009!with!establishment!of!a!paediatric!TB!outpatient!clinic.!Therefore!although!inpatient!enrolment!began!earlier,!comprehensive!screening!for!the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the!KHDSS!incidence!analysis!began!on!1!August!2009!and!continued! for! 2! years! until! 31! July! 2011.! Enrolment! of! child! TB! suspects! for! the!diagnostic! studies! continued! beyond! this! 2! year! period! of! intense! childhood! TB!surveillance!until!December!2011,!but!between!August!and!December!2011!was!limited!to! children! referred! to! the! paediatric! TB! team! for! investigation! and! children! with! a!history!of!close!TB!contact.!Enrolment! into! the! active! case! detection! (contact! tracing)! arm! of! the! study! at! KDH!required!protracted!negotiations!with!the!hospital!and!strengthening!of!the!main!KDH!outpatient!TB!service,! so!did!not!begin!until! January!2010,! and!continued! for!2!years,!until! December! 2011.! Patient! enrolment! at! CPGH! also! began! in! January! 2010! and!continued!until!December!2011.!!The!numbers!of!children!with!suspected!TB! identified!and! investigated! for!TB! in!each!recruitment! arm!of! the! study! are! summarized! in! Figure!3.2.!Median! follow!up! among!children!recruited!at!KDH!was!6!months.!203!(19%)!children!did!not!complete!follow!up!per!protocol;!of!these,!39!(19%)!died!during!their! index!admission!and!55!(27%)!died!before!the!end!of!follow!up.!Data!on!the!length!of!follow!up!of!patients!recruited!at!CPGH!is!not!yet!available!for!analysis!at!the!time!of!writing.!!!!101!children!with!features!of!suspected!TB!in!the!KDH!passive!case!detection!arm,!and!40!children!in!the!CPGH!recruitment!arm,!were!excluded!because!they!were!discharged,!transferred,!absconded!or!died!before!being!investigated!for!TB,!or!did!not!reOattend!the!paediatric! TB! outpatient! clinic! to! complete! their! investigations.! There! were! no!differences!in!age,!sex!or!KHDSS!residence!status!between!children!excluded!and!those!included!in!the!analyses!(p>0.5!in!each!case).!!!
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Figure 3.2 Patient enrolment and final TB category assignments in each of the study recruitment arms  


















































































































3.3.2 Cohort description and disease assignments Baseline! characteristics! of! children! investigated! for! TB! at! KDH,! CPGH! and! overall! are!summarized! in!Table!3.2.!The!proportions!of! inpatients!and!boys!were!very!similar!at!the! two!hospitals,!but!both! inpatients!and!outpatients! recruited!at!CPGH! tended! to!be!younger!with!a!higher!proportion!of!infants.!This!reflected!differences!in!the!overall!age!distribution! of! admissions! at! the! two! sites! (data! not! shown).! ! The! age! distribution! of!child!TB!suspects!at!the!two!sites!combined!is!shown!in!Figure!3.3(a).!!!The!proportion!of!children!with!severe!malnutrition!was!higher!among!those!enrolled!at!KDH,! reflecting! the! systematic! application! for! all! paediatric! admissions! of! broad!screening!criteria,!which!included!a!history!of!weight!loss!or!failure!to!thrive.!However!the!proportion!of!children!with!HIV!coKinfection!was!similar!at!the!two!sites.!!
Table 3.2 Referral source and demographic characteristics of children investigated for TB 
 
Both study 
sites (total) KDH CPGH 
p value  (n = 2041) (n = 1042) (n = 999) 
Referral source        
Inpatient screening and referrals 1474 (72%) 752 (72%) 722 (72%) 
0.958 
All outpatient referrals 459 (22%) 182 (17%) 277 (28%) 
Contact tracing  108 (5%) 108 (10%) -  - 
Median age (months) [IQR1]        
All children investigated 17 [10-45] 2 23 [12-53] 14 [8-33] 2 <0.001 
Inpatients 15 [9-36] 2 18 [10-41] 13 [8-26] <0.001 
Outpatients 31 [13-57] 2 43 [20-66] 19 [10-45] <0.001 
Age category        
< 1 year 707 (35%) 268 (26%) 439 (44%) 
<0.001 
1 to 4 years 963 (47%) 556 (53%) 407 (41%) 
5 to 9 years 261 (13%) 163 (16%) 101 (10%) 
10 to 14 years 110 (5%) 55 (5%) 56 (5%) 
Male 1071 (54%) 548 (53%) 545 (55%) 0.386 
HIV infected 352 (18%) 179 (19%) 173 (18%) 0.823 
Severely malnourished 744 (36%) 450 (43%) 294 (29%) <0.001 
KHDSS resident - 686 (66%) - - 
1 IQR, interquartile range;  
3.3.3 Clinical)spectrum)of)childhood)tuberculosis))Final! TB! categories! for! children! in! each! of! the! study! recruitment! arms! are! shown! in!Figure! 3.2.! In! addition! to! 133! children! with! CTB! (70)! and! HPTB! (63),! a! further! 144!children!with!possible!TB!who!did!not!meet!the!stringent!definitions!of!highly!probable!
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TB!were!treated!for!suspected!TB!on!clinical!grounds!(61!from!KDH!and!83!from!CPGH).!Thus!the!total!number!of!All!TB!cases!was!277.!The!clinical!spectra!of!TB!among!cases!in!each!category!of!diagnostic!certainty!are!shown!in!Table&3.3.!!Baseline! characteristics! of! children! in! each! category! of! TB! diagnostic! certainty! are!shown!in!Table!3.4.!Cases!of!CTB!tended!to!be!older!than!HPTB!cases!and!treated!cases!of!possible!TB!(χ2!test!for!trend,!p=0.004!and!p=0.020,!respectively;!Table!3.4).!The!age!distribution!of!TB!cases!is!shown!in!Figure!3.3!(bKd).!HIV!test!results!were!available!for!272/277!(98%)!TB!cases,!of!whom!74!(27%)!were!HIV!infected.!!
Figure 3.3 Age distribution of TB suspects and cases 
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(treated) CHPTB1  All TB  
(n = 70) (n = 63) (n = 144) (n = 133) (n = 277) 
Pulmonary TB           
   Smear positive 6 (11) 2 (4) 0 (0) 8 (7) 8 (4) 
   Smear negative 49 (89) 50 (96) 108 (100) 99 (93) 207 (96) 
Total 2 55 (79) 52 (83) 108 (75) 107 (80) 215 (78) 
Extra-pulmonary TB 3           
   Miliary TB 10 (67) 6 (55) 5 (14) 16 (62) 21 (34) 
   TB meningitis 5 (33) 1 (9) 8 (22) 6 (23) 14 (23) 
   Pleural TB 2 (13) 0 (0) 3 (8) 2 (8) 5 (8) 
   TB lymphadenitis 2 (13) 2 (18) 4 (11) 4 (16) 8 (13) 
   Osteo-articular TB 1 (7) 2 (18) 1 (3) 3 (12) 4 (6) 
   Abdominal TB 2 (14) 0 (0) 9 (25) 2 (8) 11 (18) 
   PUO without a focus 0 (0) 0 (0) 13 (36) 0 (0) 13 (21) 
Total  2,5 15 (21) 11 (17) 36 (25) 26 (20) 62 (22) 
Extra-pulmonary TB among PTB cases 
   TB meningitis 2 (4) 1 (2) 3 (3) 3 (2) 6 (2) 
   Pleural TB 4 5 (9)  2 (4) 4 (4) 7 (6) 11 (5) 
   TB lymphadenitis 4 (7) 4 (8) 2 (2) 8 (7) 10 (5) 
   Osteo-articular TB 1 (2) 1 (2) 0 (0) 2 (2) 2 (1) 
   Pericardial TB 3 (5) 1 (2) 1 (1) 4 (4) 5 (2) 
   Abdominal TB 5 (9) 2 (4) 0 (0) 9 (8) 9 (4) 
Total among PTB cases 5 17 (32) 9 (17) 8 (7) 27 (25) 35 (16) 
1&CHPTB!=!confirmed!and!highly!probable!TB!cases.!!












cases treated  
for TB  
Possible TB 
cases not 
treated for TB 
Not TB  
(TB excluded) CHPTB All TB cases 
(n = 70) (n = 63) (n = 144) (n = 437) (n = 1327) (n = 133) (n = 277) 
Referral source        
Inpatient  55 (79%) 39 (62%) 113 (78%) 311 (71%) 956 (72%) 94 (70%) 207 (75%) 
Outpatient  13 (18%) 20 (32%) 31 (22%) 102 (23%) 258 (19%) 33 (25%) 57 (21%) 
Contact tracing  2 (3%) 4 (6%) 0 (0%) 15 (3%) 87 (7%) 6 (5%) 6 (3%) 
Median age (months) [IQR1] 53 [16-115] 28 [13-46] 17 [10-68] 17 [10-47] 17 [10-40] 37 [15-87] 26 [12-71] 
Age category        
< 1 year 11 (16%) 13 (21%) 46 (32%) 164 (38%) 472 (36%) 24 (19%) 70 (25%) 
1 to 4 years 25 (36%) 36 (57%) 53 (37%) 189 (43%) 662 (50%) 61 (47%) 114 (41%) 
5 to 9 years 19 (27%) 10 (16%) 31 (22%) 61 (14%) 141 (11%) 26 (20%) 60 (22%) 
10 to 14 years 15 (21%) 4 (6%) 14 (10%) 23 (5%) 52 (4%) 18 (14%) 33 (12%) 
Male sex 38 (54%) 33 (52%) 74 (51%) 235 (54%) 713 (54%) 71 (55%) 145 (52%) 
HIV infected 17 (25%) 14 (22%) 45 (32%) 114 (28%) 162 (13%) 31 (23%) 76 (27%) 
Severely malnourished 30 (43%) 31 (49%) 57 (40%) 164 (38%) 462 (35%) 61 (46%) 118 (43%) 
1 IQR, interquartile range;  !!
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Extra&pulmonary.TB.(EPTB).Sixty!two!(22%)!of!277!cases!treated!for!TB!had!a!primary!diagnosis!of!EPTB.!A!further!35!(16%)!of!the!215!children!who!presented!with!PTB!had!at!least!one!extraFpulmonary!focus! (Table& 3.3).! In! all! 97/277! (35%)! cases,! and! 52/133! (39%)! CHPTB! cases,! had!evidence! of! extraFpulmonary! disease! (with! or! without! PTB).! The! proportion! of! cases!with!EPTB!did!not!differ!between!the!two!study!sites!(34/133!cases!at!KDH!compared!with!28/144!at!CPGH,!p=0.222).!!
Figure& 3.5! shows! the! age! distributions! of! PTB! and! EPTB! among! all! TB! cases,! CHPTB!cases,!and!among!children!with!and!without!HIV!coFinfection.!The!age!distributions!of!individual! clinical! syndromes! are! shown! in!more!detail! for! children!with! and!without!HIV! coFinfection! in! Table! 3.5.! There!were! no! significant! differences! between!PTB! and!EPTB!cases!in!age!distribution!(χ2!test!for!trend,!p=0.161),!nor!in!the!proportions!with!HIV!coFinfection,!severe!malnutrition,!or!a!visible!BCG!scar;!this!remained!the!case!when!the!analysis!was!confined!to!CHPTB!cases!(p>0.05!in!each!case;!data!not!shown).!Among!47!HIVFuninfected!children!with!EPTB!20!(43%)!had!severe!malnutrition.!!As!expected,! the!majority!of!cases!of!miliary!TB!and!TBM!occurred!among!children!<5!years! old! (Figure! 3.6[a]).! There! were! 4! cases! of! miliary! TB! among! older! children,! of!whom!2!were!HIV!coFinfected!and!1!had!severe!malnutrition.!Together!miliary!TB!and!TBM! accounted! for! 9/13! (69%)! of! EPTB! cases! among! children!with!HIV! coFinfection.!There!were!no!cases!of!pleural!TB!among!our!HIV!coFinfected!TB!patients,!but!pleural!TB!was!more! common!among! those!without!HIV.! Pleural! disease! complicated! a! small!proportion!of!PTB!cases!among!younger!children,!but! the!proportion!of!TB!cases!with!pleural!TB!was!much!higher! among!young!adolescents! (Figure!3.6[c]! and! [d]),! among!whom!larger!pleural!effusions!due!to!tuberculous!hypersensitivity!were!more!common.!!




Figure 3.6 Age distribution of sites of extra-pulmonary tuberculosis among cases of confirmed 
and highly probable TB (including among PTB cases): number (a) and percent (b) with miliary TB 
















































































































































































































Table 3.5 Clinical spectrum of TB cases by age category and HIV infection status 1 
 HIV un-infected children (HIV -ve) 1 HIV co-infected children (HIV +ve) 1 
 0 - 4 yrs 5 - 9 yrs 10 - 14 yrs All HIV -ve 0 - 4 yrs 5 - 9 yrs 10 - 14 yrs All HIV +ve 
Pulmonary TB                 
   Smear positive 3 (3) 0 (0) 1 (9) 4 (3) 1 (3) 3 (15) 0 (0) 4 (6) 
   Smear negative 109 (97) 26 (100) 10 (91) 145 (97) 31 (97) 17 (85) 10 (100) 58 (94) 
Total 2 112 (81) 26 (68) 11 (58) 149 (76) 32 (78) 20 (95) 11 (79) 63 (83) 
Extra-pulmonary TB                 
   Miliary TB 10 (37) 2 (17) 1 (13) 13 (28) 6 (75) 1 (100) 1 (33) 8 (67) 
   TB meningitis 5 (19) 6 (50) 1 (13) 12 (26) 3 (38) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (25) 
   Pleural TB 1 (4) 2 (17) 1 (13) 4 (9) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
   TB lymphadenitis 2 (7) 2 (17) 2 (25) 6 (13) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (33) 0 (0) 
   Osteo-articular TB 2 (7) 2 (17) 0 (0) 4 (9) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
   Abdominal TB 2 (7) 2 (17) 4 (50) 8 (17) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (33) 1 (8) 
   PUO without a focus 9 (33) 0 (0) 0 (0) 9 (19) 1 (13) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (8) 
Total 2,3 27 (19) 12 (32) 8 (42) 47 (24) 9 (22) 1 (5) 3 (21) 13 (17) 
EPTB among PTB cases                 
   TB meningitis 6 (35) 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (22) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
   Pericardial TB 1 (6) 2 (29) 0 (0) 3 (11) 0 (0) 1 (33) 1 (33) 2 (33) 
   Pleural TB 4 (24) 3 (43) 2 (67) 9 (33) 0 (0) 1 (33) 1 (33) 2 (33) 
   TB lymphadenitis 4 (24) 3 (43) 0 (0) 7 (26) 0 (0) 1 (33) 1 (33) 2 (33) 
   Osteo-articular TB 1 (6) 1 (14) 0 (0) 2 (7) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
   Abdominal TB 5 (29) 1 (14) 1 (33) 7 (26) 0 (0) 1 (33) 1 (33) 2 (33) 
Total 2,3 17 (15) 7 (27) 3 (27) 27 (18) 0 (0) 3 (15) 3 (27) 6 (10) 
All EPTB (incl. in PTB cases) 2,3 44 (32) 19 (50) 11 (58) 74 (38) 8 (20) 4 (19) 6 (46) 18 (24) 
All TB cases 2 139 (100) 38 (100) 19 (100) 196 (100) 41 (100) 21 (100) 14 (100) 76 (100) 1!The!HIV!status!of!5!(2%)!cases!was!not!known:!three!of!these!children!had!PTB!(aged!4!months,!2!years!and!5!years);!one!4!month!old!had!suspected!abdominal!TB;!and!one!child!aged!4!months!was!empiric!TB!treatment!for!a!chronic!febrile!illness!without!a!clear!anatomical!focus.!!2!Percentages!are!shown!in!parenthesis.!Those!in!bold!refer!to!proportions!of!the!total!number!of!cases!in!each!diagnostic!category!(columns).!Other!percentages!refer!to!the!proportions!of!children!in!each!subgroup!of!PTB!or!EPTB!within!that!diagnostic!category.!!3!Note!sites!of!extraMpulmonary!TB!are!not!mutually!exclusive.!The!total!number!of!EPTB!cases! in!each!case!represents! the!number!of!children!with!evidence!of!extraMpulmonary!TB,!not!the!total!number!of!sites!of!extraMpulmonary!TB.!!
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3.3.5 Inpatient+burden+of+childhood+TB++There! were! 8,826! children! admitted! to! KDH! during! the! two! years! of! comprehensive!screening!and!enrolment!between!1!August!2009!and!31!July!2011,!of!whom!547!(6%)!were! investigated! for! suspected! TB! and! 80! (0.9%)! were! diagnosed! or! treated!presumptively! for! TB.! At! CPGH! 999! of! 9,917! (10%)! paediatric! inpatients! were!investigated!for!TB!during!the!study!period!from!1!January!2010!to!31!December!2011!but!the!proportion!of!TB!cases!was!similar:!110!of!9,917!children!admitted!(1.1%).!!!!
3.4 Discussion+Descriptions! of! the! clinical! spectrum! of! childhood! TB! have! changed! very! little! since!those! of! classic! studies! of! European! and! North! American! children! in! the! preSchemotherapy! era.8,! 12,! 53,! 93,! 99! This! is! perhaps! surprising,! since! there! are! several!potential! factors!one!might!expect! to!modify! the!clinical!presentation!of!disease! in! the!highest!burden! countries! today,! including!population!differences! in!host! genetics,!HIV!coSinfection,! and! wide! scale! neonatal! BCG! vaccination.! The! scale! and! detailed!longitudinal!descriptions!of!some!of! these!early!studies!do!provide! invaluable! insights!into! the! natural! history! of! childhood! TB! in! the! absence! of! treatment.! ! However!continued! reliance! on! these! accounts! also! reflects! a! paucity! of! high! quality! studies!describing!in!detail!the!contemporary!clinical!spectrum!of!childhood!TB.!!
3.4.1 Clinical+spectrum+of+childhood+TB+in+the+KIDS+TB+Study+++Broad! recruitment! criteria! and! prospective! collection! of! detailed! clinical! data! on!paediatric!TB!cases!in!the!KIDS!TB!Study!allowed!a!careful!description!of!the!spectrum!of! childhood! tuberculosis! among!Kenyan! children! presenting! to! a! rural! and! an! urban!hospital.!!The!high!number!of!TB!suspects!and!cases!among!young!children!<5!years!old,!with!relatively! few!cases!among!children!aged!5! to!9!years!(the! ‘safe!school!years’),! is!consistent!with! classic!descriptions.!However!we!did!not!observe! the! expected! rise! in!the! number! of! cases! in! early! adolescence,! probably! at! least! in! part! due! to! the! small!number!of!children!investigated!in!this!age!group!(best!illustrated!by!Figure!3.3).!!Case!ascertainment! was! particularly! difficult! among! young! adolescents,! as! quantified! and!discussed!in!Chapter!7.!Interestingly,!the!age!distribution!of!our!cases!was!not!dissimilar!to! a! contemporary! study! in!Cape!Town,! South!Africa.99! Plausible! explanations! include!
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similarities!in!healthcare!seeking!behavior!among!young!adolescents!in!the!two!settings;!a!much!higher!burden!of!TB!in!very!young!children!in!Cape!Town33!(so!that!adolescents!contribute!a!smaller!proportion!of!total!caseload);!and/or!real!differences!in!the!age!of!presentation!compared!with!the!preSchemotherapy,!preSHIV!literature.!!The!importance!of!HIV!as!a!risk!factor!for!TB!is!well!documented,100S104!and!is!explored!and!discussed! further! in! chapter!4.!The!proportion!of!HIV!coSinfected!TB!cases! in!our!study! (27%)! is! below! the! national! average! of! 41%! for! all! TB! cases! in! Kenya,! but!probably!in!keeping!with!a!lower!prevalence!of!HIV!among!women!aged!15S49!in!Coast!Province!(4.4%!compared!with!the!national!average!of!8.0%).59!Similar!proportions!of!PTB! and!EPTB! among! children!with! and!without!HIV! coSinfection! are! consistent!with!other!reports!of!HIV!associated!paediatric!TB!suggesting!a!similar!clinical!spectrum!of!disease.103S106!Nevertheless!it!is!interesting!to!note!the!high!proportion!of!miliary!TB!and!TBM! cases! among! children! with! EPTB! and! HIV! coSinfection! in! our! cohort,! and! the!absence! of! any! cases! of! pleural! TB! (except! in! association! with! PTB).! Although! small!numbers! preclude! drawing! any! strong! conclusion! from! these! findings! regarding! the!overall!case!mix,!the!observations!are!consistent!with!declining!cell!mediated!immunity!in! HIV,! leading! to! mycobacterial! dissemination! and! impaired! tuberculous!hypersensitivity!reactions.!!!While!diminished!host! immune!responses!promote!active!TB! in!HIV! infected!children,!BCG!vaccination!has!been!shown!to!provide!good!protection!against!severe!forms!of!TB!disease! in! both! HIV! infected! and! uninfected! children.107,! 108! Despite! a! high! BCG!vaccination!coverage!among!our!study!population!that!limits!analysis!of!BCG!protective!efficacy!(see!chapter!4),!we!did!observe!an!association!between!smear!positive!PTB!and!absence!of! a!BCG! scar.!This!might!be!due! to! vaccine!protection!against! severe!PTB;! it!might! also! plausibly! be! due! to! impaired! host! immunity! curbing! the! response! to! both!vaccine!(resulting!in!the!lack!of!a!BCG!scar)!and!wild!type!infection!in!some!children.!!
3.4.2 MultiBdrug+resistant+tuberculosis+(MDRBTB)+The! low! proportion! of! MDRSTB! cases! in! our! study! is! in! keeping! with! similarly! low!national!estimates.!In!Kenya!in!2010,!MDR!strains!were!estimated!to!account!for!<0.01%!of! all! new!TB! cases.58!Although!our! estimate! is! based!on! a! relatively! small! number!of!culture!positive!cases,!and!therefore!lacks!precision,!it!is!nevertheless!important!as!the!only!prospective!data!from!Kenya!on!the!proportion!of!childhood!TB!cases!with!MDRSTB!
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S!and,!by!implication,!the!proportion!of!currently!circulating!strains!that!are!multiSdrug!resistant.!!
3.4.3 Case+definitions+of+childhood+tuberculosis++Our!study!does!have!some!limitations.!In!particular,!without!a!reliable!gold!standard!for!diagnosis! our! case! definitions! of! childhood! TB! are! necessarily! imperfect.! Like! other!studies! and! in! keeping! with! international! recommendations,70,! 72! our! case! definitions!reflect!a!hierarchy!of!diagnostic!certainty,!and!were!based!on!published!case!definitions!at! the! time! the! protocol! was! written,! taking! into! account! all! available! diagnostic!information.!New!standardized!case!definitions!for!childhood!TB!research!have!recently!been! published! based! on! expert! consensus,! and! in! many! respects! are! similar! to! the!definitions!used!in!our!study.72!They!are!however!limited!to!intraSthoracic!TB!and!have!not! yet! been! evaluated.! ! While! future! analyses! might! explore! the! performance! and!implications! for!our!results!of! these!new!criteria,! the!analyses!presented! in! this! thesis!used!the!case!definitions!set!out!a"priori!in!the!study!protocol.!!!The!definition!of!confirmed!TB!as!isolation!of!M."tuberculosis!in!the!appropriate!clinical!context! is! consistent! with! other! studies! and! highly! specific,! but! very! insensitive.! Our!detailed! definitions! of! clinically! highly! probable! TB! attempt! to! improve! diagnostic!sensitivity!at!minimal!cost!to!specificity.!However!even!these!have!limitations,!including!omission! of! some! classic! forms! of! PTB! (e.g.! expansile! pneumonia)! and! some! sites! of!EPTB!(e.g.!pericardial!and!urogenital!TB,!and!nonSvertebral!osteoSarticular!TB);!a!lack!of!alternative! (e.g.! imaging)! criteria! for! diagnosis! of! TBM! in! children! in! whom! lumbar!puncture!is!contraindicated;!and!exclusion!of!HIV!positive!children!from!the!radiological!diagnosis!of!miliary!TB!due!to!overlap!of!the!CXR!appearances!with!conditions!such!as!lymphocytic!interstitial!pneumonitis!(LIP)!in!this!group.!!Despite!our!rigorous!protocol!there!are!also!aspects!of!the!diagnostic!process!that!might!be!strengthened,! including!CXR!interpretation.!Current!data!used!in!these!analyses!are!based! on! CXR! interpretation! by! the! study! clinicians! rather! than! specialist! paediatric!radiologists.! Some!misclassification! is! therefore! likely! despite! (informal)! training! and!practice!in!xSray!interpretation!for!diagnosis!of!childhood!TB!and!use!of!a!standardized!CXR!reporting!form.72S74!Very!limited!availability!of!other!imaging!modalities!such!as!CT!(of!chest,!abdomen!or!brain),!abdominal!ultrasound,!and!echocardiography!also!limited!diagnosis!in!some!cases,!particularly!in!relation!to!EPTB.!!
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Nevertheless,! the! nonSselective! nature! of! our! cohort! combined! with! the! clinical,!radiological! and! laboratory! diagnostic! tools! that! were! available,! provides! a! rare!description!of!the!full!clinical!spectrum!of!TB!among!children!presenting!to!two!Kenyan!hospitals.! Future! analyses! will! incorporate! improved! radiology! data! following! formal!review! of! the! CXRs! by! specialist! radiologists;! and! attempt! to! improve! TB! case!classification! by! refining! the! current! definitions! and/or! applying! retrospectively! the!consensus!definitions!recently!published.!
3.4.4 Healthcare+burden+of+childhood+TB+and+the+need+for+better+diagnostic+tools++Broad!screening!criteria!at!KDH,!and!the!easy!availability!of!a!paediatric!TB!diagnostic!service! at! CPGH,! allowed! us! to! quantify! the! burden! of! childhood! TB! at! each! hospital!(presented!here)!and!to!estimate!the!incidence!of!childhood!TB!in!Kilifi!(chapter!7).!Due!to!limited!available!data!on!the!denominator!of!outpatient!presentations!we!limited!our!estimates! to! the! proportions! of! the! presenting! inpatient! caseloads! in! which! TB! was!suspected! or! diagnosed.! Although! only! a! small! proportion! of! children! admitted! to!hospital!are!diagnosed!with!TB!(~1%!at!both!hospitals),! the! true!burden!of!TB!on!the!inpatient! services! derives! from! the!much! larger! number! of! children! in!whom!TB!was!suspected.!!Proper! investigation!of! such! large!numbers!of! children! to! rule!TB! in!or!out! is!difficult!and! resource! intensive!with! currently! available! tools! (including! tuberculin! skin! tests,!chest! radiography! and! appropriate! specimen! collection! and! processing),! and! is! not!affordable! within! the! already! stretched! clinical! budgets! of! these! and! most! other!hospitals!in!Africa.!This!reinforces!the!very!pressing!need!for!better!diagnostic!tools!for!childhood!TB!in!low!resource!settings.!It!is!noteworthy!that!despite!recent!advances!in!specimen! collection! and! processing,109! diagnosis! for! the! vast!majority! of! children! has!changed! little! in! the! last! century.!Better!and! thereby!earlier!diagnosis! should!shift! the!presenting!clinical!spectrum!of!childhood!TB!towards!less!severe!forms!of!the!disease,!and!thereby!improve!patient!outcomes.!!
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4 RISK+FACTORS+FOR+CHILDHOOD+TUBERCULOSIS++
4.1 Introduction+A!child’s! risk!of! infection!by!M." tuberculosis! is!dependent!on! the!probability,!duration,!and! proximity! of! exposure! to! an! infectious! case,! and! on! the! infectiousness! of! the!source.87,!110S113!Important!determinants!of!exposure!include!the!prevalence!of!TB!in!the!community!and!social!factors!such!as!population!density!and!crowding,!socioSeconomic!status! (poverty),! and! ageSrelated! social! mobility.10,! 87,! 114! Following! infection,! several!host! factors! including!age,14,! 87! and!nutritional,115! vaccination,107! and! immune! status14,!116S119!(and!possibly!mycobacterial!virulence!factors120S122)!then!influence!the!balance!of!risk!between!latent!tuberculosis!infection!or!progression!to!active!disease.!!Although!the! importance!of!each!of! these!risk! factors! is!well!established,! their!relative!contribution!to!the!burden!of!childhood!TB!at!a!population!level!is!less!well!described,!and!is!likely!to!vary!between!populations!with!different!social,!demographic!and!health!indices.!We! explored! socioSdemographic! and! host! risk! factors! for! TB! among! children!enrolled!in!the!KIDS!TB!study,!and!estimated!the!impact!of!each!factor!on!the!childhood!TB!burden! in! the!study!population,!with! the!aim!of!providing!data! to! inform!potential!public!health! intervention!strategies.!Results! from!this!analysis!of!epidemiological!risk!factors! were! also! used! to! develop! clinical! tools! for! risk! stratifying! children! with!suspected!TB!as!part!of!an!improved!diagnostic!work!up!(see!chapter!5).!!!
4.2 Methods+
4.2.1 Selection+of+cases+and+controls+for+nested+case+control+analyses+We!used!a!nested!case!control!design!to!explore!associations!between!putative!clinical!and!epidemiological!risk!factors!and!a!diagnosis!of!either!confirmed!or!highly!probable!TB!among!children!recruited!to!the!KIDS!TB!Study!(see!Figure!2.4C,!page!39).!!
Choice'of'cases:!We!performed!three!separate!case!control!analyses!using!each!of! the!following!three!case!definitions:!(a) Confirmed!TB!(CTB)!(b) Highly!probable!TB!(HPTB)!(c) Confirmed!or!highly!probable!TB!(CHPTB).!!
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Choice'of'controls:!We!selected!as!controls!children!in!the!“Not!TB”!group,!in!whom!TB!had!been!confidently!excluded.!Children!with!“possible!TB”!whose!true!disease!status!is!unclear!were!excluded!from!the!analyses.!
Justification' for' using' CHPTB'group:! To! explore! the! validity! of! presenting! summary!effects!of!each!putative!risk!factor!on!the!combined!CHPTB!group,!we!also!performed!a!fourth! case! control! analysis! to! compare! CTB! cases!with! children!who! had!HPTB! (the!“controls”!for!this!analysis).!!
4.2.2 Choice+and+definition+of+exposure+variables++Putative!epidemiological!and!host!risk!factors!for!TB!were!chosen!on!the!basis!of!current!understanding! of! the! pathophysiology! of! TB! and! known! risk! factors! in! other! settings.!They! included! TB! contact! history,! age,! nutritional! status,! HIV! coSinfection! status,! BCG!vaccination!status,!and!measures!of!both!socioSeconomic!status!and!domestic!crowding.!Since!vaccination!cards!were!available!for!a!minority!of!children!recruited!we!used!the!presence!of!a!BCG!scar!as!a!surrogate!for!BCG!vaccination!status.!We!included!maternal!education! history! in! the! analysis! as! the! best! available! surrogate! for! socioSeconomic!status;! and! the! number! of! occupants! in! the! child’s! household! as! a! crude! measure! of!domestic!crowding.!!
4.2.3 Univariable+analysis+of+risk+factors+for+childhood+TB+The!distribution!of!each!variable!among!cases!and!controls!was!summarized!and!crude!odds! ratios! (OR)! and! 95%! confidence! intervals! (CI)! were! derived! for! associations!between!each!exposure!variable!and!TB!diagnostic!category.!Likelihood!ratio!tests!for!a!general!association!were!performed!and!p!values!reported.!Comparisons!of!continuous!variables!were!performed!using!Student’s!t!test.!Since! controls! in! the! active! (contact! tracing)! case! detection! arm! are! a! different!population!from!controls!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm!S!the!former!are!mostly!well!TB! contacts! followed! up! from! home! whereas! the! latter! have! presented! to! hospital!because!they!are!sick!S!we!did!not!assume!that!disease!associations!would!be!the!same!in! each! study! arm.! Instead! we! performed! the! analyses! separately! for! children! in! the!active!and!passive!case!detection!arms!of!the!study!and!compared!our!findings.!!To!explore!the!association!between!markers!of!TB!contact!and!a!diagnosis!of!TB!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the!study,!we!used!children!with!no!history!of!TB!contact!
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as!our!baseline!group!for!comparison!with!each!of!the!other!strata!of!a!particular!contact!exposure!variable.!Since,!by!definition,!all!children!in!the!active!case!detection!(contact!tracing)! arm!of! the! study!had! a! history! of! TB! contact,! comparisons! in! this! arm!of! the!study!were!made!against! the!baseline!stratum!representing! ‘least’! contact! for!each!TB!contact!variable.!Since!some!children!had!a!history!of!more! than!one!TB!contact,! such!that!contact!relationships!for!each!child!were!not!mutually!exclusive,!we!assumed!that!an!individual!child!had!an!equal!probability!of!acquiring!TB!from!each!of!their!contacts.!We! then! created! a! separate! record! for! each! childScontact! pair,! and! weighted! each! of!these!pairs! in!the!analysis!by!the!reciprocal!of!the!number!of!TB!contacts!reported!for!each!child.!!!We! performed! χ2! tests! for! homogeneity! to! explore! interactions! between! individual!variables,!and!to!assess!further!whether!the!effect!of!each!variable!differed!between!the!active!and!passive!case!detection!arms,!and!between!inpatients!and!outpatients.!Where!no! interaction! was! demonstrated! summary! odds! ratios! were! derived! using! MantelSHaenszel!methods.!
4.2.4 Multivariable+analysis+of+risk+factors+for+childhood+TB+We! then!derived!multivariable! logistic! regression!models! to! identify! independent! risk!factors! for! TB.! Categorical! variables! with! at! least! a! weak! association! with! TB! in! the!univariable!analysis!(likelihood!ratio!test!p!value!≤0.1)!were!included!in!the!model.!We!performed! backwards! stepwise! logistic! regression! using! standard! selection! criteria,!such! that!variables! that!were!not!significantly!associated!with!TB!(Wald!p!value!<0.5)!were!sequentially!dropped!from!the!model.!Likelihood!ratio!tests!were!used!to!test!for!potential! interactions!in!the!final!model.!Based!on!this!model!adjusted!odds!ratios!and!95%! confidence! intervals! were! derived! for! the! associations!with! TB! of! each! variable!included;!p!values!for!each!association!were!derived!using!the!Wald!test.!!
4.2.5 Attributable+fractions++The! population! attributable! fraction! (PAF)! is! a! measure! of! the! burden! of! disease!associated!with!a!particular!exposure!(also!known!as!the!proportional!attributable!risk!or! aetiologic! fraction)! in! a! population.123! We! calculated! adjusted! (population)!attributable! fractions! (PAFadj)! for! each! risk! factor! in! the! final! model! derived! for! the!passive!case!detection!study!arm,!using!the!formula!
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,!!
where!p’!is!the!proportion!of!cases!with!the!risk!factor!and! !is!the!adjusted!odds!ratio,!under! the!assumption!that! the!odds!ratio! is!approximately!equivalent! to! the!risk!ratio!for!a!rare!disease.!!Since !represents!the!odds!ratio!in!the!population!of!children!with!suspected!TB!rather!than!in!the!community,!we!also!estimated!the!PAF!for!contact!with!a!known!TB!case!in!the!population!as!a!whole.!We!confined!this!analysis!to!children!under!5!years!old!and!to!the!2!year!period!of!comprehensive!enrolment!into!the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the!study!(1!August!2009!to!31!July!2011;!see!Figure!3.1,!page!42).!We!first!determined!the!number!of!KHDSS! resident! children!under!5! years!old! (N),! and! the!number!of!KHDSS!resident!TB!cases!(TBkhdss;!see!section!7.2.4,!page!142),!during!this!period;!and!the!mean!number! of! child! household! contacts! under! 5! years! old! per! TB! case!(!!!"#$!!"#;! see!section!7.2.5,!page!143).! !We!then!estimated!the!total!number!of!KHDSS!resident!child!contacts!of!known!TB!cases!(Ncontacts)!as!
!!"#$%!$& = !"!!!""!×!!!!"#$!!"#! !!where!H! is! the!proportion!of! all!documented!contacts! that! came! from!within!a! child’s!household.! We! estimated! the! number! of! person! years! observation! among! all! KHDSS!resident! children! (pyototal)! and! among! children! with! a! known! close! TB! contact!(pyocontacts)!during!the!same!2!year!recruitment!period!as:!!"#!"!#$ = !!×!2!"#$%!!"#!"#$%!$! = !!"#$%!$&!×!2!"#$%.!We!calculated!the!rate!(Icontacts)!of!TB!among!child!contacts!of!known!TB!cases!as!
!!"#$%!$& = !!"#$%!$&!"#!"#$%!$&!and!the!rate!(Inon<contacts)!of!TB!among!children!with!no!known!TB!contact!as!!
!!"!!!"#$%!$& = ! − !!"#$%!$&!"#!"!#$ − !!"#!"#$%!$&!
€ 







!"# = !!"#$# !!"#$%!$&!!"!!!"!"#$"% − 1 !!"#$%!$&!!"!!!"#$%!$& !where!pcases! is! the!proportion!of!cases! in! the!passive!case!detection!arm!with!a!known!history!of!TB!contact.!!!
4.3 Results+
4.3.1 Comparison+of+confirmed+and+highly+probable+TB+cases++Children! with! CTB! tended! to! be! older! than! those! with! HPTB,! but! there! were! no!differences! between! the! two! groups! in! any! of! the! putative! risk! factors! of! interest!(Appendix!Table!10.1,!page!181).!The!mean!number!of!household!occupants!also!did!not!differ! between! CTB! and! HPTB! cases! (5.7! vs.! 6.0;! p=0.770).! ! These! results! provide!statistical! justification! for! inclusion! of! the! combined! CHPTB! group! in! the! following!analyses!of!risk!factors!for!TB.!!
4.3.2 Referral+source+and+socioBdemographic+and+social+variables++Associations! of! referral! source! and! socioSdemographic! variables!with! CTB,! HPTB! and!CHPTB!are!shown!in!Table!4.1.!Cases!tended!to!be!older!than!children!in!whom!TB!had!been!excluded,!with!median!ages!of!37!months!among!CHPTB!cases!groups!compared!with!17!months!among!children!without!TB!(Table!3.4,!Table!4.1).!However!there!was!no!association!between! the!proportion!of! children! in!each!TB!diagnostic! category!and!the!child’s!sex!or!the!mother’s!educational!status.!The!mean!number!of!occupants! in!a!child’s!household!did!not!differ!between!children!with!CHPTB!and!those!without!TB!(6.0!vs.!6.3;!p=0.764).!!!
4.3.3 Host+factors:+HIV+infection,+nutritional+status+and+BCG+vaccination+status+Associations!between!each!TB!category!and!HIV,!malnutrition!and!BCG!scar!status!are!shown!for!the!passive!and!active!case!detection!arms!in!Table!4.2.!Compared!with!HIV!negative! children,! those!with! HIV! had! double! the! odds! of! CHPTB! in! the! passive! case!detection!arm!(odds!ratio!2.1,!95%!confidence!interval!1.3!to!3.2,!p=0.001).!!!
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In! the! active! case! detection! arm! of! the! study! HIV! data! were! not! available! for! 30/87!(34%)!controls.!None!of!the!6!CHPTB!cases!and!only!1!of!the!57!controls!for!whom!HIV!data!were!available!were!HIV!coSinfected,!so!although!there!was!no!demonstrable!effect!of!HIV!on!the!risk!of!TB!among!this!group!the!power!to!detect!an!effect!was!small.!There!was!no!statistical!evidence!that!the!effect!of!HIV!on!TB!differed!between!the!two!study!arms!(χ2!test!for!homogeneity,!p=0.641),!but!power!to!detect!a!difference!was!similarly!limited!by!small!numbers.!!!The! odds! of! TB! were! higher! among! children! with! severe! malnutrition! in! both! the!passive!(OR!1.5,!95%!CI!1.0!to!2.1)!and!active!(43,!2.3!to!801)!case!detection!arms.!Wide!confidence!intervals!reflected!the!poor!precision!of!the!estimated!OR!in!the!active!case!detection! arm! due! again! to! small! numbers,! but! the! association! between!malnutrition!and! TB! did! nevertheless! appear! to! be! stronger! among! children! identified! through!contact!tracing!(χ2!test!for!homogeneity,!p=0.001).!!After!adjusting!for!the!effect!of!HIV!infection!status!there!was!only!weak!evidence!for!an!independent!association!between!malnutrition!and!CHPTB!(adjusted!OR!1.4,!0.9!to!2.0,!p=0.104).!There!was!no!evidence!that!malnutrition!confounded!or!modified!the!effect!of!HIV!infection!status!on!a!diagnosis!of!CHPTB!(OR!for!association!of!HIV!with!TB!among!children!with!and!without! severe!malnutrition!2.0! (1.1! to!3.7)!and!1.9! (1.0! to!3.5),! χ2!test!for!heterogeneity!0.04,!p=0.836).!!A!BCG!scar!was!present!in!1,773/1,979!(89.6%)!children!enrolled!in!the!study!for!whom!data!were!available.!There!was!no!statistical!evidence!of!an!effect!of!BCG!status!on!any!of!the! TB! diagnostic! endpoints! (Table! 4.2),! nor! in! any! subgroups! defined! by! study!recruitment!arm!or!HIV,!malnutrition!status,!or!TB!contact!status!(data!not!shown).!!
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Odds ratio for TB    
(95% CI) P value 
CONFIRMED TB (CTB)      
Referral source      
   Inpatient  55  956  2.5 (0.6 to 10.5) 
0.294    Outpatient  13  258  2.0 (0.4 to 9.0) 
   Contact tracing  2  87  1.0  
Age category      
   < 1 year 11  469  1.0  
<0.001 
   1 to 4 years 25  658  1.6 (0.8 to 3.3) 
   5 to 9 years 17  139  5.2 (2.4 to 11.4) 
   10 to 14 years 14  50  11.9 (5.1 to 27.7) 
Male sex 38 699 1.1 (0.7 to 1.8) 0.749 
Maternal primary education 1 7/8 197/281 2 3.0 (0.4 to 24.8) 0.288 
HIGHLY PROBABLE TB (HPTB)      
Referral source      
   Inpatient  39  956  0.9 (0.3 to 2.5) 
0.178    Outpatient  20  258  1.5 (0.5 to 4.6) 
   Contact tracing  2  87  1.0  
Age category      
   < 1 year 13  469  1.0  
0.084 
   1 to 4 years 36  658  2.0 (1.0 to 3.8) 
   5 to 9 years 9  139  2.3 (1.0 to 5.6) 
   10 to 14 years 4  50  2.9 (0.9 to 9.2) 
Male sex 33 699 1.0 (0.6 to 1.6) 0.918 
Maternal primary education 1 10/13 2 197/281 2 1.4 (0.4 to 5.3) 0.599 
CONFIRMED OR HIGHLY PROBABLE TB (CHPTB) 
Referral source      
   Inpatient  94  956  1.4 (0.6 to 3.4) 
0.473    Outpatient  33  258  1.7 (0.7 to 4.1) 
   Contact tracing  2  87  1.0  
Age category      
   < 1 year 24  469  1.0  
<0.001 
   1 to 4 years 61  658  1.8 (1.1 to 2.9) 
   5 to 9 years 26  139  3.7 (2.0 to 6.6) 
   10 to 14 years 18  50  7.0 (3.6 to 13.8) 
Male sex 71 699 1.0 (0.7 to 1.5) 0.875 
Maternal primary education 1 17/21 2 197/281 2 1.8 (0.6 to 5.6) 0.292 
1 Data on maternal education was only available and analyzed for KHDSS residents.  
2 In cases where data was missing the denominator for which data was available is presented.  !
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Table 4.2 Associations of host factors with confirmed and highly probable TB in the passive and active case detection arms 
  
TB Cases Controls 
Odds ratio for TB    

























 CONFIRMED TB        
HIV infection 1 17 50 162 1,020 2.2 (1.2 to 3.8) 0.008 
Severe malnutrition 30 38 461 779 1.3 (0.82 to 2.2) 0.250 
BCG vaccination scar 60 7 1,101 116 0.9 (0.4 to 2.0) 0.804 
HIGHLY PROBABLE TB        
HIV infection 1 14 45 162 1,020 2.0 (1.1 to 3.7) 0.030 
Severe malnutrition 29 30 461 779 1.6 (0.97 to 2.8) 0.064 
BCG vaccination scar 49 8 1,101 116 0.7 (0.3 to 1.4) 0.272 
CONFIRMED & HIGHLY PROBABLE TB        
HIV infection 1 31 95 162 1,020 2.1 (1.3 to 3.2) 0.001 
Severe malnutrition 59 68 461 779 1.5 (1.0 to 2.1) 0.040 

















 CONFIRMED TB        
HIV infection 1 0 2 1 56 0.0  0.851 
Severe malnutrition 0 2 1 86 0.0  0.880 
BCG vaccination scar 2 2 0 78 9 -  - 
HIGHLY PROBABLE TB        
HIV infection 1 0 4 1 56 0.0  0.791 
Severe malnutrition 2 2 1 86 86.0 (2.9 to 2,517) <0.001 
BCG vaccination scar 2 4 0 78 9 -  - 
CONFIRMED & HIGHLY PROBABLE TB        
HIV infection 1 0 6 1 56 0.0  0.746 
Severe malnutrition 2 4 1 86 43 (2.3 to 801) <0.001 
BCG vaccination scar 2 6 0 78 9 -  - 
1 HIV status was missing for 1/68 (1.5%) confirmed TB cases and 58/1240 (4.7%) controls in the passive arm; and for 30/87 (34%) controls in the active arm. 
2 BCG scar status was missing for 1/68 (1.5%) confirmed TB cases and 23/1240 (1.9%) controls in passive arm.
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4.3.4 TB&contact&history&A!history!of!close!TB!contact!was!strongly!associated!with!both!CTB!(OR!6.0,!95%!CI!3.5!to!10.0)!and!HPTB!(OR!5.4,!3.1!to!9.5)!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm.!Table!4.3!below!shows! in!more! detail! the! associations! of! each! contact! history! variable!with!CHPTB! in!this! group.!Results! of! separate! analyses! for!CTB! and!HPTB!were! very! similar! and! are!presented!separately!in!Table!10.2!and!Table!10.3!in!the!appendix.!Contact!smear!status!and!proximity!both! showed!a!dose! response! relationship!with!TB!risk.!Contact!with!a!smear! positive! pulmonary! TB! case! increased! the! odds! of! TB! in! a! child! seven! fold,!compared!with!just!over!4!fold!for!contact!with!a!smear!negative!case.!Among!children!with!nonPhousehold! contact,! household! contacts,! and! a! contact!who! slept! in! the! same!room,!the!odds!of!TB!increased!two,!four!and!eight!fold,!respectively.!Consistent!with!the!observed!high!risk!among!children!sharing!a!room!with!their!contact,!TB!risk!was!also!highest! among! children!whose! parent! or! sibling! had! TB.! There!was! no! evidence! that!proximity! modified! the! effect! of! contact! smear! status! on! a! child’s! risk! of! developing!active!TB!(χ2!test!for!heterogeneity,!p=0.309).!In!a!multivariable!analysis!of!TB!contact!proximity,!smear!status!and!number,!only!proximity!was!independently!associated!with!CHPTB!(OR!for!TB!for!each!level!of!increasing!proximity!1.8,!1.3!to!2.6;!p=0.001).!!Among!children!who!had!a!history!of!TB!contact!and!were!admitted!to!hospital!for!any!reason,!one!in!four!(57!of!215,!26.5%)!was!diagnosed!with!CHPTB.!Crude!odds!ratios!for!the!association!of!TB!contact!with!confirmed!or!highly!probable!TB!were!higher!among!inpatients!(OR!7.4,!95%!CI!4.5!to!12.0)!than!among!outpatients!(OR!95%!CI!3.5,!1.6!to!7.7),!but!with!only!weak!evidence! that! inpatient! status!modified! the!effect! (χ2! test! for!homogeneity,!p=0.110).!!For! children!enrolled! in! the!active! case!detection!arm!of! the! study! (all! of!whom!were!contacts! of! smear! positive! pulmonary! TB! cases)!we! explored! the! effect! of! TB! contact!number,!domestic!proximity,!and!each!contact’s!relationship!to!the!child!on!that!child’s!risk!of!TB.!Small!numbers!and!no!TB!cases!in!many!strata!prevented!meaningful!analysis!of! associations! with! confirmed! TB! and! highly! probable! TB! separately! (see! Appendix!
Table 10.4! and! Table 10.5,! page! 183).! Analysis! using! the! CHPTB! endpoint! failed! to!demonstrate!any!association!between!contact!proximity,!relationship!or!number!and!TB!risk,!but!was!also!limited!by!small!numbers!(Table 4.4).!!!!
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Odds ratio for TB    
(95% CI) P value 
History of close TB contact 1      
   No history of close TB contact  67 1,058 1.0 ( - ) 
<0.001    Any history of close TB contact  57 158 5.7 (3.8 to 8.5)  
Proximity of TB contact 2       
   Contact outside the household 5 41 2.1 (0.8 to 5.5) 
<0.001    Contact sleeps in same household 52 56 4.5 (2.2 to 9.1) 
   Contact sleeps in same room 41 148 8.0 (5.1 to 12.5) 
Smear status of TB contact 2      
   Smear positive  33 71 7.3 (4.5 to 11.9) 
<0.001    Smear negative 17 59 4.5 (2.5 to 8.2) 
   Smear status unknown  7 28 3.9 (1.7 to 9.4) 
Relationship of contact to child 2,3      
   Parent  35 76 7.6 (4.8 to 12.0) 
<0.001 
   Grandparent  5 22 3.6 (1.3 to 9.8) 
   Aunt or uncle 11 38 4.9 (2.4 to 9.7) 
   Sibling 3 7 6.8 (1.7 to 26.8) 
   Other 5 21 3.8 (1.4 to 10.3) 
Number of close TB contacts 2      
   One close TB contact 52 146 5.6 (3.8 to 8.4) 
<0.001    More than one close TB contact 5 12 6.6 (2.3 to 19.2) 
1 TB contact history was not available for 3/59 (5%) HPTB cases and 24/1240 (2%) controls.   
1 compared with children who had no history of TB contact.  
2 Actual numbers of children presented, but weighted analysis used to derive OR (see section 4.2.1).  !




Odds ratio for TB    
(95% CI) P value 
Proximity of TB contact 1       
   Contact sleeps in same household 1 17 1.0  
0.797    Contact sleeps in same room 5 67 1.6 (0.8 to 3.1) 
Relationship of contact to child 2      
   Parent  4 69 1.0  
0.260 
   Grandparent  0 8  - 
   Aunt or uncle 1 5 3.5 (0.3 to 37.0) 
   Sibling 1 2 8.6 (0.6 to 117) 
   Other 0 1  - 
Number of close TB contacts      
   One close TB contact 6 85 1.0  
-    More than one close TB contact 0 2  - 
1 Three controls recruited as close non-household contacts excluded from proximity analysis.   
2 Actual numbers of children presented, but weighted analysis used to derive OR (see section 4.2.1).  ! !
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4.3.5 Multivariable&analysis&of&risk&factors&for&TB&Due!to!small!numbers!of!children!in!the!active!case!detection!arm,!multivariable!analysis!of!risk!factors!for!TB!was!confined!to!children!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the!study.!TB!contact!was!included!as!a!single!binary!variable.!TB!contact!history!and!severe!malnutrition! were! independently! associated! with! both! CTB! and! HPTB! in! separate!logistic! regression! models.! In! a! model! using! the! combined! endpoint! of! CHPTB,! HIV!infection!was!also!an! independent!risk! factor.!Adjusted!odds!ratios! for!each!diagnostic!endpoint!derived!from!each!of!the!3!models!are!shown!in!Table 4.5.!




Confirmed%TB%% % % %!!!TB!contact! 6.5! (3.9!to!10.9)! <0.001!!!!Severe!malnutrition! 1.7! (1.0!to!2.9)! 0.042!
Highly%Probable%TB%% ! ! !!!!TB!contact! 6.2! (3.5!to!10.9)! <0.001!!!!Severe!malnutrition! 2.2! (1.2!to!3.8)! 0.007!
CHPTB%% ! ! !!!!TB!contact! 6.4! (4.2!to!9.6)! <0.001!!!!Severe!malnutrition! 1.7! (1.1!to!2.7)! 0.030!!!!HIV!infection! 1.7! (1.1!to!2.5)! 0.012!!
4.3.6 Attributable&Fractions&Attributable!fractions!adjusted!for!each!independent!risk!factor!in!the!final!models!are!presented! for! CTB,! HPTB! and! CHPTB! in! Table! 4.6.! There! was! only! slight! variation!between!each!diagnostic!endpoint!in!the!PAF!derived!for!each!variable,!reflecting!similar!adjusted!odds!ratios!in!the!three!models.!A!history!of!a!known!TB!contact!was!the!most!important! determinant! of! TB! among! children! in! this! study,! to! which! ~40%! of! the!caseload!was!attributed.!The!attributable!fraction!of!HIV!CHPTB!cases!was!10%!in!this!population.!!There!were!678!KHDSS!resident!TB!cases!during!the!2!years!enrolment!into!the!passive!case!detection!arm.!We!identified!362!household!contacts!under!the!age!of!5!years!for!195!index!cases,!and!343!TB!contacts!of!whom!297!were!in!the!child’s!household.!The!estimated!total!number!of!KHDSS!resident!child!contacts!was!therefore!calculated!as!
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297 =1,454 .!Of!17!CHPTB!cases!among!children!under!5!years!recruited!during!2!years!passive!case!enrolment!at!KDH!(Table 7.3,!page!148)!9!had!a!known!history!of!TB!contact.!The!total!person!years!observation!among!all!children!under!5!years!was!89,503!(Table 7.3,!page!148).!Using!these!figures!the!estimated!population!attributable!fraction!of!a!known!TB!contact!in!this!community!was!51.4%.!!




Confirmed%TB%% % %!!!TB!contact! 39.8! (35.0!to!42.7)!!!!Severe!malnutrition! 18.2! (0.0!to!28.9)!
Highly%Probable%TB%% ! !!!!TB!contact! 37.4! (31.9!to!40.5)!!!!Severe!malnutrition! 26.8! (8.2!to!36.2)!
CHPTB%!!!!TB!contact! 38.8! (35.0!to!41.2)!!!!Severe!malnutrition! 19.1! (4.2!to!29.3)!!!!HIV!infection! 10.1! (2.2!to!14.8)!!
4.4 Discussion&We!analyzed!associations!between!putative!epidemiological! risk! factors!and!active!TB!among! children! recruited! to! the! KIDS! TB! study.! We! recognized! that! the! nature! and!magnitude!of!any!effects!were!unlikely! to!be! the!same!among!children!enrolled! in! the!active! (contact! tracing)!and!passive!case!detections!arms!of! the!study!due! to! inherent!differences! in! the! groups! targeted! including! their! TB! contact! history.! We! therefore!performed! analyses! separately! for! each! study! arm.! Although! small! numbers! limited!interpretation! of! some! of! our! findings! in! the! active! case! detection! arm,! the! observed!difference!between!the!two!study!arms!in!the!effect!of!malnutrition!on!TB!lends!support!for!this!approach.!Performing!the!analyses!separately!also!allowed!proper!assessment!of!the!effect!of!TB!contact!history!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm!by!removing!bias!due!to!inclusion!of!both!cases!and!controls!ascertained!purely!on!the!basis!of!TB!contact!in!the!active!case!detection!arm.!!For!completeness,!and!to!mitigate!against!any!form!of!incorporation!bias!inherent!in!the!definitions! of! highly! probable! TB,!we! also! performed! analyses! separately! for! each!TB!
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diagnostic! endpoint:! CTB,! HPTB,! and! the! combined! endpoint! of! CHPTB.! Associations!with!the!epidemiological!variables!studied!were!nevertheless!very!similar! for!all! three!endpoints,! with! no! statistical! evidence! of! a! difference! between! CTB! and! HPTB.!Presentation! of! the! combined! results! for! confirmed! and! highly! probable! TB! (CHPTB)!therefore!appears!justified.!!In!interpreting!our!results!and!their!generalizability!it!is!important!to!keep!in!mind!that!each! of! the! children! included! in! the! study!was! enrolled! because! they! fulfilled! one! or!more!criteria!for!suspected!TB!(see!section!2.3,!page!28).!Particular!caution!needs!to!be!exercised!in!interpreting!the!apparent!association!of!older!age!with!both!CTB!and!HPTB.!This!result!needs! to!be!reconciled!with! the!agePspecific! incidence!estimates!derived! in!this!study!(chapter!7)!and!data!from!several!other!studies!which!demonstrate!a!different!pattern!of!association,!with!the!highest!burden!of!TB!among!infants!and!young!children,!lower! rates! of! disease! among! school! aged! children! (the! soPcalled! “safe! school! years”),!and!then!a!rise! in! incidence! in!early!adolescence.12,! 87!Two!factors!are! likely!to!explain!this! discrepancy.! Firstly,! agePrelated! differences! in! microbiological! yield! and! TST!responses!confound!the!association,!since!older!children!with!TB!are!more!likely!to!be!sputum!smear!or!culture!positive!for!M.#tuberculosis,8!and!to!have!a!positive!TST!(due!to!a!longer!duration!of!potential!exposure!and!relatively!more!mature!immune!responses)!P!and!therefore!to!meet!our!stringent!criteria!for!both!confirmed!and!highly!probable!TB.!Secondly,! the! strong! association!with! young! age! of! conditions! such! as!malnutrition! in!the!differential!diagnosis!for!childhood!TB!enriched!the!number!of!young!children!in!the!control!group,!further!confounding!the!association!between!age!and!a!diagnosis!of!TB.!!Nevertheless! our! results! do! provide! important! insights! into! the! determinants! of!childhood!TB!in!the!study!population.!The!independent!association!of!TB!with!both!HIV!infection! and! malnutrition! in! the! multivariable! analysis! is! consistent! with! other!studies104,!115!and!current!understanding!of!host!determinants!of!disease.115,!124,!125!In!the!case!of!malnutrition!causality!cannot!be!assumed!since!TB!itself!causes!wasting,!so!this!association!is!likely!to!reflect!an!effect!in!both!directions.115!!Although!wide! confidence! intervals! reflected! poor! precision! of! the! odds! ratio! for! the!association! of! malnutrition! with! TB! in! the! active! case! detection! arm,! a! test! for!interaction!did!nevertheless!provide!evidence!that!the!size!of!the!effect!was!greater!than!in! the! passive! case! detection! arm.! This! reflects! the! relatively! healthy! status! of! most!control!children!recruited!through!contact!tracing!contrasted!with!the!high!prevalence!
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of!severe!malnutrition!among!controls! in!the!passive!case!detection!arm.!The!analyses!were!not!powered!to!make!any!inferences!about!associations!with!HIV!in!the!active!case!detection!arm.!!There! was! no! statistical! evidence! of! an! association! between! TB! and! the! presence! or!absence!of!a!BCG!scar!in!this!study.!The!protective!efficacy!of!BCG!vaccination!has!been!repeatedly!demonstrated! in!other!studies,107!and!the!point!estimate! is! in! the!direction!anticipated;! however! high! vaccination! coverage! and! a! relatively! small! number! of! TB!cases! limit! the! study’s! power! to! detect! an! effect.! Although! some! children! without! a!discernable!scar!may!have!been!BCG!vaccinated,!misclassification!is!unlikely!to!account!for! the! lack!of! an!observed! effect! since! the!proportion!of! children!without! a! scar!was!small.!!Poverty! and! population! density/crowding! are! two! of! the! strongest! determinants! of!tuberculosis! risk.113,! 114,! 126,! 127! In! an! attempt! to!measure! and! control! for! these! in! our!analyses!we!used!maternal!education!status!and!household!occupancy!as!the!best!easily!available! surrogate! measures! of! socioPeconomic! status! and! crowding,! respectively.!However!we!were!unable! to!demonstrate!any!significant!association!of!either!variable!with!TB!among!children!enrolled!in!the!study.!This!may!be!because!neither!measure!is!a!good!surrogate!marker!in!the!study!population,!or!because!neither!factor!is!a!strong!risk!factor!for!TB!in!Kilifi,!or!both.!It!is!certainly!plausible!that!domestic!crowding!is!not!an!important!determinant!of!risk!in!the!semiPurban!and!rural!populations!studied!in!Kilifi;!this! combined! with! a! ‘dilution’! of! any! effect! due! to! the! use! of! a! crude! measure! of!crowding!could!easily!explain!the!lack!of!any!association!with!household!occupancy.!It!is!interesting!to!note!the!suggestion!of!a!trend!towards!higher!risk!of!TB!among!children!whose!mothers!had!been!to!school.!The!most!likely!explanation!is!confounding!due!to!a!strong! association! between! no! maternal! schooling! and! other! conditions,! including!malnutrition,!which!led!to!admission!of!many!of!the!controls.!!The!most! important! finding! is! the! very! strong! association! between! TB! in! a! child! and!close!contact!with!a!known!case!of!TB.!The! importance!of! this!association!derives!not!just! from!the!strength!of! the!effect,!but!also! from!the!high!proportion!of!children!who!gave! a!history! at! presentation!of! contact!with! a! known!TB! case.! It! has! two! important!implications!for!clinical!practice!and!public!health!policy.!!Firstly,!ascertainment!of!any!history!of!TB!contact!should!become!a!standard!part!of!the!
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assessment! of! every! sick! child! in! TB! endemic! settings.! It! is! remarkable! that! among!inpatients! in! our! study! one! in! four! of! those! who! gave! a! history! at! presentation! of! a!known! close! TB! contact!were! found! to! have! either! confirmed! or! highly! probable! TB.!Importantly!TB!contact!was!not!included!in!the!stringent!definitions!of!highly!probable!TB,! nor! did! associations! with! contact! history! differ! between! CTB! and! HPTB,! so!incorporation! bias! is! unlikely.! The! strong! implication! is! that! if! this! highPrisk! group! of!children!could!be! identified!and!TB!considered!and! investigated!early,!clinical!benefits!would!follow!from!earlier!diagnosis!and!treatment.!!Secondly,!the!need!for!early!identification!and!provision!of!isoniazid!chemoprophylaxis!to!child!contacts!of!TB!cases!through!active!contact!tracing!needs!to!be!reinforced!and!rapidly!pushed!up!the!public!health!agenda.!Although!this!is!covered!by!existing!policy!recommendations,21! progress! in! this! area! has! been! slow! in! many! settings! including!Kenya.128!One!barrier! to!wider! implementation!might!be!a! lack!until!now!of!published!evidence!for!the!likely!impact!of!the!intervention!on!the!overall!burden!of!childhood!TB!at! the!population! level.!Our! finding!that!about!40P50%!of!childhood!TB!cases!could!be!attributed!to!a!known!close!TB!contact,!and!are!therefore!preventable!by!this!strategy,!provides!strong!endorsement!for!the!policy.!!Estimation!of!population!attributable!fractions!assumes!that!the!measured!associations!are!entirely!causal,!and!that!removal!of!a!risk!factor!would!remove!the!risk!attributed!to!it.! Having! carefully! explored! and! controlled! for! potential! confounders! in! our!multivariate! analysis!we! are! confident! that! both! these! assumptions! hold! true! for!HIV!and! TB! contact.! However! the! association! of! TB! with! malnutrition! is! likely! not! to! be!entirely! causal! as!already!discussed! (and! reviewed! in!detail! elsewhere115),! so! the! first!assumption! is!violated!and!the!attributable! fraction! for!malnutrition!calculated!cannot!be!interpreted.!!One!further!assumption!in!our!analysis,!and!an!important!potential!limitation,!is!that!the!prevalence!of!risk!factors!in!the!study!population!reflects!their!community!prevalence.!This!may!be!a! fair!assumption! for!TB!contact!history,!since!presentation! to!hospital! is!not!directly!associated!with!TB!contact.!However,!since!both!TB!prevalence!and!general!health! indices!(and!by! implication!admission!rates)!are! linked!to!other! factors!such!as!poverty,! crowding! and! HIV,! it! is! possible! that! the! prevalence! of! TB! contact! among!hospitalized!children!is!higher!than!the!community!prevalence;!this!would!probably!bias!our!estimate!downwards!by!reducing!the!size!of!the!observed!effect!of!TB!contact.!We!
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also! confined! our! analysis! to! children! in! the! passive! case! detection! arm! (excluding!children!with!a!history!of!TB!contact!in!the!active!case!detection!arm),!which!is!likely!to!underestimate! further! the! true! attributable! fraction! by! reducing! the! measured!prevalence!of!TB!contact!history!among!cases.!!We! therefore! used! data! from! the! NTP! TB! Register! and! the! KHDSS! to! calculate! the!attributable!fraction!using!estimates!of!the!number!of!children!in!the!study!population!with!and!without!a!household!TB!contacts.!We!confined!this!analysis!to!children!under!5!years!for!two!reasons.!Firstly,!it!is!well!documented!from!natural!history!studies!in!the!prePchemotherapy! era! that! >90%!active!TB!disease! in! this! age! group! occurs!within! 2!years! of! infection.8! The! number! of! contacts! identified! during! the! 2! year! recruitment!period! therefore! provided! a! good! estimate! of! the! likely! number! of! contacts! putting!children! at! risk,! since! the! overall! rate! of! TB! notifications! in! the! study! population! is!constant.!Secondly,!this!is!the!group!targeted!for!isoniazid!chemoprophylaxis!since!they!are!the!most!vulnerable.21!This!method!gave!a!higher!estimated!population!attributable!fraction!of!approximately!50%.!Although!this!second!method!did!not!use!adjusted!rate!ratios,!the!observation!that!the!odds!ratio!for!TB!contact!as!a!predictor!of!TB!in!the!main!dataset!actually!increased!(from!5.7!to!6.4)!when!adjusted!for!potential!confounders!in!the! multivariate! analysis,! suggests! that! this! is! unlikely! to! have! biased! our! estimate!upwards.!!The!calculated!attributable!fraction!for!HIV!is!also!likely!to!be!an!underestimate!due!to!bias! introduced!by! the! relatively!high!proportion!of!HIV!among!hospital! controls!who!were! admitted!with! other! complications! of!HIV! infection.! The! importance! of!HIV! as! a!risk!factor!for!TB!reinforces!the!importance!of!isoniazid!chemoprophylaxis!in!this!group,!as!well!as!among!TB!contact.!!!In!conclusion,!we!sought!by!analysis!of!the!risk!factors!for!childhood!TB!to!identify!the!most! important! determinants! of! disease! in! our! study! population,! thereby! to! inform!potential!public!health!intervention!strategies!and!clinical!practice.!Our!results!provide!further! support! for! the! wider! implementation! of! isoniazid! chemoprophylaxis! among!child!TB!contacts!and!children!infected!with!HIV.!They!also!emphasize!the!importance!of!TB! contact! history! in! identifying! children! at! higher! risk! of! TB.! The! role! of! this! in!improving!clinical!TB!diagnosis!is!explored!further!in!chapter!5.!!
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5 CLINICAL&DIAGNOSIS&OF&CHILDHOOD&TUBERCULOSIS&
5.1 Introduction&Globally,!the!greatest!burden!of!tuberculosis!among!both!adults!and!children!occurs!in!low!and!middlePincome!countries!where!resources!for!diagnosis!are!limited.3!Although!diagnosis!of!TB!among!adults!has!been!greatly!enhanced!by!increased!access!to!quality!assured!sputum!smear!microscopy!through!the!WHO!DOTS!and!Stop!TB!strategies,3!this!has!had!little!impact!on!the!diagnosis!of!childhood!TB!since!children!rarely!expectorate!sputum! and! when! samples! are! obtained! they! are! rarely! AFB! smear! positive.129! As! a!result,! diagnosis! for! the! large! majority! of! children! relies! on! the! presenting! clinical!features,! aided! in! some! settings! by! plain! chest! radiography! and/or! tuberculin! skin!tests.21,! 130! Diagnosis! of! TB! in! children! is! further! complicated! by! the! varied! and! nonPspecific!nature!of!many!of!the!presenting!clinical!features!of!childhood!TB,!particularly!among!children!with!HIV!infection!and!malnutrition.12,!53!Deciding!whether!a!child!might!have!TB!and!whether!to!start!TB!treatment!is!thus!a!major!challenge!faced!by!clinicians!throughout!the!world!on!a!daily!basis.!!Several! structured! approaches!have! therefore!been!developed!and!promoted! to! assist!clinicians! in! the! diagnosis! of! childhood! TB.24! These! include! numeric! clinical! scoring!systems,!whereby! points! assigned! for! particular! clinical! features! are! summed! and! TB!diagnosis! or! risk! stratification! is! determined! by! the! total! score;71,! 131P135! nonPnumeric!diagnostic! classifications;70,! 136P144! algorithms!which! present! a! structured! approach! to!investigation! and! diagnosis;21! and! combined! approaches.132,! 145! ! However! the! large!number!of!different!clinical!decision!making!tools!published!and!in!use,!and!a!lack!of!any!consensus! regarding! their! relative! merits,11,! 24,! 146! are! indications! of! their! generally!suboptimal! performance.! This! is! reflected! in! their! inconsistent! use! by! clinicians,! and!derives!at!least!in!part!from!methodological!inadequacies!in!their!formulation.24!!!Some!of!these!deficiencies!have!been!identified!in!previous!reviews,24,!146!including!the!use! of! suboptimal! ‘gold! standards’! (often! not! incorporating! microbiological!confirmation);66,!106,!133,!136,!137,!140,!142,!144,!147!varied!and!unclear!definitions!of!the!clinical!characteristics! included;140! reliance!on!subjective!clinical! judgment! rather! than! formal!statistical!methods!for!inclusion!and!assignment!of!weights!to!clinical!parameters;21,!70,!71,! 131,! 132,! 135P143,! 148! and! failure! to! validate! most! proposed! new! approaches! in! an!independent!dataset!or!population.24!Further! limitations!of!many!published! studies!of!
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proposed! clinical! tools! include! narrowly! defined! inclusion! criteria! (e.g.! exclusion! of!outpatients132,!135,!137!or!children!with!HIV132)!that!limit!generalizability;!poorly!defined!inclusion! criteria,! making! assessment! of! generalizability! difficult! to! assess;! 106!inclusion/analysis! of! a! limited! panel! of! potential! clinical! predictors! in! developing! a!clinical!tool;133!and!a!lack!in!all!studies!of!any!follow!up!data!to!optimize!further!the!‘gold!standard’!diagnostic!categories!against!which!a!new!tool!is!assessed.!Finally,!even!where!data!that!assess!the!performance!of!a!particular!diagnostic!approach!in!an!independent!population!or!dataset!do!exist,66,!106,!133,!144,!147!the!performance!of!these!tools!has!rarely!been!formally!assessed!in!the!wide!range!of!settings!in!which!they!are!currently!used.!!National!guidelines!for!diagnosis!and!treatment!of!TB!published!by!the!Kenyan!Ministry!of! Public! Health! and! Sanitation! include! a! clinical! scoring! system! for! childhood! TB!diagnosis.71!This!point!scoring!system!is!based!on!the!Keith!Edwards!childhood!TB!score!originally! developed! among! children! in! Papua! New! Guinea! in! the! prePHIV! era,132!modified!slightly!by!the!inclusion!of!abnormal!chest!xPray!findings.!Its!performance!for!diagnosis! of! TB! among! children! in! Kenya! has! never! been! properly! assessed.! New!national!guidelines!for!paediatric!tuberculosis!in!Kenya!are!currently!also!in!draft!form,!and!include!completely!revised!guidelines!for!childhood!TB!diagnosis.149!However!there!are!no!published!data!on! the!performance!of! this!proposed!new!approach!either! from!Kenya!or!elsewhere.!!We!used!detailed!clinical!data!on!children!enrolled!in!the!KIDS!TB!Study!to!explore!the!predictive! value! of! individual! clinical! features! for! childhood! TB! in! our! setting.! We!examined! the! performance! of! published! clinical! diagnostic! tools! among! the! same!population.!Finally!we!derived!a!new!tool! for!clinical!diagnosis!of!childhood!TB!in!this!and!similar!settings,!and!validated!it!on!an!independent!part!of!the!dataset.!!!
5.2 Methods&Patient! selection,! clinical! and! laboratory! methods,! and! definitions! of! confirmed! and!highly!probable!TB!are!presented!in!detail!in!chapter!2.!!
5.2.1 Choice&of&cases&and&controls&Recognizing! that! populations! of! children! investigated! in! the! active! and! passive! case!detection!arms!are!different,!we!confined!the!analysis!to!children!identified!through!the!passive! case! detection! arm! to! ensure! the! generalizability! of! our! findings! to! similar!
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hospital! settings.! To! minimize! misclassification! bias! we! excluded! from! our! analysis!children!with!possible!TB!since!their!true!TB!status!was!uncertain.!!We!reasoned!that!confining!cases!to!confirmed!TB!might!introduce!important!spectrum!bias! by! excluding! children! from! whom! microbiological! confirmation! might! be! more!difficult! due! to! differences! in! the! severity! and/or! anatomical! site! of! disease.!We! also!recognized!that!inclusion!of!highly!probable!TB!might!introduce!some!misclassification!bias;!however!we!reasoned!that!the!risk!of!misclassification!bias!was!much!smaller!than!the!risk!of!spectrum!bias!given!the!stringent!clinical!criteria!for!HPTB.!For!our!primary!analysis!we!therefore!used!a!combination!of!confirmed!or!highly!probable!TB!(CHPTB)!as!cases,!and!children!in!whom!TB!had!confidently!been!excluded!as!controls,!in!a!nested!case!control!analysis.!For!comparison!we!also!performed!separate!casePcontrol!analyses!comparing! CTB! with! controls,! and! CTB! with! CHPTB,! to! examine! any! important!differences.!!
5.2.2 Clinical&definitions&&Assessment!of!the!utility!of!individual!clinical!features!and!published!clinical!diagnostic!tools! for! childhood! TB! diagnosis! was! a! key! aim! of! the! KIDS! TB! Study.!We! therefore!prospectively! collected! detailed! clinical! data! on! all! children! enrolled! in! the! study,!including!all!the!clinical!variables!required!to!assess!the!performance!of!each!published!clinical!diagnostic!tool.!!We!defined! symptom!duration! as! the! duration! at! the! point! of! enrolment.!Weight! loss!duration! and! severity! were! assessed! from! the! history! provided! by! the! parent! or!guardian,!aided!wherever!possible!by!previously!documented!weights!in!the!child’s!road!to!health! card,! clinical! notes! or!discharge! summaries.!Regional! lymphadenopathy!was!defined!as! the!presence!of!one!or!more!palpable! lymph!nodes!≥1!cm!in!diameter;!and!generalized! lymphadenopathy!as! the!presence!of! regional! lymphadenopathy! involving!cervical,!axillary!and!inguinal!lymph!node!groups!bilaterally.!We!defined!a!reduced!level!of!consciousness!as!a!Blantyre!Coma!Score!<5,!and!meningism!as!the!presence!of!a!stiff!neck,!photophobia,!or!bulging!fontanelle.!To!ensure!the!relevance!of!our!findings!to!the!vast!majority!of!settings! P!where!sputum!induction! is!not!available,!but!where!sputum!smear!microscopy!can!be!performed!if!a!spontaneous!sputum!sample!is!obtained!–!for!this!analysis!we!defined!“sputum!AFB!smear!positive”!as!the!existence!at!least!one!AFB!positive!sputum!smear!result!from!up!to!3!spontaneous!sputum!samples.!!
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5.2.3 Univariable&analysis&of&individual&clinical&predictors&of&childhood&TB&We! first! explored!associations!between! individual! clinical!variables!and!childhood!TB.!Using!each!case!definition!we!summarized!the!distribution!of!each!variable!with!respect!to! TB! and! derived! crude! odds! ratios! (OR)! and! 95%! confidence! intervals! (CI)! for!associations! with! TB;! likelihood! ratio! tests! (LRT)! for! a! general! association! were!performed! and! p! values! reported.! ! The! sensitivity,! specificity,! positive! and! negative!likelihood! ratios! (LR+,! LRP),! and! their! 95%! CIs! were! calculated! for! each! categorical!variable.! To! explore! further! the! best! cutoffs! for! continuous! and! ordered! categorical!variables! as! predictors! of! childhood! TB! we! plotted! receiver! operator! characteristics!(ROC)!curves.!!Important! putative! confounders! and/or! effectPmodifiers! of! the! associations! of! specific!variables!and!TB!were!explored!by!stratifying!by!the!variable!of!interest!and!comparing!odds! ratios!between! strata.!Tests! for! interaction!were!performed!using! the!χ2! test! for!heterogeneity.! Where! significant! interaction! was! demonstrated! odds! ratios! were!presented!separately!for!each!stratum;!otherwise!summary!odds!ratios!adjusted!for!the!variable!of!interest!were!derived!using!MantelPHaenszel!methods.!!
5.2.4 Assessment&of&the&performance&of&published&clinical&diagnostic&tools&We! confined! the! analysis! to! diagnostic! tools! published! in! the! peer! reviewed!medical!literature!and!to!international!guidelines!from!the!WHO!and!Kenyan!national!guidelines.!Published! tools! that! failed! to! present! diagnostic! criteria! in! sufficient! detail! were!excluded.! For! those! tools! that! included! a! category! of! confirmed! TB! based! on!microbiological! diagnosis! we! confined! our! analysis! to! categories! defined! by! clinical!criteria!alone.!!We!created!variables!for!each!diagnostic!score!and/or!diagnostic!categories!with!close!reference! to! the! published! definitions! of! each! variable.! In! instances! where! the! exact!definition!of!a! clinical!variable!was!not!clearly! specified! in! the!original!publication!we!chose!what!we! judged! to! be! the!most! likely! intended!definition! for! application! in! the!relevant!setting!and!reported!the!definition!we!used.!!Thus!‘unexplained!fever’!was!defined!as!a!fever!for!>14!days!in!the!absence!of!malaria!parasitaemia!or!evidence!of!focal!infection;!a!cutoff!of!at!least!one!week’s!duration!was!
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used! for! a! history! of! night! sweats;! and! ‘bulky! lymphadenopathy’! was! defined! as! the!presence! of! lymph! nodes! sufficiently! large! to! perform! a! fine! needle! aspirate! (usually!≥2cm! diameter).! ‘Malnutrition! not! responding! to! treatment’! was! defined! as! death,! or!failure! to! regain! 10%!body!weight! (in! the! case! of!marasmus)! or! failure! of! oedema! to!resolve!(kwashiorkor),!in!a!child!admitted!with!severe!malnutrition.!!A! ‘suggestive! symptom! complex! of! TB’! was! included! in! the! GhideyPHabte! diagnostic!tool137!but!only!vaguely!defined!as!“non/specific#symptoms#such#as#fever,#night#sweats#and#
loss# of#weight,# and# specific# symptoms# related# to# the# site# invaded,# e.g.# cough,# swelling# of#
lymph#nodes,#abdominal#distension,#difficulty# in#walking,# etc! “.! ! For! the!purposes!of!our!analysis! we! included! in! this! definition! fever,! cough,! night! sweats,! weight! loss,! bulky!lymphadenopathy,! signs! of! pleural! effusion! or! ascites,! gibbus,! and! a! change! in!temperament! or! reduced! level! of! consciousness,! and! required! a! history! of! at! least! 2!weeks!duration!for! fever,!cough,!night!sweats!and!weight! loss.!We!then!compared!this!tool’s!performance!with!a! requirement! for!either!≥2!or!≥3!of! these!clinical! features! to!define!a!‘suggestive!symptom!complex!of!TB’.!!In!keeping!with!published!definitions,72P74!a! ‘suggestive!CXR’!for!TB!was!defined!as!the!presence! of! a! Ghon! focus! or! complex,! miliary! infiltrate,! cavities,! or! a! pleural! or!pericardial! effusion! P! unless! an! alternative! definition! was! clearly! presented! for! a!particular!clinical!tool!in!which!case!the!definition!presented!was!used.!!!We! plotted! ROC! curves! to! explore! the! best! cutoffs! for! clinical! diagnostic! scores,! and!calculated! the! sensitivity,! specificity,! likelihood! ratio! of! a! positive! test! (LR+)! and!likelihood! ratio! of! a! negative! test! (LRP)! and! 95%! confidence! intervals! for! TB! of!diagnostic!categories!defined!by!each!clinical!diagnostic!tool.!We!confined!each!analysis!to! children! for! whom! data! were! available! for! all! variables! included.! In! each! case! we!repeated!the!analysis!for!the!diagnostic!endpoints!of!confirmed!TB,!and!confirmed!and!highly!probable!TB.!!
5.2.5 Derivation&and&validation&of&new&clinical&diagnostic&tool&for&this&setting&We! used! our! carefully! characterized! diagnostic! groups! and! detailed! clinical! data! to!develop!and!validate!a!new!clinical!prediction!tool!to!identify!children!with!TB.!To!allow!us! to!derive!and!validate!our! clinical!prediction! tool! in! independent!datasets!we!used!study!data! from!KDH!as!a! “training!dataset”! to!develop! the! tool,!and! then!assessed! its!performance!on!a!“testing!dataset”!comprising!the!study!data!from!CPGH.!We!once!again!
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excluded! from! the! analysis! children! with! ‘possible! TB’! whose! true! disease! status! in!unknown.!Using!the!KDH!training!dataset!we!developed!a!multivariable!logistic!regression!model!to!predict!CHPTB!using!simple!clinical!explanatory!variables.!Categorical!variables!with!at! least! a! weak! association! with! TB! (LRT! p! value! ≤0.1)! in! the! univariate! analyses! of!clinical! predictors! and! epidemiological! risk! factors! (chapter! 4)! were! included! in! the!model.! We! excluded! variables! that! were! unlikely! to! be! widely! generalizable! or!applicable!and! justified!our!choices! in!each!case.!For!ordered!categorical!variables!we!plotted! log! odds! of! TB! by! category! and! included! a! variable! as! a! linear! effect! if! this!suggested!a! linear!relationship.!For! those! for!which! the!relationship!was! initially!nonPlinear!we! adjusted! category! cutoffs,! and!weighted! categories! in! proportion! to! the! log!odds!of!TB,!to!allow!their!inclusion!as!a!linear!effect.!In!the!event!that!categories!of!an!ordinal! categorical! variable! were! concatenated! to! generate! a! binary! variable! for!inclusion! in! the! model,! choice! of! cutoff! was! informed! as! far! as! possible! by! the! ROC!curves!for!that!variable!as!a!predictor!of!TB!(Figure!5.1).!!!We! then! performed! backwards! stepwise! logistic! regression! using! standard! selection!criteria,!such!that!variables!that!were!not!significantly!associated!with!TB!(Wald!p!value!<0.5)!were!sequentially!dropped!from!the!model.!Likelihood!ratio!tests!were!used!to!test!for!departure!from!the!linear!trend.!!The!final!model!therefore!took!the!form:!TB!=!α!+!β1X1!+!β2X2+!β3X3!+!…!+!βiXi,!where!α!is!a!constant,!βi!are! the!regression!coefficients! for!each!variable!(Xi)! in! the!model,!and!Xi!are!coded!0!or!1!for!binary!variables!or!as!integers!for!ordered!categorical!variables.!We!then!generated!a!TB!Score!for!each!child!using!the!coefficients!of!the!model,!such!that!TB!score! =! β1X1! +! β2X2+! β3X3! +! …! +! βiXi.! To! simplify! this! TB! Score! we! multiplied! the! β!coefficients!by!a!fixed!constant!and!rounded!them!for!easy!interpretation.!The! ability! of! the!TB! Score! correctly! to! identify! children!with!TB! in! the!KDH! training!dataset! was! quantified! by! plotting! a! receiver! operator! characteristics! (ROC)! curve! of!score! as!predictor!of!TB!and! calculating! the! area!under! the! curve! (AUC).! In! each! case!discriminant!analyses!were!confined!to!those!children!for!whom!data!were!available!for!all! variables! included! in! the! model/score.! We! used! these! ROC! curves! to! choose!appropriate! cutoffs! for! risk! strata! identifying! children! for! whom! TB! was! “Unlikely”,!“Possible”,!“Likely”!and!“Very!Likely”.!Variables!that!are!known!to!be!strongly!predictive!
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of!TB!but!which!were!not! included! in! the!model! because! they!perfectly!predicted! the!outcome! (i.e.! all! children!with! that! variable!had!TB)!were! then! rePincorporated! into!a!final!KIDS!TB!SCORE!by!giving! them!a!weight!equal! to! the!cutoff!defined! for! “TB!Very!Likely”,! such! that! the!presence!of! these! clinical! features!alone!would!ensure!a! child! is!categorized!in!the!“TB!Very!Likely”!group.!We!validated!the!KIDS!TB!Score!by!plotting!ROC!curves!for!the!score!as!a!predictor!of!TB!in!the!CPGH!“testing!dataset”,!both!overall!and!by!age!group!and!HIV!status.!Finally,!to!explore!how!the!score!performed!compared!to!final!diagnostic!assignments!based!on!all!the! clinical,! laboratory! and! follow!up! information,!we! tabulated! risk! strata!defined!by!the!KIDS!TB!Score! against! the! study!definitions!of!TB! for! all! children! recruited! to! the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the!KIDS!TB!Study.!!
5.3 Results&
5.3.1 Univariable&analysis&of&individual&clinical&predictors&of&childhood&TB&
(a)#Using#composite#case#definition#of#CHPTB#Crude!associations!of! individual! features!of!the!clinical!history!are!shown!in!Table!5.1.!Several!variables!in!the!clinical!history!were!very!strongly!associated!with!TB,!including!many!that!are!wellPrecognized!features!of!TB!such!as!cough,!fever,!weight!loss,!and!night!sweats.!However!the!effect!size!(odds!ratio)!was!modest!in!most!cases.!Interestingly,!a!history!of!lethargy!and!of!change!in!temperament!both!also!showed!a!strong!association!with! TB,! the! former! with! a! clear! dose! response! relationship,! despite! the! inherent!subjectivity! in! the! interpretation! and! reporting! of! these! symptoms.! Dyspnoea! only!appeared!to!be!associated!with!TB!when!present!for!at!least!a!month.!Figure!5.1!shows!receiver!operator!characteristics!curves!of!different!cutoffs!of!symptom!duration!for!six!of! these! ‘core’! variables.! Small! areas! under! the! curve! (AUC)! in! each! case! reflect! the!limited!predictive!value!of!these!symptoms!on!their!own.!!Univariable! associations! between! individual! clinical! examination! findings! and! TB! are!shown! in! Table! 5.2.! Clubbing,! lymphadenopathy,! hepatomegaly,! splenomegaly! and!clinical! signs! of! a! pleural! effusion! were! all! associated! with! TB.! Generalized!lymphadenopathy! demonstrated! the! highest! odds! ratio! for! TB! (OR!5.5,! 95%!CI! 2.6! to!11.8),!but!this!was!partially!confounded!by!HIV!status!(OR!adjusted!for!HIV!4.2,!95%!CI!2.0! to! 9.0,! p<0.001).! No! children! in! this! study! had! a! lymph! node! sinus.! The! absolute!
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association!between!the!presence!of!a!spinal!gibbus!and!TB!reflects!the!incorporation!of!spinal!gibbus!in!the!definition!of!highly!probable!TB.!!A!chest!xPray!was!performed!and!available!for!review!for!1,146/1,367!(83%)!cases!and!controls! included! in! the! analysis! of! clinical! predictors.! Of! these,! 464! (34%)!demonstrated!one!or!more!abnormalities.!An!abnormal!chest!xPray!per#se!was!strongly!associated! with! TB! (OR! 12.9,! 95%! CI! 7.1! to! 23.7,! p<0.001).! Associations! between!individual! radiological! features! and! TB! are! shown! in! Table! 5.3.! Importantly,! several!radiological!variables!associated!with!TB!are!incorporated!in!some!way!in!definitions!of!highly!probable!TB!(see!section!2.8,!page!36).!!!Among!1,308/1,367! (96%)!cases!and!controls! included! in! this!analysis! for!whom!TST!results!were!available,!58/119!CHPTB!cases!and!141/1,189!controls!had!a!positive!TST!(OR! 7.1,! 95%! CI! 4.6! to! 10.7,! p<0.001;! TST! sensitivity! 0.49,! 95%! CI! 0.40! to! 0.58;!specificity! 0.88,! 0.86! to! 0.90;! LR+! 4.1,! 1.3! to! 13;! LRP! 0.58,! 0.2! to! 1.8).! Sensitivity!was!worst! among! young! children! and! children!with! HIV! or!malnutrition,! but! even! among!older!children!and! those!with!neither!HIV!nor!malnutrition!at! least!one! in! three!cases!had!a!negative!TST!(Table 5.4).!!!!!Only!one!child!had!an!AFB!positive!smear!from!sputum,*!and!3!children!had!AFB!positive!smears!from!fine!needle!aspirates!of!lymph!nodes,!all!of!whom!were!classified!as!highly!probable! TB.! Microbiological! evidence! of! a! focal! or! invasive! bacterial! infection! other!than!TB!was!obtained!in!5/127!(3.9%)!cases!and!94/1,240!(7.6%)!controls!(OR!0.5,!0.2!to! 1.3;! p=0.132;! LR+! 0.4,! 0.37! to! 0.46;! LRP! 1.1,! 1.0! to! 1.2).! A! breakdown! of! the!main!categories!of!microbiologically! confirmed!bacterial! infection! is!given! in!Table!10.12!of!the!appendix!(page!195).!!
# #
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
* Note that this is fewer smear positive cases than there were in KIDS TB study as a whole, since the definition 
for this analysis of clinical scores is based only on spontaneous sputa (assuming sputum induction is not 
generally available) and only on the first 3 specimens received (whereas some of the smear positive children in 
the KIDS TB study had positive smears on specimens taken later in their admission or at follow up).    
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(b)#Comparison#of#results#using#confirmed#TB#case#definition#Associations!with!CTB!of!each!of! the!clinical,! radiological!and!bacteriological!variables!examined! were! similar! to! associations! with! CHPTB! reported! above! (Appendix! Table!10.6,!Table!10.7,!Table!10.8,!Table!10.13!and!Figure!10.1).!This!is!reflected!in!the!similar!distribution! of! most! variables! among! cases! of! CTB! and! HPTB! (Appendix! Table! 10.9,!
Table%10.10,!Table%10.11,!and!Table!10.14).!!A! few!clinical! features!were!more!common!among!CTB!cases! than!among!HPTB!cases.!These!included!a!history!of!abdominal!pain,!change!in!temperament,!and!night!sweats;!and! palpable! lymphadenopathy.! Although! this! might! in! part! be! explained! by!misclassification!of!some!HPTB!cases,! it! is!also!consistent!with!more!severe!disease! in!the!CTB!group.!Perihilar! lymphadenopathy!on!CXR!was!more!common!among!cases!of!HPTB,! probably! due! to! incorporation! of! this! feature! in! the! definition! of!HPTB! (which!required! the!presence!of!perihilar! lymph!nodes!plus!a!positive!TST),!but!possibly!also!reflecting!milder!disease!with!lower!bacillary!loads!in!some!children!with!early!disease.!Given! the! number! of! comparisons!made! it! is! also! likely! that! some! of! these! apparent!differences!may!have!occurred!by!random!chance.!!!!Although! a! miliary! pattern! on! CXR! was! included! in! the! definition! of! HPTB,! the!magnitude! of! the! association! with! CTB! was! even! greater! (OR! 79.3,! 95%! CI! 18.9! to!332.1],!Table!10.8),!again!consistent!with!more!severe!disease!among!confirmed!cases.!!The! association! was! stronger! among! HIV! unPinfected! cases! (OR! 44.9,! 11.7! to! 172.7,!p<0.001)! than!among!HIV! coPinfected! cases! (OR!13.2,!2.2! to!78.0,!p<0.001),!providing!some! support! for! exclusion! of! HIV! infected! children! with! miliary! CXRs! from! the!definition!of!highly!probable!TB.!Although!formal!statistical!evidence!that!HIV!modifies!the! association!with! TB! of! a!miliary! CXR! pattern! is! lacking! (χ2! test! for! heterogeneity,!p=0.270),! this! is!probably!due!to!the! inherently!poor!power!of!the!test!to!detect!effect!modification,!and!to!small!numbers.!!The!sensitivity!of!a!positive!TST!for!diagnosis!of!active!tuberculosis,!which!was!poor!for!the!composite!endpoint!of!CHPTB!(see!above),!was!no!better!when!the!analysis!confined!to!confirmed!TB!cases!and!controls:!!30/65!CTB!cases!had!a!positive!TST!(OR!6.4,!3.7!to!10.8;!p<0.001;!sensitivity!0.46,!0.34!to!0.59;!specificity!0.88,!0.86!to!0.90;!LR+!3.9,!1.7!to!8.8;!LRP!0.6,!0.3!to!1.4;!Table 5.4).!!!
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Table 5.1 Associations of clinical history variables with CHPTB 
Clinical%variable! No.%controls%% No.%cases% Crude%odds%ratio%(95%%CI)% p%value%
Cough%&%duration% % % % % %No!cough! 221! 15! 1.0! !
<0.001!<2!weeks! 414! 26! 0.9! (0.5!to!1.8)!2P4!weeks! 229! 27! 1.7! (0.9!to!3.4)!1!month! 158! 22! 2.1! (1.0!to!4.1)!2!months! 52! 17! 4.8! (2.2!to!10.5)!≥3!months! 105! 14! 2.0! (0.9!to!4.2)!
Cough%productive%of%sputum% % % % % %No! 1,168! 115! 1.0! ! 0.104!Yes! 72! 12! 1.7! (0.9!to!3.2)!
Haemoptysis% % % % % %No! 1,232! 127! 1.0! ! 0.364!Yes! 8! 0! P! !
Fever%&%duration% % % % % %No!fever! 232! 22! 1.0! !
<0.001!<2!weeks! 469! 36! 0.8! (0.5!to!1.4)!2P4!weeks! 229! 17! 0,8! (0.4!to!1.5)!1!month! 135! 21! 1.6! (0.9!to!3.1)!2!months! 51! 11! 2.3! (1.0!to!5.0)!≥3!months! 68! 14! 2.2! (1.0!to!4.5)!
Weight%loss%&%duration% % % % % %No!weight!loss! 488! 35! 1.0! ! 0.008!<1!month! 88! 11! 1.7! (0.9!to!3.6)!1!month! 237! 23! 1.4! (0.8!to!2.3)!2!months! 107! 18! 2.3! (1.3!to!4.3)!≥3!months! 224! 30! 1.9! (1.1!to!3.1)!
Weight%loss%severity% % % % % %No!weight!loss! 488! 35! 1.0! ! 0.003!Mild! 203! 22! 1.5! (0.9!to!2.6)!Moderate! 247! 24! 1.4! (0.8!to!2.3)!Severe! 235! 37! 2.2! (1.3!to!3.6)!
Dyspnoea%&%duration% % % % % %No!dyspnoea! 881! 84! 1.0! ! 0.012!<2!weeks! 243! 24! 1.0! (0.6!to!1.7)!2P4!weeks! 32! 3! 1.0! (0.3!to!3.3)!≥1!month! 29! 9! 3.3! (1.5!to!7.1)!
Lethargy%&%duration%% % % % % %No!lethargy! 867! 67! 1.0! !
<0.001!<2!weeks! 121! 11! 1.2! (0.6!to!2.3)!2P4!weeks! 80! 10! 1.6! (0.8!to!3.3)!1!month! 57! 13! 3.0! (1.5!to!5.9)!2!months! 16! 5! 4.0! (1.4!to!11.4)!≥3!months! 26! 10! 5.0! (2.3!to!10.8)!
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Night%sweats%&%duration% % % % % %No!night!sweats! 890! 73! 1.0! !
<0.001!<2!weeks! 115! 17! 1.8! (1.0!to!3.2)!2P4!weeks! 64! 4! 0.8! (0.3!to!2.2)!1!month! 45! 12! 3.3! (1.6!to!6.4)!2!months! 9! 5! 6.8! (2.2!to!20.9)!≥3!months! 33! 6! 2.2! (0.9!to!5.5)!
Abdominal%pain% % % % % %No! 959! 94! 1.0! ! 0.360!Yes! 259! 31! 1.2! (0.8!to!1.9)!
Change%in%temperament% % % % % %No! 1,204! 120! 1.0! ! 0.007!Yes! 13! 5! 3.9! (1.3!to!11.0)!
Seizures% % % % % %No! 732! 75! 1.0! ! 0.892!Yes! 42! 4! 0.9! (0.3!to!2.7)!
History%of%previous%TB%treatment%No! 1,146! 112! 1.0! ! 0.001!Yes! 26! 9! 3.5! (1.6!to!7.8)!Note!that!the!total!number!of!children!in!all!categories!of!a!particular!variable!is!equal!to!the!number!for!which!data!were!available!for!that!variable.!!!!
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Figure 5.1 Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves for six core symptoms showing the sensitivity and specificity of different cutoffs of symptom 
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Table 5.2 Associations of clinical examination findings with CHPTB 
Clinical'variable! No.'controls'' No.'cases' Crude'odds'ratio'(95%'CI)' p'value'
Clubbing' ' ' ' ' 'No! 581! 60! 1.0! ! 0.004!Yes! 11! 5! 4.4! (1.5!to!13.2)!
Any'lymphadenopathy' ' ' ' ' 'No! 910! 66! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 330! 61! 2.5! (1.8!to!3.7)!
Cervical'lymphadenopathy' ' ' ' ' 'None! 1,028! 76! 1.0! ! <0.001!Unilateral! 60! 9! 2.0! (1.0!to!4.3)!Bilateral! 152! 42! 3.7! (2.5!to!5.7)!
Axillary'lymphadenopathy' ' ' ' ' 'None! 1,151! 103! 1.0! ! <0.001!Unilateral! 28! 8! 3.2! (1.4!to!7.2)!Bilateral! 61! 16! 2.9! (1.6!to!5.3)!
Inguinal'lymphadenopathy' ' ' ' ' 'None! 1,086! 99! 1.0! ! 0.003!Unilateral! 0! 0! >! !Bilateral! 150! 27! 1.9! (1.2!to!3.1)!
Generalized'lymphadenopathy'No! 1,215! 115! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 21! 11! 5.5! (2.6!to!11.8)!
Stridor' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,221! 125! 1.0! ! 0.749!Yes! 1! 0! >! !
Wheeze' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,173! 122! 1.0! ! 0.435!Yes! 46! 3! 0.6! (0.2!to!2.0)!
Clinical'signs'of'pleural'effusion'No! 1,193! 116! 1.0! ! 0.002!Yes! 29! 9! 3.2! (1.5!to!6.9)!
Abdominal'mass' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,214! 122! 1.0! ! 0.013!Yes! 6! 3! 5.0! (1.2!to!20.2)!
Hepatomegaly' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,009! 88! 1.0! ! 0.001!Yes! 212! 37! 2.0! (1.3!to!3.0)!
Splenomegaly' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,173! 109! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 47! 16! 3.7! (2.0!to!6.7)!
Ascites' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,209! 122! 1.0! ! 0.116!Yes! 11! 3! 2.7! (0.7!to!9.8)!
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Reduced'consciousness' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,201! 121! 1.0! ! 0.148!Yes! 18! 4! 2.2! (0.7!to!6.6)!
Meningism' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,209! 124! 1.0! ! 0.842!Yes! 12! 1! 0.8! (0.1!to!6.3)!
Focal'neurological'signs' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,205! 122! 1.0! ! 0.326!Yes! 16! 3! 1.9! (0.5!to!6.5)!
Gibbus' ' ' ' ' 'No! 1,221! 123! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 0! 2! >! !
Firm,'nonJtraumatic'joint'swelling''No! 1,237! 126! 1.0! ! 0.279!Yes! 3! 1! 3.3! (0.3!to!31.8)!Note!that!the!total!number!of!children!in!all!categories!of!a!particular!variable!is!equal!to!the!number!for!which!data!were!available!for!that!variable.!!!!
'  
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Abnormal'chest'xJray' ' ' ' ' 'No! 668! 14! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 365! 99! 12.9! (7.1!to!23.7)!
Airspace'shadowing'' ' ' ' ' 'No! 845! 50! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 225! 54! 4.1! (2.7!to!6.2)!
Expansile'lobar'pneumonia' ' ' ' ' 'No! 976! 88! 1.0! ! !0.764!Yes! 1! 0! >! !
Bronchopneumonia' ' ' ' ' 'No! 943! 80! 1.0! ! 0.012!Yes! 48! 10! 2.5! (1.2!to!5.1)!
Cavities' ' ' ' ' 'No! 976! 76! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 2! 14! 89.9! (18.1!to!446)!
Nodular'infiltrate'(nodules'>2mm)'No! 975! 86! 1.0! ! 0.025!Yes! !4! 2! 5.7! (1.0!to!31.5)!
Miliary'infiltrate'(nodules'<2mm)'No! 975! 77! 1.0! ! 0.001!Yes! 3! 15! 63.3! (16.5!to!243)!
Volume'loss' ' ' ' ' 'No! 974! 88! 1.0! ! 0.603!Yes! 3! 0! >! !
Calcification' ' ' ' ' 'No! 977! 88! 1.0! ! >!Yes! 0! 0! >! !
Perihilar'lymphadenopathy' ' ' ' ' 'No! 950! 66! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 69! 39! 8.1! (5.0!to!13.3)!
Paratracheal'lymphadenopathy'No! 970! 72! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 10! 19! 25.6! (10.9!to!60.1)!
Mediastinal'lymphadenopathy'No! 943! 56! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 78! 50! 10.8! (6.7!to!17.4)!
Perihilar'streakiness' ' ' ' ' 'No! 976! 85! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 1! 3! 34.4! (3.4!to!344)!
Airway'compression' ' ' ' ' 'No! 976! 83! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 2! 5! 29.4! (5.4!to!158)!
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Pleural'effusion' ' ' ' ' 'No! 949! 77! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 35! 17! 6.0! (3.2!to!11.3)!





Table 5.4 TST responses among cases and controls, overall and among subgroups defined by age and HIV/malnutrition status  




OR (%)  
(95% CI) p value TST+ TST- TST+ TST- 
CONFIRMED*TB*(CTB)* * * * * * * * * * * *Age!category! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!0-4!years! 14! 20! 135! 866! 41.2! (24.6-59.3)! 86.5! (84.2-88.6)! 4.5! (2.2-9.2)! 0.011*!!!!5-9!years! 8! 8! 4! 125! 50.0! (24.7-75.3)! 96.9! (92.3-99.1)! 31.3! (6.0-163.9)!!!!10-14!years! 8! 4! 1! 47! 66.7! (34.9-90.1)! 97.9! (88.9-99.9)! 94.0! (3.2-2770)!HIV!status! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!HIV!infected! 4! 12! 13! 138! 25.0! (7.3-52.4)! 91.4! (85.7-95.3)! 3.5! (1.0-12.8)! 0.224*!!!!HIV!un-infected! 26! 22! 121! 865! 54.2! (39.2-68.6)! 87.7! (85.5-89.7)! 8.4! (4.5-15.7)!Nutrition!status! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!Severely!malnourished! 10! 19! 46! 400! 34.5! (17.9-54.3)! 89.7! (86.5-92.3)! 4.6! (2.0-10.6)! 0.266*!!!!Not!severely!malnourished! 20! 16! 95! 648! 55.6! (38.1-72.1)! 87.2! (84.6-89.5)! 8.5! (4.2-17.4)!HIV!&!Nutrition!status!combined! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!HIV!infected!AND!severely!malnourished! 2! 6! 7! 67! 25.0! (3.2-65.1)! 90.5! (81.5-96.1)! 3.2! (0.5-19.5)! 0.184!!!!NEITHER!HIV!infected!NOR!malnourished! 18! 10! 82! 539! 64.3! (44.1-81.4)! 86.8! (83.9-89.4)! 11.8! (5.1-27.5)! <0.001!
All*children* 30* 35* 141* 1048* 46.2* (33.7B59.0)* 88.1* (86.2B89.9)* 6.4* (3.7B10.8)* <0.001*! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
CONFIRMED*&*HIGHLY*PROBABLE*TB*(CHPTB)* * * * * * * * * * * *Age!category! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!0-4!years! 37! 38! 135! 866! 49.3! (37.6-61.1)! 86.5! (34.2-88.6)! 6.2! (3.8-10.3)! 0.030*!!!!5-9!years! 12! 13! 4! 125! 48.0! (27.8-68.7)! 96.9! (92.3-99.1)! 28.8! (6.2-131.1)!!!!10-14!years! 9! 6! 1! 47! 60.0! (32.3-83.7)! 97.9! (88.9-99.9)! 70.5! (3.3-1490)!HIV!status! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!HIV!infected! 8! 22! 13! 138! 26.7! (12.3-45.9)! 91.4! (85.7-95.3)! 3.9! (1.4-10.6)! 0.115*!!!!HIV!un-infected! 50! 38! 121! 865! 56.8! (45.8-67.3)! 87.7! (85.5-89.7)! 9.4! (5.8-15.4)!Nutrition!status! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!Severely!malnourished! 22! 35! 46! 400! 38.6! (26.0-52.4)! 89.7! (86.5-92.3)! 5.5! (2.9-10.3)! 0.212*!!!!Not!severely!malnourished! 36! 26! 95! 648! 58.1! (44.8-70.5)! 87.2! (84.6-89.5)! 9.4! (5.3-16.9)!HIV!&!Nutrition!status!combined! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!HIV!infected!AND!severely!malnourished! 3! 15! 7! 67! 16.7! (3.6-41.4)! 90.5! (81.5-96.1)! 1.9! (0.4-8.4)! 0.381!!!!NEITHER!HIV!infected!NOR!malnourished! 31! 19! 82! 539! 62.0! (47.2-75.3)! 86.8! (83.9-89.4)! 10.7! (5.6-20.7)! <0.001!
All*children* 58* 61* 141* 1048* 48.7* (39.5B58.1)* 88.1* (86.2B89.9)* 7.1* (4.6B10.7)* <0.001**!χ2!test!for!heterogeneity!!
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5.3.2 Assessment+of+the+performance+of+published+clinical+diagnostic+tools+Published! clinical! diagnostic! tools! assessed! in! this! analysis! are! shown! in! Table! 5.5,!which!summarizes!the!origin,!diagnostic!approach,!and!clinical!information!required!for!each!tool.!Three!peer!reviewed!scores!were!omitted!from!the!analysis:!one140!because!it!provided! insufficient! detail! to! reCapply! the! diagnostic! criteria! proposed;! a! second131!because! it! relied! on! routine! availability! of! TB! culture! for! diagnosis;! and! a! third144!because! it! differed! from! the! GhideyCHabte! score137! (already! included)! only! by! the!addition!of!sputum!microscopy!on!gastric!washings,!which!were!not!done!routinely! in!our!study.!The!performances!of!all!other!published!clinical!tools!in!identifying!CTB!and!CHPTB! in! our! cohort! are! summarized! graphically! in! Figure! 5.2.! The! sensitivity,!specificity,! LR+! and! LRC! of! each! tool! are! tabulated! in!more! detail! in! Table! 10.15! and!Table!10.16!of!the!appendix!(pages!198!and!199).!!!The!WHO!(2006)!guidelines!for!childhood!TB!diagnosis21!are!considered!separately!(see!below).! Among! the! remaining! clinical! tools! assessed! there! was! a! wide! range! of!performance! in! identification! of! both! CTB! and! CHPTB.! As! expected,! higher! specificity!came!at!the!cost!of!lower!sensitivity:!thus!Ghidey!&!Habte’s137!‘Probable!TB’!(definition!“(a)”)!had!the!highest!sensitivity!(91.2%!and!87.4%!for!CTB!and!CHPTB,!respectively),!but!the!lowest!specificity!(49.4%);!and!‘Highly!Probable!TB’!as!defined!by!Stegen!et#al150!had!the!highest!specificity!(99.6%)!but!the!lowest!sensitivity!(46.2%!and!33.9%!for!CTB!and!CHPTB,!respectively).!!ROC!curves!and!published!cutoffs!are!shown!for!the!six!numerical!diagnostic!scores!as!predictors!of!CHPTB!and!CTB!in!Figure!5.3!and!Figure!5.4,!respectively.!Areas!under!the!ROC! curves! (AUC)!were! generally! slightly! greater! for! CTB! than! for! CHPTB! (reflecting!slightly!better!discriminatory!power!for!CTB),!and!highest!for!the!StegenCJones!score150!as!a!predictor!of!CTB!(AUC!=!0.8828).!The!exception!was!the!Keith!Edwards!score,!132!for!which!the!AUC!for!CHPTB!(0.8774)!was!greater!than!that! for!CTB!and!greater!than!all!the!other!ROC!curves!for!CHPTB.!Although!choosing!a!single!best!cutoff!from!most!of!the!ROC!curves!is!difficult,!based!on!their!performance!in!our!dataset!the!published!cutoffs!do!appear!reasonable!for!five!of!the!six!scores.!However!examination!of!the!ROC!curves!for! the! Nair! &! Phillips! score! suggests! a! cutoff! of! 4! for! probable! TB! might! be! more!appropriate!in!this!population!(Figure!5.3!and!Figure!5.4).!!
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Figure 5.2 Receiver operator characteristics curves showing the performance of each clinical 



































































All! the! clinical! diagnostic! tools! examined! incorporated! the! results! of! a! clinical!assessment!and!TST;!the!majority!also!incorporated!the!results!of!chest!radiography;!in!addition! seven! included! results! of! AFB! microscopy! (Table! 5.5).! Definitions! that!incorporated!microscopy!for!AFBs!tended!to!be!more!specific!but!slightly!less!sensitive!than! those! that! did!not! include!AFB!microscopy! (median! specificity! 91.1%! c.f.! 79.6%;!median! sensitivity! for!CTB/CHPTB!72.1/68.5%!c.f.! 75.0/74.0%;!Appendix!Table!10.15!and!Table!10.16).!Of! two!clinical! tools! that!used!neither!CXR!nor!AFB!microscopy,! the!better!performance!of!the!Keith!Edwards!score!over!that!of!Fourie!et#al!is!illustrated!in!Figure!5.2,!and!by!more!clinically!useful!likelihood!ratios!of!a!positive!and!negative!test!for!both!CTB!and!CHPTB!(Appendix!Table!10.15!and!Table!10.16).!!!The! performance! of! the! current71! and! draft149! Kenyan! guidelines! with! respect! to!identification! of! CHPTB!was! similar! (Figure! 5.2).! Compared!with! the! prototype! Keith!Edwards! score! on! which! it! is! based,! the! discriminant! power! of! the! current! Kenyan!guideline!was!slightly!better!for!both!CHPTB!(AUC!0.8224!c.f.!0.7747;!Figure!5.3)!and!for!CTB! (AUC! 0.8413! c.f.! 0.8020;! Figure! 5.4).! The! choice! of! a! cutoff! of! ≥7! points! for! a!diagnosis!of!TB!using!both!the!Keith!Edwards!score!and!the!current!Kenyan!guidelines!appeared!appropriate!(Figure!5.3!and!Figure!5.4).!!The!WHO!(2006)!guidelines!for!childhood!TB!diagnosis!do!not!purport!to!be!diagnostic!definitions! per# se,! but! rather! a! detailed! approach! to! diagnosis.21! Nevertheless! the!statements! they! make! regarding! the! likelihood! of! TB! given! combinations! of! clinical!features!lend!themselves!to!analysis!and!they!are!therefore!included!as!the!only!current!published!international!guidelines.!According!to!these!guidelines,!“The#presence#of#three#
or# more# of# the# following# should# strongly# suggest# a# diagnosis# of# TB:# chronic# symptoms#
suggestive#of#TB;#physical#signs#highly#of#suggestive#of#TB;#a#positive#tuberculin#skin#test;#
chest# X=ray# suggestive# of# TB.”# Each! of! these! components! is! then! defined! in! detail.!Although! these! clinical! features! defined! as! “strongly! suggestive! of! TB”! proved! highly!specific!(specificity!99.7%,!95%!CI!99.1!to!99.9),! they! identified!only!13.8%!CTB!cases!and!12.6%!CHPTB!cases.!Futhermore,!diagnostic!sensitivity!only!improved!slightly!when!we!broadened!the!criteria!to! include!under!“physical!signs!highly!suggestive!of!TB”!all!the!other!“suggestive!clinical!signs”! listed!as!requiring! investigation!for!TB!(sensitivity!26.9%!and!32.3%!for!CHPTB!and!CTB,!respectively;!Appendix!Table!10.15,!Table!10.16).!
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Table 5.5 Existing clinical diagnostic algorithms whose performance was assessed among children recruited to the KIDS TB study 
! Author(s)!and!reference! Country!! Year! Diagnostic!approach! Includes:! Lineage!CXR! TST! AFB![1]! Ramachandran142! India! 1968! Binary!classification! ✓ ✓ ✗ Original!prototype![2]! Stegan!et#al.150! Chile! 1969! Numerical!score!+!hierarchical!classification! ✓ ✓ ✓ Original!prototype![3]! Nair!&!Philip148! India! 1981! Numerical!score!+!hierarchical!classification! ✓ ✓ ✓ Modification!of![2]![4]! Ghidey!&!Habte137! Ethiopia! 1983! Binary!classification!! ✓! ✓! ✓! Original!prototype![5]! WHO!70!! (WHO)! 1983! Hierarchical!classification!! ✓! ✓! (✓)3! Original!prototype![6]! Cundall136! Kenya! 1986! Hierarchical!classification§! ✓! ✓! (✓)3! Modification!of![5]![7]! Edwards132! PNG1! 1987! Numerical!score!+!binary!classification! ✗ ✓ ✗ Original!prototype![8]! Stoltz!et#al.143! South!Africa! 1990! Hierarchical!classification!! ✓! ✓! (✓)3! Modification!of![5]![10]! Osborne141! Zambia! 1995! Hierarchical!classification! ✓! ✓! ✗! Modification!of![5]![11]! Jeena!et#al.138! South!Africa! 1996! Binary!classification! ✓! ✓! ✗! Original!prototype![12]! Fourie!et#al.133! International!! 1998! Numerical!score!+!binary!classification! ✗ ✓ ✗ Original!prototype![13]! Kiwanuka!et#al.139! Malawi! 2001! Hierarchical!classification§! ✓! ✓! (✓)3! Modification!of![5]![14]! Hawkridge!et#al.145! South!Africa! 2006! Hierarchical!classification§! ✓! ✓! ✓! Original!prototype![15]! WHO!guidelines!to!NTPs21! (WHO)! 2006! Diagnostic!approach!! ✓! ✓! ✗! Current!WHO!guidelines!![16]! Kenya!NTP!Guidelines71! Kenya! 2008! Numerical!score!+!binary!classification! ✓! ✓! ✗! Modification!of![7]![17]! Kenya!draft!paediatric!guidelines149! Kenya! 2012! Binary!classification§! ✓! ✓! ✗! Original!prototype!
1 PNG, Papua New Guinea 
2 AFB, Microscopy for acid fast bacilli on clinical specimens  
3 Microscopy (± culture) of clinical specimens for TB only required as part of the definition of confirmed tuberculosis.  
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Figure 5.3 Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves for numerical diagnostic scores showing the sensitivity and specificity of different score 
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Figure 5.4 Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves for numerical diagnostic scores showing the sensitivity and specificity of different score 
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5.3.3 Derivation-and-validation-of-a-new-clinical-diagnostic-tool-for-this-setting-Categories!and!weightings!of!each!variable!included!in!generating!the!model!are!shown!in! Table! 10.17! in! the! appendix! (page! 201).! Graphs! of! the! log! odds! of! TB! for! ordered!categorical!variables!supported!a!linear!association!in!each!case!(appendix!Figure!10.2,!page!203).!We!chose!to!exclude!a!history!of!previous!TB!treatment!from!the!model!since!we! reasoned! that! the! effect! of! this! variable! on! TB! risk! depends! on! local! prescribing!practices,! drug! regimens,! the! prevalence! of! drug! resistance! among! circulating! strains,!and!social!determinants!of!patient!compliance,!and!is!therefore!likely!to!vary!widely.!We!also!excluded! those!chest!xIray! features! that!are!unlikely! to!be! interpreted!reliably!by!the! nonIexpert! clinicians! responsible! for! patient! care! in! most! settings,! confining!radiological! features! in! our!model! to! an! abnormal! CXR,! and! the! presence! of! alveolar!consolidation,!cavities,!pleural!effusion,!or!a!miliary!pattern.!!Regression!coefficients!and!adjusted!odds!ratios!and!95%!CIs!for!each!variable!included!in!the!final!model!are!given!in!Table 5.6.!To!generate!a!simplified!TB!Score!we!multiplied!the!β!coefficients!by!5!and!rounded!them!to!the!nearest!integer!or!round!number.!ROC!curves!for!this!score!as!a!predictor!of!CTB!and!CHPTB!in!the!training!(KDH)!dataset!are!shown!in!Figure!5.5.!The!areas!under!each!of!these!curves!are!summarized!in!Table!5.7.!




TB!contact!proximity! 0.661267! 1.9! (1.4!to!2.6)! <0.001!Lethargy!history!&!duration! 0.459377! 1.6! (1.2!to!2.0)! <0.001!Axillary!lymphadenopathy! 1.280832! 3.6! (1.3!to!9.8)! 0.012!Abnormal!CXR! 1.372135! 3.9! (1.7!to!9.2)! 0.002!Cavities!on!CXR! 4.279877! 72.2! (6.8!to!766)! <0.001!Miliary!infiltrate!on!the!CXR! 3.439185! 31.2! (2.5!to!386)! 0.007!Tuberculin!skin!test!result! 3.343981! 28.3! (10.8!to!74.5)! <0.001!!
Table 5.7 Area under ROC curves for the simplified TB score as a predictor of confirmed TB 
and CHPTB in the training (KDH) and testing (CPGH) datasets ! Area)under)ROC)curve)(95%)CI))! ))))))))Confirmed)TB) Confirmed)&)highly)probable)TB)Training!dataset! 0.924! (0.874!to!0.974)! 0.922! (0.881!to!0.963)!Testing!dataset! 0.883! (0.825!to!0.941)! 0.872! (0.799!to!0.946)!
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Using!these!ROC!plots!we!defined!score!cutoffs!for!“TB!Possible”!(score!≥10),!“TB!Likely”!(score!≥25)!and!“TB!Very!Likely”(score!≥40);!a!score!<10!was!designated!“TB!Unlikely”.!Two! important! variables! that! are! strongly! predictive! of! TB! I! the! presence! of! a! spinal!gibbus!and!a!positive!smear!from!sputum!or!FNA!I!were!not!incorporated!in!the!model!because!they!perfectly!predicted!the!outcome!(i.e.!all!children!with!these!features!had!a!diagnosis!of!highly!probable!or!confirmed!TB).!We!therefore!incorporated!these!features!into!the!final!KIDS!TB!SCORE!(Table!5.8)!by!assigning!each!a!value!of!40,!such!that!the!presence!of!these!features!alone!would!ensure!a!child!is!categorized!in!the!“TB!Likely”!group.!!The!areas!under!the!ROC!curves!for!this!KIDS!TB!SCORE!as!a!predictor!of!Confirmed!TB!and! CHPTB! in! the! testing! (CPGH)! dataset! were! 0.891! (95%! CI! 0.834! to! 0.947)! and!0.9130!(0.876!to!0.951),!respectively!(Figure!5.6B).!ROC!curves!for!the!KIDS!TB!SCORE!as!a!predictor!of!TB!among!subgroups!defined!by!age!and!HIV!status!shown!in!Figure!5.7!and! Figure! 5.8;! areas! under! each! of! these! ROC! curves! are! summarized! in! Table! 5.9.!Together! these! results! validate! the! KIDS! TB! Score! in! an! independent! dataset,! both!overall!and!each!of!the!subgroups!tested.!!Table! 5.10! shows! the! distribution! of! risk! defined! by! the! KIDS! TB! SCORE! tabulated!against!final!TB!diagnostic!categories!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the!study.!The!sensitivity!of! the! “TB!Very!Likely”,! “TB!Likely”! and! “TB!Possible”! categories! combined!for!identifying!children!with!CTB!and!CHPTB!was!81.7%!(69.6!to!90.5)!and!87.9%!(80.6!to!93.2),!respectively.!Among!1,151!children!assigned!to!the!“TB!unlikely”!risk!stratum!(64.6%! of! children! investigated)! only! 1.2%! had! CHPTB! (negative! predictive! value!98.8%,! 95%! CI! 98.0! to! 99.3%).! The! positive! predictive! values! of! “TB! Possible”,! “TB!Likely”! and! “TB! Very! Likely”! for! CHPTB! were! 8.0%! (5.8! to! 10.8%),! 37.0%! (27.1! to!47.7%)!and!68.3%!(51.9!to!81.9%),!respectively.!
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Table 5.8 The KIDS TB SCORE  





















Table 5.9 Area under ROC curves for the KIDS TB SCORE as a predictor of TB among 
subgroups defined by age category and HIV status in the testing (CPGH) dataset 
) No.)children) Area)under)ROC)curve)(95%)CI))
) CTB) HPTB) Not)TB) CTB) CHPTB)
HIV)status) ) ) ) ) ) ) )!!!HIV!negative! 30! 16! 529! 0.899! (0.836I0.962)! 0.921! (0.880I!0.962)!!!!HIV!positive! 10! 5! 82! 0.848! (0.695I1.000)! 0.876! (0.774I0.977)!
Age)category) ) ) ) ) ) ) )!!!<5!years! 20! 17! 558! 0.869! (0.784I0.954)! 0.901! (0.854I0.949)!!!!5I9!years! 9! 2! 51! 0.932! (0.837I1.000)! 0.941! (0.861I1.000)!!!!10I14!years! 8! 1! 23! 0.932! (0.809I1.000)! 0.941! (0.833I1.000)!!
!
Table 5.10 Distribution of final TB diagnostic categories across risk strata defined by the KIDS 
TB SCORE among all children enrolled in the passive case detection arm of the study  
! No.)children)in)risk)strata)each)risk)stratum)(%)by)category)in)each)column/stratum)!! Total) Unlikely) Possible! Likely! Very)Likely!
Confirmed)TB) 60) 11! (0.96)! 9! (2.3)! 25! (13.0)! 15! (36.6)!
Highly)Probable)
TB) 56) 3! (0.26)! 12! (3.0)! 28! (14.6)! 13! (31.7)!
Possible)TB)cases)
treated)for)TB)) 132) 63! (5.5)! 45! (11.3)! 20! (10.4)! 4! (9.8)!
Possible)TB)cases)
not)treated)for)TB) 369) 222! (19.3)! 87! (21.9)! 54! (28.1)! 6! (14.6)!
Not)TB))
(TB)excluded)) 1,165) 852! (74.0)! 245! (61.6)! 65! (33.9)! 3! (7.3)!
Total) 1,782) 1,151) ) 398) ) 192) ) 41) )!
!
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Figure 5.5 Receiver operator characteristics curves for the simplified TB score as a predictor of Confirmed TB and 
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Figure 5.6 Receiver operator characteristics curves for the KIDS TB SCORE as a predictor of Confirmed TB and CHPTB    
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Figure 5.7 Receiver operator characteristics curves for the KIDS TB SCORE as a predictor of Confirmed TB and CHPTB in the testing (CPGH) 
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Figure 5.8 Receiver operator characteristics curves for the KIDS TB SCORE as a predictor of Confirmed TB & CHPTB in  
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5.4 Discussion+Clinical!diagnosis!of!childhood!TB!remains!one!of!the!most!difficult!challenges!in!clinical!paediatrics!in!many!parts!of!the!world.!In!the!absence!of!more!sophisticated!tests,!even!relatively!modest!improvements!in!clinical!diagnosis!could!have!substantial!benefits!for!both!case!management!and!surveillance!in!many!high!TB!burden!settings.!We!evaluated!the!diagnostic!performance!of!individual!clinical!signs!and!clinical!decisionAmaking!tools!among! a! large! group! of! children! representative! of! the! presenting! caseload! with!suspected!TB!at!two!Kenyan!hospitals.!!!
5.4.1 Individual+clinical+and+radiological+features+Our!results!reinforce!the!nature!and!the!size!of!the!diagnostic!problem.!!Although!some!individual! clinical! features! were! strongly! associated! with! a! diagnosis! of! confirmed!and/or! highly! probable! TB,! in! most! cases! the! effect! size! is! small.! As! expected! some!radiological! features! were! very! strongly! predictive! of! TB,! including! the! presence! of!cavities,! miliary! shadowing,! paratracheal! lymphadenopathy,! and! airway! compression.!Although! associations! of! the! first! two! with! highly! probable! TB! may! be! put! down! to!incorporation! bias! (both! cavities! and! miliary! shadowing! are! incorporated! in! the!definition!of!highly!probable!TB),!similar!independent!associations!of!all!these!features!with!confirmed!TB!validates!their!clinical!predictive!value.!!Of!particular!note! is! the!poor!sensitivity!of! the!TST! for!diagnosis!of!both!CTB!(46.2%)!and!CHPTB!(48.7%).!This!is!despite!incorporation!of!a!positive!TST!in!some!of!the!case!definitions!of!highly!probable!TB,!which!one!would!expect!to!bias!sensitivity!estimates!upwards.!Although!sensitivity!was!slightly!better!among!older!children!and!those!with!neither!HIV!nor!malnutrition,! these!groups!represent!a!small!minority!of! the!caseload.!Overall! the! results! are! in! stark! contrast! to! current!WHO!guidance!on! the!diagnosis! of!active! TB! in! children,! which! states! that! “In# the# greatest# majority,# infection# with# M.#
tuberculosis#can#be#demonstrated#by#a#TST”.21!!Measured! sensitivity! is! critically! dependent! on! the! definition! and! clinical! spectrum!of!cases! that! define! the! denominator.! There! are! few! published! studies! with! inclusion!criteria! that! are! well! enough! defined! to! compare! our! results.! However! one!contemporary! study! from! South! Africa! does! provide! a! useful! comparison.151! Among!1024!children!aged!<13!years!who!presented!to!a!primary!care!clinic!with!a!persistent!
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cough!for!>!2!weeks,!197!were!diagnosed!with!pulmonary!TB!(PTB),!of!whom!96!(49%)!were! bacteriologically! confirmed! and! 75! (38%)! were! termed! “radiologically! certain”.!The! sensitivity! of! TST! among!HIV! unAinfected! children! aged! <3! and!≥3! years! old!was!89.3%!and!81.9%,!respectively.!A!study!of!‘suspected!TB’!cases!in!Malawi!reported!79%!and!54%! sensitivity! of! the!TST! among!HIV!uninfected! and!HIV! infected! children!with!confirmed!or!clinically!highly!probable!TB,!respectively.139!Both!results!are!considerably!higher!than!in!our!Kenyan!study,!and!underpin!the!current!WHO!guidance.21!!Possible! reasons! for! the! lower! sensitivity! we! observed! might! include! a! higher!proportion! of! severe! and! extraApulmonary! cases! in! our! hospital! based! study,! and/or!higher! rates!of!malnutrition.! It! is!noteworthy! that! among!HIV! infected! children! in! the!South!African!study!the!sensitivity!(17.6%)!was!very!similar!to!that!among!children!with!HIV! and! severe! malnutrition! in! our! study! (16.7%! for! CHPTB),! suggesting! that! HIVAinfected!children! in! the!South!African!study!may!also!have!had!advanced!disease!with!wasting.! Other! studies! have! found! a! similarly! poor! sensitivity! among! HIV! infected!children.103,! 152!Whatever! the! underlying! cause! of! the! differences,! our! results! suggest!that! TST! performance! may! vary! considerably! between! settings,! and! support! a! reAevaluation!of!the!WHO!guidance!as!it!is!currently!stated.!!!
5.4.2 Clinical+diagnostic+tools+While!underlining! the! clinical!problem,! the!poor!predictive!value!of! individual! clinical!signs! comes! as! no! surprise,! and! it! is! for! this! reason! that! decisionAmaking! tools!incorporating! clinical! and! radiological! features! have! been! developed! to! aid! diagnosis.!This!is!the!first!prospective!comparison!of!the!large!number!of!published!clinical!tools,!and! for! many! of! these! tools! represents! the! first! attempt! to! validate! them! in! an!independent! dataset.! The! results! reveal! a! wide! range! in! diagnostic! performance,! and!reinforce!the!inevitable!trade!off!between!diagnostic!sensitivity!and!specificity.!The!very!poor! sensitivity! of! current! WHO! (2006)! guidance21! on! childhood! TB! is! particularly!noteworthy,! and! suggests! that! in! the! desire! to! make! the! guidelines! as! specific! as!possible,!diagnostic!sensitivity!has!been!overAcompromised.!!Two! previous! retrospective! comparisons! of! clinical! diagnostic! tools! have! been!published.! One! used! data! collected! from! a! TB! vaccine! study! to! compare! burden! of!
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disease! estimates! based! on! each! of! a! combination! of! South! African! and! international!tools,!and!found!a!similarly!wide!range!in!diagnostic!performance.146!A!second!examined!the!hospital! notes! of! paediatric!TB! cases! in! the!Democratic!Republic! of! Congo! and!by!comparison! reported! good! sensitivity! for!most! of! the! tools! evaluated.106!However! the!analysis! was! limited! by! the! poorly! defined! diagnostic! criteria! for! inclusion,! a! lack! of!microbiological!confirmation!in!the!large!majority!of!cases,!as!well!as!the!retrospective!nature!of!the!data!collection.!!Strengths! of! our! analysis! of! clinical! diagnostic! tools! include! the! broad! and! clearly!defined! inclusion! criteria! which! facilitate! generalization! of! the! results;! plus! stringent!case! definitions! that! incorporate! bacteriological! confirmation! and! follow! up,! and!prospective! collection! of! the! data! required! for! each! of! the! scores! assessed! A! both! of!which!minimize!misclassification!bias.!!Another! strength! is! the! control! group,! all! of!whom!presented!with! clinical! features! of!suspected!TB!but!were! later! classified!as!Not!TB!after! investigation!and! follow!up.!By!comparing!our!TB!cases!with!a!group!of!children!who!also!required!investigation!for!TB,!we!ensure!our!measures!of!diagnostic!performance!are!generalizable!to!the!population!for! whom! the! clinical! tools! are! intended.! This! avoids! the! ‘spectrum! bias’! that! would!ensue!were!one!to!select!controls!from!other!groups!(e.g.!well!children!or!children!with!other!conditions).153!!To! minimize! misclassification! bias! we! excluded! from! these! analyses! children! with!possible!TB,!since!their!true!disease!status!is!unknown.!We!recognize,!however,!that!this!may!inadvertently!introduce!a!form!of!spectrum!bias!if!there!are!important!differences!in! the! clinical! features! between! CHPTB! cases! and! any! ‘true’! TB! cases! among! those!classified!as!possible!TB.!Nevertheless!we!believe!that!any!bias!thus!introduced!is!likely!to!be!small!in!comparison!to!the!misclassification!bias!that!would!result!if!we!included!the!possible!TB! cases! among!our! controls.!Related! to! this,! it! is! also! important! to!note!that!the!sensitivity!and!specificity!of!these!diagnostic!tools!are!dependent!in!a!particular!setting! on! the! clinical! spectrum!of! both!TB! and!other! diseases! from!which! it!must! be!distinguished,!so!our!results!may!not!be!generalizable!to!all!clinical!contexts.!This!is!in!addition!to!variations!in!their!positive!and!negative!predictive!values!that!depend!on!the!local!disease!prevalence.!!
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Countering! a! criticism! of! many! similar! diagnostic! studies,154! we! first! assessed! the!performance! of! these! existing! diagnostic! tools! before! attempting! to! develop! a! new!model.! In! order!not! to! ignore! information! from! the! studies! in!which! these! tools!were!developed,!we!might!then!have!attempted!to!update!(improve)!one!or!more!of!the!better!performing!models!by!recalibrating!it!in!the!light!of!our!data.154!However!the!absence!in!the!vast!majority!of!cases!of!any!formal!statistical!method!for!deriving!these!tools,!and!therefore!of! a!published!model!which!we!might!update,!precluded! these!analyses.!We!therefore!proceeded!formally!to!develop!our!own!KIDS!TB!Score.!!
5.4.3 The+KIDS+TB+Score+This!is!the!first!study!formally!to!derive!and!then!to!validate!a!clinical!decision!making!tool! for! childhood! TB.! The! ability! of! the! KIDS! TB! Score! to! distinguish! TB! cases! from!controls! is!given!by!the!c# index!A!a!measure!of!concordance!that!for! logistic!regression!models! is!equivalent!to!the!area!under!the!ROC!curves!(AUC)!A!and! is!best!assessed! in!the!testing!dataset.155,!156!The!AUCs!for!diagnosis!of!CHPTB!(AUC!=!0.913)!and!CTB!(AUC!=! 0.891)! are! higher! than! all! six! of! the! other! numeric! scores! assessed,! demonstrating!better!discriminative!ability.!Comprising!nine!components!A!all!of!which!are!simple!and!seven! of!which! are! binary! A! the! KIDS! TB! Score! is! also! less! complex! than! some! of! the!better! published! numeric! scores.71,! 133A135! Not! surprisingly! there! was! overlap! in! the!constituent!clinical! features!of!each!of! these!numeric!scores,!although!only!TB!contact!history!and!TST!results!were!universally!included.!!To! optimize! the! clinical! utility! of! diagnostic! categories! derived! using! scoring! tools,!choice! of! appropriate! numeric! cutoffs! is! essential.! This! determines! not! just! their!diagnostic!performance!but!also! their!usability! in! the! field! settings! for!which! they!are!intended.!Binary!(‘decisive’)!decisionAmaking!tools!that!use!a!single!definition!or!cutoff!are! simplest! to! apply! in! practice! (e.g.! the! Keith! Edwards! Score132),154! but!dichotomization!forfeits!potentially!useful!information!on!what!is!actually!a!continuous!spectrum!of! risk.157!Multiple! risk!strata! ! in!an! “assistive”!decision!making! tool!allow!a!more!accurate!assessment!of!an!individual!child’s!risk;!however!they!rely!on!higher!level!interpretation! by! the! clinician154! and/or! distinct,! evidenceAbased! management!guidelines!for!each!stratum,!if!these!benefits!are!to!be!translated!into!improved!patient!care.!!
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We!chose!to!define!four!risk!strata!based!on!the!KIDS!TB!Score,!which!we!term!“TB!Very!Likely”,!“TB!Likely”,!“TB!Possible”,!and!“TB!Unlikely”,!loosely!describing!the!hierarchy!of!risk! that! they!encapsulate.!Each!of! these! is! inevitably! imperfect.!The!ability!of! the! “TB!Unlikely”! category! to! exclude! CHPTB! with! reasonable! certainty! (NPV! 98.8%)! in! two!thirds!of!children!with!suspected!tuberculosis!is!potentially!most!useful.!However!12%!of!CHPTB!cases!would!still!have!been!missed!using! this!cutoff.!The!positive!predictive!value!for!TB!of!the!“TB!Very!Likely”!group!(PPV!68.3%)!is!also!useful!to!guide!treatment!decisions! but! only! captures! a! quarter! of! CHPTB! cases.! Intermediate! positive! and!negative! predictive! values! for! the! “TB!Possible”! group! and! the! “TB! Likely”! group!will!require! additional! guidelines! for! investigation! and/or! follow! up! of! these! children! to!further!narrow!down!a!group!for!treatment.!!!Further! calibration! to! optimize! the! tool’s! performance! depends! on! the! perceived!importance!of!sensitivity!versus!specificity,!which!in!turn!may!be!context!specific.!Some!published! tools! are!highly! specific,! and! as! a! result! less! sensitive.21,! 135!These!might!be!most!appropriate!in!clinical!settings!where!close!follow!up!is!possible!and/or!the!prior!probability!(prevalence)!of!disease!is!low,!so!that!the!threshold!for!treatment!may!be!set!slightly!higher.!Other!tools!with!a!lower!specificity!but!better!sensitivity!might!be!more!suitable!in!settings!where!access!to!care!and!follow!up!are!more!challenging!and/or!the!disease!prevalence!is!higher.137!!!A! final! issue! relates! to! our! case! definition! for! TB! in! the! absence! of! a! reliable! gold!standard.!Inclusion!of!highly!probable!TB!cases!risks!both!misclassification!bias!(if!some!of!these!children!did!not!actually!have!active!TB)!and!incorporation!bias!(because!some!of! the! candidate! predictors! form!part! of! the! definition! of! highly! probable!TB).!On! the!other!hand,! limiting!cases! to! those!with!microbiologically!confirmed!TB!will! introduce!important!spectrum!bias,!since!they!are!not!representative!of!all!childhood!TB!cases!in!either! disease! site! (PTB! or! EPTB)! or! severity.! Furthermore,! even! in! the! absence! of!bacteriological!proof,!the!clinical!case!for!TB!treatment!of!those!who!meet!the!stringent!definitions!of!HPTB!is!very!strong.!Similar!associations!of!CTB!and!CHPTB!with!TB!risk!factors! (see! chapter! 4)! and!with!most! clinical! variables! (allowing! for! confounding! by!disease! severity;! see! section! 5.3.1)! also! provide! evidence! for! the! specificity! of! the!definition! of! HPTB.! We! therefore! elected! to! use! the! composite! case! definition! of!confirmed!or!highly!probable!TB!(CHPTB)!in!deriving!our!model.!!
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tuberculosis! from! clinical! specimens! in! the! appropriate! clinical! context.! Although!microbiological! confirmation! is! more! difficult! in! children! due! to! the! paucibacillary!nature! of! paediatric! disease! and! the! inherent! challenges! to! appropriate! specimen!collection,! it! is! arguably! even! more! important! than! in! adults! due! to! more! frequent!disease!misclassification!when!diagnosis!relies!on!clinical!features!alone!(see!chapter!5).!!!In! adults,! microbiological! confirmation! rests! on! sputum! smear! microscopy! in! most!settings,! and!quality! assured! smear!microscopy! is! a! key! component! underpinning! the!WHO! DOTS! and! Stop! TB! strategies.158! In! children,! however,! the! yield! of! smear!microscopy! alone! is! very! poor! due! to! small! numbers! of! bacilli! in! clinical! specimens.!Microbiological! diagnosis! has! therefore! traditionally! depended! on! mycobacterial!culture.!Mycobacterial!culture!affords!several!other!advantages!in!addition!to!higher!diagnostic!sensitivity,! including!the!potential! for!diagnosis!earlier! in!the!clinical!course!of!disease!(thereby! potentially! reducing! transmission),! and! the! ability! definitively! to! identify!isolates! and! perform! drug! susceptibility! testing! (DST).55! Strengthening! laboratory!capacity! including! expansion! of! mycobacterial! culture! facilities! in! low! resource,! high!burden!countries,!is!therefore!a!key!component!of!the!Stop!TB!Strategy!and!Global!Plan!to! Stop!TB.54,! 158!Commercial! liquid! culture!methods!offer!higher! sensitivity! and!more!rapid!results! than! traditional!solid!media,!are! the!standard!of!care! for!TB!diagnosis! in!industrialized! countries,! and! have! been! endorsed! by! the! WHO! for! wider!implementation.54,! 55,! 159! However,! barriers! to! their! uptake! include! cost,! a! lack! of!technically!trained!personnel,!and!the!need!for!biosafety!level!3!facilities.55!!Microcolony! culture! techniques! provide! culture! and! drug! susceptibility! results! at! a!fraction!of!the!cost!of!commercial! liquid!culture!systems!and!do!not!require!expensive!biosafety!level!3!laboratory!facilities.!These!methods!have!therefore!generated!interest!as! a! potential! alternative! to! traditional! culture!methods! in! low! resource! settings.! The!
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Microscopic! Observation! Drug! Susceptibility! (MODS)! assay! is! one! such! novel!microcolony!culture!technique!that!identifies!M.#tuberculosis!by!direct!observation!of!its!characteristic! cording! pattern! of! growth! in! liquid! culture! (Figure! 6.1).! Potential!advantages! over! conventional! methods! in! low! resource! settings! include! higher!sensitivity,! more! rapid! results! that! include! DST,! lower! cost,! and! the! lack! of! a!requirement!for!biosafety!level!3!facilities.80!!
Figure 6.1 Characteristic cord-like growth of M. tuberculosis  
in liquid culture (MODS culture from the KIDS TB Study) 
!The!WHO!has!endorsed!the!use!of!MODS!where!genotypic!and!automated!liquid!culture!and!DST!are!not!available,160!!and!there!is!an!accumulating!body!of!literature!validating!it! against! other! culture! methods.80,! 161A170! However! there! are! only! limited! data! from!children,166,! 169,! 170! and! no! published! studies! evaluating! the! performance! of! MODS! on!induced! sputum! samples! for! paediatric! TB! diagnosis,! despite! the! fact! that! sputum!induction!is!now!the!preferred!method!for!specimen!collection!from!children.21!!Given!the!paucibacillary!nature!of!childhood!TB!there!has!long!been!hope!that!diagnosis!would!be!revolutionized!by!nucleic!acid!amplification!tests!(NAATs)!and!the! increased!sensitivity! they! should! afford.! However! the! performance! of! NAATs! for! TB! diagnosis!among! both! adults! and! children! has! until! recently! been! disappointing.171! Interest! in!NAATs!has!been!reignited!by!the!publication!in!2010!of!data!from!a!large!multiAcentre!trial!demonstrating!the!much!better!diagnostic!performance!of!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!real!time!PCR!assay!for!M.#tuberculosis.172!In!this!study!of!adult!TB!suspects!the!sensitivity!of!
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the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay! compared! to! mycobacterial! liquid! culture! was! 98.2%! and!72.5%! among! sputum! smear! positive! and! smear! negative! patients,! respectively.! A!subsequent! smaller! study! in! South! Africa! derived! sensitivity! estimates! of! 100%! and!58.1%!respectively,!among!smear!positive!and!negative!children!with!culture!confirmed!TB.57! Importantly,! the! feasibility! of! implementing! the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay! in! low!resource!settings!has!been!demonstrated!in!a!large!multiAnational!operational!study,172!and! the! assay! has! been! endorsed! by! the! WHO! for! wider! scale! implementation.173!However!published!data!on!its!performance!for!childhood!TB!diagnosis!remain!limited,!and!there!is!a!recognized!need!for!further!studies!from!other!settings.57,!174!!We! compared! the! performance! of! microscopy,! conventional! liquid! culture,! MODS!culture!and!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!for!the!diagnosis!of!TB!among!children!recruited!to!the!KIDS!TB!Study!with!suspected!TB.!!
6.2 Methods++
6.2.1 Processing+of+specimens+for+TB+microscopy+and+culture+Specimen! collection,! transport! and! processing! were! closely! coordinated! to! mitigate!against! bacterial! overgrowth! arising! from! delays! and/or! high! ambient! temperatures!between! collection! and! processing,! thereby! to! minimize! culture! contamination.!Specimen!collection!at!both!study!sites!took!place!on!weekday!mornings!so!that!samples!could! be! processed! the! same! afternoon.! Following! collection! all! samples! were!immediately! kept! refrigerated! at! 4ºC,! and! then! transported! to! the! laboratory! in!dedicated!cool!boxes,!where!they!were!processed!as!soon!as!possible!the!same!day.!!We! routinely! decontaminated! all! specimens! for! TB! culture,! with! the! exception! of!specimens!from!normally!sterile!sites!(e.g.!CSF,!pleural/ascitic!fluid,!tissue!samples)!that!did!not!demonstrate!growth!on!routine!bacterial!culture.!Larger!volume!fluid!specimens!were! preAconcentrated! by! centrifugation! to! optimize! culture! yield.! Specimens! were!decontaminated! by! the! modified! Petroff’s! method,! using! a! standard! 4%! sodium!hydroxide! (NaOH)! and! 15! minute! decontamination! protocol.77! Decontaminated!specimens! were! then! centrifuged! and! the! sediment! reAsuspended! for! preparation! of!smears!and!inoculation!of!culture!media.!!Initially!we!reAsuspended!the!sediment!in!1.0!ml!phosphate!buffer,!and!used!0.5!ml!for!mycobacterial! culture! using! the! Mycobacterial! Growth! Inhibitor! Tube! (MGIT)! 960!
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system!(see!below);!the!remaining!0.5ml!reAsuspended!sediment!was!archived!at!A80ºC!for! later! realAtime! mycobacterial! PCR! using! the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay.! Following! a!protocol!amendment!in!April!2010!the!sediment!was!reAsuspended!in!2.0!ml!7H9AOADCAPANTA! culture! broth! containing! Middlebrook! 7H9! medium,! oxalic! acid,! albumin,!dextrose,! and! catalase! (OADC,! Becton! Dickinson),! and! polymyxin,! amphotercin! B,!nalidixic! acid,! trimethoprim,! and! azlocillin! (PANTA,! Becton!Dickinson).! This!was! then!vortexed!vigorously! to!ensure!homogenization!of! the! sample,! two!drops!were!used! to!make! a! smear,! and! the! remainder!was!divided!between!MGIT! culture! (0.5!ml),!MODS!culture!(0.5!ml)!and!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!(0.5!ml).!A!0.5!ml!aliquot!was!kept!as!a!‘backup!specimen’!in!case!of!MODS!culture!contamination,!in!keeping!with!the!published!MODS!protocol.79!
6.2.2 Microscopy+for+Acid+Fast+Bacilli+(AFB)++Smears! were! prepared! from! each! specimen,! stained! using! the! Ziehl! Neelson! (ZN)!method,! and! a! minimum! of! 300! high! power! fields! examined! for! AFB! using! the! x100!objective.!Results!were!reported!based!on!WHO!guidelines!(Table!6.1).78!
Table 6.1 Reporting of AFB microscopy results 
No. acid fast bacilli (AFB) Report 
No AFB’s seen in entire smear No AFB observed 
1-9 AFB’s seen in entire smear Actual no. AFB seen reported 
10-99 AFB’s per 100 high power fields 1+ 
1-10 AFB’s per filed in at ≥ 50 high power fields 2+ 
> 10 AFB’s per field in ≥20 high power fields 3+ !
6.2.3 Automated+liquid+mycobacterial+culture:+BD+MGIT+960+system+Automated! liquid! mycobacterial! culture! was! performed! using! the! Becton! Dickinson!Mycobacterial!Growth!Inhibitor!Tube!(MGIT)!960!system!(BD!Diagnostics,!Sparks,!MD,!USA).! Protocols! were! based! closely! on! published! guidelines.77! From! all! cultures! that!flagged!positive!a!smear!was!made!for!ZN!microscopy!and!a!sample!inoculated!onto!5%!blood!agar!and!incubated!at!37ºC!for!48A72!hours!to!check!for!bacterial!contamination.!Positive!mycobacterial! cultures!were! confirmed!by! the!presence!of! typical!AFB!on!ZN!microscopy.! Contamination! was! defined! as! the! presence! of! colonial! growth! on! blood!agar!inoculated!from!the!MGIT!tube,!in!the!absence!of!AFB!on!ZN!microscopy.!Cultures!that! were! flagged! positive! by! the! MGIT! incubator! but! were! AFB! negative! and!demonstrated!no!growth!on!blood!agar!were!reAincubated!and!reAexamined!following!a!
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further!7!days!culture! incubation.! If! they!remained!AFB!and!bacterial!growth!negative!after!a!maximum!of!2!reAincubation!periods!they!were!reported!as!culture!negative.!!!
6.2.4 Microscopic+Observation+Drug+Susceptibility+(MODS)+assay+In!order! to!compare! the!performance!of!MGIT!culture!with! the!MODS!assay,! following!the! protocol! amendment! in! April! 2010,! a! proportion! of! the! reAsuspended,!decontaminated!sediment!was!also!cultured!by!MODS.!Protocols!were!based!closely!on!published!guidelines.79!Briefly,! the!reAsuspended!sediment!was! further!diluted! in!7H9AOADCAPANTA! media! and! then! used! to! inoculate! preAprepared! 24Awell! tissueAculture!plates.!900!μl!of!each!sample!was! inoculated! into!each!of!4!wells:!2!containing!100!μl!7H9AOADC!culture!broth,!1!containing!100!μl!rifampicin!10!μg/ml,!and!1!containing!100!μl! isoniazid! 4! μg/ml.! Each! plate! also! included! negative! control! wells! containing! only!7H9AOADCAPANTA,! and! each! batch! a! positive! control! plate! containing! a! known!concentration!of!M.# tuberculosis! in!culture!broth.! !Plates!were!sealed! in!a!ziplock!back!after!inoculation!and!incubated!at!370C.!!The!cultures!were!examined!under!an!inverted!light!microscope!at!x100!magnification!on! day! 5,! and! at! x40!magnification! every!Monday,!Wednesday! and! Friday! thereafter,!until! either! positive! or! contaminated,! or! the! 21! day! incubation! period!was! complete.!Positive! cultures!were! defined! by! the! growth! of! 2! or!more! cords! characteristic! of!M.#
tuberculosis# in!both!drugAfree!wells.!An! indeterminate!result!was!defined!as!growth!of!<2!cords!in!one!or!both!drugAfree!wells;!and!contamination!as!florid!overgrowth!of!the!wells!with!clouding.!Drug!susceptibility!was!defined!as!growth!in!the!drugAfree!wells!but!not! in! the! drugAcontaining! wells.! Contaminated! cultures! were! repeated! using! the! reAdecontaminated!MODS!backup!specimen.!!In! order! to! compare! the! performance! of! MGIT! and! MODS! culture! methods! and! to!mitigate!against!possible!observer!bias!in!the!interpretation!of!either!result,!laboratory!technologists! were! blinded! to! the! identify! of! the! MODS! portion! of! each! specimen.!Specimens!were!instead!identified!by!an!electronically!generated!random!numeric!code,!the!key!to!which!was!held!by!the!Principal!Investigator.!!
6.2.5 Mycobacterial+speciation+&+identification+of+M.#tuberculosis+complex+(MTBC)++We! identified! positive! MGIT! and! MODS! mycobacterial! cultures! as! M.# tuberculosis!complex!(MTBC)!or!nonAMTBC!in!the!first!instance!using!the!BD!MGIT!TBc!Identification!
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test! (TBc! ID,! Becton! Dickinson,! Sparks,! MD,! USA)! according! to! the! manufacturer’s!instructions.!Further!confirmation!and!speciation!of!all!positive!mycobacterial!cultures!was! then! performed! using! the! Hain! GenoType®! lineprobe! assay! platform! (Hain!Lifescience!Gmbh,!Nehren,! Germany).! Cultures! that! tested!positive! for!MTBC!with! the!TBc! ID! test! were! tested! using! the! Genotype®! MTBC! assay,! which! permits! genetic!differentiation! of! the! following! species/strains! belonging! to! the! Mycobacterium#
tuberculosis#complex:!M.#africanum,!M.#bovis!BCG,!M.#bovis#ssp.!bovis,!M.#bovis#ssp.!caprae,!M.! microti,! and!M.# tuberculosis/“M.# canettii”.! Cultures! that! were! TBc! ID! test! negative!were!tested!using!the!Genotype®!Mycobacterium!CM!assay,!followed!by!the!Genotype®!Mycobacterium! AS! assay! if! the! CM! assay! did! not! provide! a! definitive! species!identification.!Using!this!methodology!we!were!able!to!validate!the!performance!of!the!TBc!ID!test!for!identification!of!MTBC!against!a!gold!standard!defined!by!the!GenoType®!lineprobe! assays,! utilizing! the! Xpert!MTB/RIF! assay! and! the! available! clinical! data! to!adjudicate!in!the!case!of!discrepancies.!This!data!has!been!published!elsewhere.175!!
6.2.6 Xpert+MTB/RIF+Assay+Frozen! aliquots! of! the! decontaminated! and! reAsuspended! sediments!were! assayed! for!the! presence! of! MTBC! DNA! using! the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay! (Cepheid,! Sunnyvale,! CA,!USA)! according! to! the!manufacturer’s! instructions.! Since! resources! did! not! allow! the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!to!be!performed!on!all!clinical!specimens!we!selected!samples!for!analysis! as! follows.! Firstly,! to! mitigate! against! reduced! diagnostic! yield! due! to!mycobacterial! culture! contamination,! we! performed! the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay! on! a!stored!aliquot!of!all!specimens!whose!MGIT!culture!was!contaminated,!and!in!a!smaller!subset! compared! yield! from! the! original! specimen! with! that! from! the! contaminated!culture! broth.! Secondly,!we! performed! the! assay! on! all! specimens! from! children!with!confirmed!or!highly!probable!TB,!or!who!were!treated!empirically!for!TB!or!died!during!follow! up,! in! order! to! maximize! detection! of!M.# tuberculosis! among! the! highest! risk!children,! and! to! allow! estimation! of! the! test! sensitivity.! Thirdly,! to! investigate! test!specificity!we!tested!a!random!selection!of!samples!from!children!in!whom!TB!had!been!excluded! (Not!TB).!Finally,!we!performed! the!assay!on!a! random!selection!of! samples!that! had! grown! nonAtuberculous! mycobacteria! (NTM),! to! investigate! whether! M.#
tuberculosis!culture!was!inhibited!by!growth!of!NTM.!!
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6.2.7 Quality+assurance+All! laboratory! procedures! incorporated! detailed! quality! control! procedures! that! met!international! standards! for! Good! Clinical! Laboratory! Practice! (GCLP),! and! included!external!quality!assurance!monitoring!by!the!United!Kingdom!National!External!Quality!Assessment! Scheme! (UK!NEQAS).! Formal! external! GCLP! accreditation!was! granted! to!the!laboratory!in!April!2010!and!renewed!annually.!!!
6.2.8 Statistical+Methods++Analyses!were! performed! per! specimen! to! reflect! routine! practice! in! a! diagnostic! TB!laboratory.80!We!used!a!composite!of!MGIT!and!MODS!culture!and!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!to!define!the!gold!standard,!such!that!a!specimen!in!which!MTBC!was!detected!by!any!one!of!these!tests!was!considered!MTBC!positive.!We!calculated!the!sensitivity!and!specificity!of!AFB!microscopy,!MGIT!and!MODS!culture,!and!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!for!detection! of! MTBC! in! paediatric! clinical! specimens! against! this! gold! standard.! To!facilitate!comparability!with!other!studies!we!also!calculated!the!sensitivity!of!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!against!mycobacterial!culture!alone!(isolation!of!MTBC!by!either!MGIT!or! MODS).! Finally! we! calculated! the! sensitivity! of! each!method! among! all! specimens!from!(a)!confirmed!TB!cases;!and!(b)!confirmed!and!highly!probable!TB!cases.!We!used!McNemar’s!χ2!test!to!compare!proportions!between!tests!on!paired!aliquots!of!the!same!sample,! and! the!Wilcoxon! signed! rank! test! to! compare! time! to! detection! of!MTBC! by!each! culture!method.! Independent! associations! between! smear! and! HIV! status! and! a!positive!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!were!explored!using!multivariable!logistic!regression.!! +
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6.3 Results+
6.3.1 Microscopy+and+culture+yield+A!breakdown!of! AFB! smear!microscopy! and!mycobacterial! culture! results! is! given! by!specimen! type! in! Table! 6.2.! ! Induced! sputa! accounted! for! the! majority! of! specimens!(83%),!followed!by!spontaneous!sputum!samples!(5.7%)!and!CSF!(3.0%).!!Overall,!only!2%! specimens! were! AFB! smear! positive;! the! proportion! was! highest! among!spontaneous!sputum!samples!(10%)!and!fine!needle!aspirates!of!lymph!nodes!(5%).!!!123!(4%)!specimens!were!culture!positive!for!MTBC,!including!41/50!(82%)!AFB!smear!positive! specimens.! Of! the! 9! AFB! smear! positive! specimens! that! were! not! culture!positive!for!MTBC,!2!were!FNA!slides!for!microscopy!unsuitable!for!culture,!3!were!from!patients! on! TB! treatment!who! had! had!MTBC! isolated! from! other! specimens,! 2!were!culture! positive! for! nonAtuberculous! mycobacteria! (NTM),! and! 2! specimens! were!mycobacterial!culture!negative,!both!of!which!were!scanty!smear!positive.!Overall,!in!the!absence!of!TB!treatment,!41/45!AFB!smear!positive!specimens!were!culture!positive!for!MTBC!(PPV!91.1%,![78.8!to!97.5]).!!
6.3.2 Diagnostic+performance+of+MGIT+and+MODS+culture+methods++A!total!of!1,899!specimens!were!cultured!using!both!MGIT!and!MODS!methods,!of!which!1,788! (94%)! were! respiratory! specimens! (spontaneous! or! induced! sputa! or! gastric!aspirates).!The!vast!majority!of!specimens!were!induced!sputa!(1,647,!87%).!!MGIT!culture!was!positive! for!180!of! these!specimens,!of!which!90!(50%)!were!MTBC!(PPV! for! MTBC! of! a! positive! AFB! smear! from! MGIT! culture! without# additional#
confirmatory#biochemical#or#molecular#tests,!50%![95%!CI!42.5!to!57.5%]).!!Mycobacterial! growth! with! cording! (Figure! 6.1)! was! observed! in! 90/1,899! (4.7%)!specimens!cultured!using!the!MODS!method.!Growth!of!MTBC!was!confirmed!(using!the!TBc!ID!test!and!PCR)!in!77/90!of!these!specimens,!giving!a!PPV!of!cording!growth!alone!for! MODS! isolation! of! MTBC! of! 85.6%! (76.6! to! 92.1%).! NTM!were! isolated! from! the!remaining! 13! MODS! positive! culture! broths.! Thus! the! specificity! of! microscopic!observation! of! cording! growth! for! isolation! of! MTBC! by! the! MODS! method! was!1809/1822,!99.3%!(98.8!to!99.6%).!!Mycobacterial!species!for!nonAMTBC!isolates!are!summarized!in!Table!6.3.!!
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(%)(abscess!fluid/pus! 38! (1.3%)! 1! (3%)! 2! (6%)! 1! (3%)! 34! (89%)! 2! (5%)! 3! (8%)!ascitic!fluid! 23! (0.8%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (4%)! 0! (0%)! 22! (96%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (4%)!bone!marrow2! 6! (0.2%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)!CSF! 87! (3.0%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (1%)! 1! (1%)! 85! (98%)! 1! (1%)! 1! (1%)!FNA!lymph!node3! 57! (2.0%)! 1! (2%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 4! (7%)! 3! (5%)! 1! (20%)!gastric!aspirate! 29! (1.0%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (3%)! 0! (0%)! 28! (97%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (3%)!induced!sputum! 2,388! (83%)! 21! (1%)! 58! (2%)! 5! (0%)! 2,304! (96%)! 26! (1%)! 79! (3%)!joint!aspirate! 1! (<0.1%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (100%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)!lymph!node!biopsy! 5! (0.2%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 5! (100%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)!pericardial!fluid! 3! (0.1%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (33%)! 0! (0%)! 2! (67%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (33%)!pleural!fluid! 34! (1.2%)! 1! (3%)! 5! (15%)! 0! (0%)! 28! (82%)! 1! (3%)! 6! (18%)!sputum! 163! (5.7%)! 17! (10%)! 12! (7%)! 0! (0%)! 134! (82%)! 17! (10%)! 29! (18%)!tissue!biopsy! 4! (0.1%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)! 4! (100%)! 0! (0%)! 0! (0%)!urine! 22! (0.8%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (5%)! 0! (0%)! 20! (91%)! 0! (0%)! 1! (5%)!!Total3! 2,860! (100%)! 41! (1%)! 82! (3%)! 7! (0%)! 2,672! (93%)! 50! (2%)! 123! (4%)!1!Percentage!of!the!total!number!of!specimens!cultured!2!Bone!marrow!specimens!not!cultured!3!Only!5/57!(9%)!FNA!specimens!were!suitable!for!culture;!the!remainder!were!smears!for!AFB!microscopy!alone.!! !
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Table 6.3 Identity of non-MTBC isolates from MGIT and MODS culture 




Mycobacterium fortuitum 22 (24%) 3 (23%) 
Mycobacterium simiae 10 (11%) 3 (23%) 
Mycobacterium asiaticum 4 (4%) 0 (0%) 
Mycobacterium gordonae 2 (2%) 0 (0%) 
Mycobacterium malmoense 3 (3%) 0 (0%) 
Mycobacterium intracellulare 3 (3%) 0 (0%) 
Mycobacterium kansasii 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 
Mycobacterium szulgai / M. intermedium 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 
Non-tuberculous mycobacteria – species not identified 29 (32%) 4 (31%) 
Mycobacteria not identified  6 (7%) 1 (8%) 
PCR results pending 9 (10%) 2 (15%) 
Total 90  13  
 !The! distribution! of! MTBC! culture! positive! results! and! sensitivity! estimates! for!MTBC!culture! for! each! method! are! summarized! in! Table 6.4.! Culture! yield! was! higher! from!MGIT!than!from!MODS!(sensitivity!87%![79!to!93%]!compared!with!72%![62!to!80%],!p=0.047),!with!evidence!for!a!similar!difference!in!culture!yield!when!the!analysis!was!confined!to!all!respiratory!specimens!(p=0.05).!Although!a!similar!trend!was!observed!for! induced! sputum! specimens! alone,! analytical! power! was! limited! by! the! smaller!number!of!positive!cultures!(p=0.248,!Table 6.4).!!!
Table 6.4 Summary of MGIT & MODS MTBC culture positive results 
 
MGIT positive MGIT negative MGIT 
Sensitivity, % 
 (95% CI) 
MODS 
Sensitivity, % 










specimens 65 25 12 1,797 87 (79 to 93) 72 (62 to 80) 0.047 
Respiratory 
specimens 58 22 10 1,698 87 (78 to 93) 72 (61 to 81) 0.050 
Induced 
sputum 37 17 10 1,583 84 (73 to 92) 70 (58 to 81) 0.248 
 ! !
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Twelve! specimens! that! were! MODS! culture! positive! were! not! isolated! by! MGIT.! The!Xpert!MTBC! assay! confirmed! the! presence! of!MTBC! in! the! original! specimen! for! 6! of!these,!3!of!which!had!grown!NTM!and!3!of!which!were!contaminated!on!MGIT!culture.!Among!the!remaining!6!specimens!for!which!the!Xpert!MTBC!assay!was!negative,!3!were!from!patients!who!had!MTBC!isolated!by!MODS!from!another!specimen.!The!remaining!3!specimens!were!treated!as!MTBC!culture!positive!for!the!purposes!of!this!analysis!to!generate! the! most! positive! estimates! for! MODS! sensitivity! pending! definitive!investigation!of!possible!crossVcontamination!by!molecular! typing;!however! they!were!not!considered!definitive!evidence!of!MTBC!for!patient!diagnostic!classification.!Direct!evidence!for!cross!contamination!was!detected!by!growth!in!the!negative!control!wells!in!only!one!of!605!MODS!plates!over!the!entire!study!period.!!We!explored!whether!the!lower!culture!yield!for!MODS!may!have!been!due!to!a!learning!effect! as! laboratory! staff! became!more! experienced!with! performing!MODS.! Table! 6.5!below! shows! the! number! of! MTBC! isolates! obtained! by! each! culture!method! in! each!quarter!over!the!2!years!during!which!both!methods!were!used.!There!was!no!evidence!of!any!trend!in!the!proportion!of!isolates!identified!by!MODS!over!this!period!(χ2!test!for!trend,!p=0.476).!!!
Table 6.5 Number of MTBC isolates from MGIT and MODS by quarter (2010 to 2011) 
! 2010! 2011!
! Q1! Q2! Q3! Q4! Q1! Q2! Q3! Q4!
MGIT! 3! 12! 9! 12! 7! 13! 18! 16!
MODS! 2! 12! 6! 5! 6! 9! 23! 14!!!There! was! evidence,! however,! that! the! time! to! detection! of! MTBC! positive! MODS!cultures!did!decrease!over!time!(Figure!6.2),!with!a!median!time!of!16!days!(IQR!9!to!21)!in! 2010! compared! with! 10! days! (7! to! 14)! in! 2011! (p=0.002).The! median! time! to!detection!of!MTBC!was!shorter!for!MODS!culture!than!for!MGIT!culture!(11!days![IQR!7!to!16!days]!overall!for!MODS!versus!13!days![7!to!18!days]!for!MGIT,!p=0.007).!!The! proportion! of! cultures! that!were! contaminated!was! dramatically! lower! for!MODS!than!for!MGIT!(8.5%!versus!21%,!p<0.01).!!
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Figure 6.2 Median time to detection of MTBC positive MODS cultures, 
by yearly quarter (2010 to 2011) 
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Table 6.6 Breakdown of Xpert MTB/RIF 




positive!(%)!MTBC!*! 122! 87! (71%)!!NTM! 124! 3! (2%)!Contaminated! 559! 3! (0.5%)!!Negative! 411! 1! (0.2%)!Total! 1,215! 94! (8%)!
*) Includes)3) samples) that)were)contaminated)
by)MGIT)but)MTBC)culture)positive)by)MODS)!
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Having! confirmed! the!very!high! specificity!of! the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay,!we! calculated!the!test!sensitivity!against!the!composite!gold!standard!defined!by!a!positive!culture!or!Xpert!MTB/RIF!result.!A!breakdown!of!Xpert!MTB/RIF!results!by!mycobacterial!culture!result! is! shown! in! Table! 6.6.! Seven! specimens! from! five! children! –! all! of! whom! had!clinically!highly!probable!TB!V!were!MTBC!culture!negative!but!Xpert!MTB/RIF!positive.!
Table 6.7! shows! a! breakdown! of! the! test! sensitivity! overall! and! by! smear! status,! HIV!status!and!specimen!type!when!these!specimens!are! incorporated! in!the!denominator.!Sensitivity!was!slightly!improved!overall!and!among!respiratory!specimens!as!expected!(73%!and!75%,!respectively).!!It!remained!higher!among!smear!positive!specimens!than!among!smear!negative!specimens,!and!there!was!also!a!trend!towards!higher!sensitivity!among! specimens! from! HIV! positive! children.! In! a! multivariable! logistic! regression!model! including! smear! and!HIV! status! as! predictors! of! Xpert!MTB/RIF! test! positivity,!smear!status!was!strongly!associated!with!a!positive!test!(OR!10.0![95%!CI!2.2!to!44.6;!p=0.003]),!but!there!was!no!good!evidence!of!an!independent!association!between!HIV!status!and!test!positivity!(OR!1.9![0.6!to!5.7;!p=0.226]).!!!







Smear!status! ! ! ! ! !!!!smear!positive!! 40! 38! 95! (83!to!99)! <0.001!!!!smear!negative! 89! 56! 63! (52!to!73)!
HIV!status! ! ! ! ! !!!!HIV!positive! 34! 29! 85! (69!to!95)! 0.058!!!!HIV!negative!! 95! 65! 68! (58!to!78)!
Specimen!type! ! ! ! ! !!!!respiratory!specimens! 114! 85! 75! (66!to!82)! 0.233!!!!nonVrespiratory!specimens! 15! 9! 60! (32!to!84)!
All!MTBC!positive!specimens! 129! 94! 73! (64!to!80)! !!
! !
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6.3.4 Culture-contamination-A! relatively! high! proportion! of!MGIT! cultures!were! contaminated! throughout!most! of!the!KIDS!TB!study!period!(Figure!6.3).!Following!establishment!of!the!laboratory,!very!high! initial! contamination! rates!were! quickly! reduced! prior! to! commencement! of! the!study,!due!to!a!combination!of!training!and!improved!processes!for!specimen!collection!and! transport! driven!by! the! study!protocols.!However! the!proportion!of! cultures! that!were!contaminated!remained!relatively!high!throughout!the!study!despite!regular!audit,!feedback,! reagent! review,! and! rigorous! implementation! of! laboratory! protocols!including!both!internal!and!external!quality!assurance!systems.!!!
Figure 6.3 Monthly MGIT contamination rate as a percentage of samples processed (2009-2011) 


























































































































































To! investigate! whether! the! observed! high! rates! of! contamination! were! related! to!specimen!collection!practices,!in!late!2010!we!independently!audited!sputum!induction!by! direct! observation! of! the! process.! This! revealed! generally! good! adherence! to! the!standard!operating!procedure!by!the!clinical!team;!however!it!was!noted!that!in!practice!many!children!were!not! fasted! for! the! stipulated!3!hours!prior! to! specimen!collection!since!mothers!frequently!gave!them!breakfast!despite!instructions!to!postpone!feeding!until! after! the! procedure.! Feedback! from! this! audit! was! incorporated! into!comprehensive,!formal!retraining!of!the!clinical!team!in!specimen!collection!practices!in!early!2011,!following!which!(with!the!exception!of!December!2011)!the!contamination!rate!has!remained!between!8!and!15%;!this!reduction!has!been!sustained!in!2012!(data!not!shown).!!Since! bacterial! contamination! may! outcompete! and! thereby! inhibit! growth! of!mycobacteria! in! liquid! culture,!we!performed! the!Xpert!MTB/RIF! assay! on! the! stored!aliquot! of! specimens! whose! MGIT! cultures! were! contaminated,! in! order! partially! to!mitigate! this! effect.! The! Xpert!MTB/RIF! assay!was! positive! in! 6/561! (1%)! specimens!tested.!Three!of!these!specimens!were!MODS!culture!positive!for!MTBC;!the!remaining!three! came! from! patients! with! clinically! highly! probable! TB! who! had! been! treated!empirically!for!tuberculosis.!!!
6.3.5 Test-sensitivity-among-samples-from-confirmed-and-highly-probable-TB-cases-The!sensitivity!of!each!method!for!detection!of!MTBC!among!specimens!from!confirmed!TB! cases! and!CHPTB! cases! is! shown! in!Table! 6.8.!Overall! the! sensitivity! of!MGIT!was!higher!than!that!of!both!MODS!(p=0.001)!and!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!(p=0.007).!There!was! no! evidence! that! the! sensitivity! of! MODS! and! the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay! differed!among! the! 161! samples! for! which! paired! results! from! both! tests! were! available! (60!positive!by!both! tests,! 16!positive!by!MODS!only,! 24!positive!by!Xpert!MTB/RIF!only,!and!61!negative!by!both!tests;!McNemar’s!χ2!test,!p=0.268).!!! !
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Smear!microscopy! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!All!specimens! 200! 42! 21! (16!V!27)! ! 348! 47! 14! (10!V!18)!!Respiratory!specimens! 164! 37! 23! (16!V!30)! ! 288! 40! 14! (10!V!18)!!Induced!sputum! 128! 20! 16! (10!V!23)! ! 238! 23! 10! (6!V!14)!
MGIT!culture! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!All!specimens! 194! 114! 59! (51!V!56)! ! 338! 114! 34! (29!V!39)!!Respiratory!specimens! 164! 101! 62! (54!V!69)! ! 288! 101! 35! (30!V!41)!!Induced!sputum! 128! 71! 55! (46!V!64)! ! 238! 71! 30! (24!V!36)!
MODS!culture! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!All!specimens! 167! 77! 46! (38!V!54)! ! 261! 77! 30! (24!V!35)!!Respiratory!specimens! 142! 68! 48! (39!V!56)! ! 230! 68! 30! (24!V!36)!!Induced!sputum! 110! 47! 43! (33!V!53)! ! 189! 47! 25! (19!V!32)!
Any!positive!culture*! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!All!specimens! 194! 123! 63! (56!V!70)! ! 338! 123! 36! (31!V!42)!!Respiratory!specimens! 164! 109! 66! (59!V!74)! ! 288! 109! 38! (32!V!44)!!Induced!sputum! 128! 79! 62! (53!V!70)! ! 238! 79! 33! (27!V!40)!




6.4.1 Current-challenges,-opportunities-and-evidence-gaps--The!single!greatest!obstacle!to!improving!both!childhood!TB!surveillance!and!the!clinical!management!of!children!with!TB! is! the! lack!of!reliable!diagnostic! tools,!particularly! in!low!resource!settings!where!the!disease!burden!is!greatest.130!Crude!estimates!suggest!that! in! the! 22! highest! burden! TB! countries! the! great!majority! of! childhood! cases! are!currently! not! diagnosed! and/or! not! reported.176! This! observation,! combined!with! the!suboptimal!performance!of! clinical! and! radiological! features!alone! for!diagnosis!of!TB!among!children!(see!chapter!5),!highlights!the!urgent!need!for!better!diagnostic!tools!in!most! settings.! While! the! ultimate! goal! must! be! the! development! of! a! reliable! and!affordable! point! of! care! diagnostic! test,! to! date! progress! in! this! area! has! been! slow.!Meanwhile! the! expansion! of! access! to! existing! laboratory! methods! for! TB! diagnosis!championed!by! the!WHO54,! 55! provides! an!opportunity! to! improve!both!diagnosis! and!surveillance! of! childhood! TB! in! many! settings.! Good! quality! data! evaluating! and!comparing! the!performance!of! these! laboratory!methods! among!paediatric! specimens!are! however! needed! to! optimize! their! future! use! and! interpretation! in! the! range! of!settings!in!which!they!will!increasingly!become!available.!!Culture! and! NAATs! for! M.) tuberculosis! are! currently! the! mainstay! of! TB! laboratory!diagnosis,109,! 177!but! in!contrast! to!adult!TB!there! is!a!paucity!of!studies!evaluating! the!available! methods! for! diagnosis! of! TB! in! children.! This! lack! of! data! is! further!compounded!in!many!of!the!available!studies!by!small!numbers!of!confirmed!TB!cases!and!M.)tuberculosis!positive!specimens,166,!169,!170!178!even!smaller!numbers!of!cases!in!the!under!5!year!age!group!among!whom!diagnosis!is!most!challenging,166,!169,!170,!178!and!the!omission! in! some! studies! of! currently! recommended! ‘gold! standard’! methods! for!specimen!collection!and!mycobacterial!culture.!166,!169,!170!!
6.4.2 Strengths-of-the-KIDS-TB-Study-for-evaluation-of-laboratory-diagnostic-methods--Strengths!of!the!KIDS!TB!Study!for!evaluation!and!comparison!of!laboratory!methods!for!childhood! TB! diagnosis! derive! from! the! comprehensive! inclusion! criteria! and! careful!diagnostic!work!up!of!a!large!number!of!children.!Prospective!recruitment!of!all!children!who!met!broad,!preVdefined!inclusion!criteria!ensures!generalizability!to!a!wide!range!of!settings!and!clinical!syndromes,!including!among!children!under!5!years!who!accounted!
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for! 81%!of! those! investigated! and!more! than!half! of! confirmed! cases! (see! chapter! 3).!Importantly,! attempts! to! achieve! a! microbiological! diagnosis! in! as! many! children! as!possible! followed! current! international! recommendations! for! specimen! collection! and!culture,!including!the!use!of!sputum!induction21!and!liquid!mycobacterial!culture.159!!Our!study!compared!automated!liquid!mycobacterial!culture!using!the!MGIT!960!system!with!two!promising!newer!methods:! the!MODS!microcolony!culture!technique!and!the!Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay.! Both! MODS! and! the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay! have! already!demonstrated!much!higher!sensitivity!than!sputum!smear!microscopy,!and!more!rapid!results!than!conventional!culture!methods,!without!the!requirement!for!a!biosafety!level!3! laboratory.80,! 169,! 170,! 172,! 179! We! therefore! evaluated! their! performance! among! the!relatively! paucibacillary! specimens! obtained! from! children! to! explore! their! potential!role!in!expanding!laboratory!diagnosis!of!childhood!TB!in!resource!limited!settings.!!
6.4.3 Smear-microscopy-and-culture-yield-The! low! proportion! of! smear! positive! specimens! from! children! with! confirmed! and!highly!probable!TB!in!our!study!underlines!the!severe!limitations!of!smear!microscopy!alone! for! childhood!TB!diagnosis,! even!when! appropriate! specimens! can! be! obtained,!and!is!consistent!with!a!recent!study!from!the!region!which!used!similar!definitions!for!highly! probable! TB.178!However! this! and! another! recent! study166! both! found! a! higher!overall! yield! of! liquid! TB! culture! among! confirmed! and! probable! paediatric! TB! cases!(55%!and!49%,! respectively,! versus!38%! in!our! study).!This!might! reflect! the!greater!proportion!of!young!children! in!our!study,!who!are!more! likely! to!have!paucibacillary!disease,!and!the!application!of!broad!screening!criteria!that!may!have!identified!children!earlier!in!the!course!of!their!disease.!In!general,!comparison!of!diagnostic!yield!between!studies! is!hampered!by!widely!varying!clinical!definitions,! specimen!types!and!culture!methods.!Our!findings!are!nevertheless!consistent!with!other!studies,!lying!in!the!middle!of!the!published!range!of!liquid!culture!yield!from!paediatric!specimens.16,!166,!178,!180,!181!!We! report!overall! culture!yield!based!on! the! combination!of!MGIT!and!MODS!culture,!since! the! yield! from! each!method! is! likely! to! have! been! reduced! by! the! reduction! in!sample! volume! inherent! in! splitting! each! specimen.! Stochastic! variation! in! culture!positivity!by!each!method!is!also! likely,!despite!careful!homogenization!of!the!samples!prior!to!aliquoting,!due!to!the!small!numbers!of!bacilli!present!in!paediatric!specimens,!
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such! that! the! threshold! for! culture! positivity! might! only! be! met! in! one! of! the! two!aliquots! by! random! chance.! Splitting! the! specimen! into! equal! aliquots! nevertheless!allows!fair!comparison!of! the!sensitivity!of!each!culture!method!when!performed!on!a!large!number!of!samples.!!
6.4.4 Comparison-of-MGIT-and-MODS-culture-for-detection-of-MTBC-We!found!that!MGIT!was!more!sensitive!than!MODS!for!detection!of!MTBC!both!overall!and!among!respiratory!samples.!This!finding!is!in!keeping!with!the!only!other!published!study!to!compare!MGIT!with!MODS!for!detection!of!MTBC!in!paediatric!specimens.166!No!previous! study! has! evaluated! the! performance! of!MODS! for! induced! sputum! samples,!despite! the! fact! that! sputum! induction! is! now! the! recommended! standard! of! care! for!obtaining! respiratory! specimens! from! young! children.21! Although! our! study! was! not!powered! to! answer! the! question! definitively,! the! trend! towards! lower! MODS! yield!among!induced!sputum!specimens!is!nevertheless!highly!suggestive!of!a!real!difference!between! the! two!methods! in! the! context! of! similar! results! for! respiratory! specimens!overall.!!Despite!the!lower!sensitivity,!the!time!to!detection!of!MTBC!was!shorter!for!MODS!than!MGIT,!and!shortened!over!time!as!the!experience!of!the!laboratory!personnel!increased.!Since! detection! of! MTBC! by! MODS! depends! on! direct! visualization! of! the! growing!mycobacteria,! time! to! detection! is! inherently! dependent! on! the! frequency!with!which!the! MODS! plates! are! examined,! which! in! turn! depends! on! available! staffing,! since!examination! of! large! numbers! of! plates! is! time! consuming.109! The! median! time! to!detection!of!MTBC!by!MODS!in!our!study!(11!days!overall;!10!days!in!2011)!is!similar!to!the! 10! days! reported! in! another! study! of!MODS! for! childhood! TB! diagnosis! in!which!plates!were!also!read!on!alternate!days.170!!Both! sensitivity! and! time! to! detection! of! positive! cultures! are! also! a! function! of! the!number! of! viable!mycobacteria! present! in! the! culture! inoculum.! This!may! also! partly!explain!the!shorter!times!to!detection!reported!for!several!studies!of!adult!specimens,80,!161,!165,!167,!182!although!in!a!recent!systematic!review!of!9!adult!studies!the!mean!time!to!detection!was!9.9!days,!similar!to!our!findings!among!paediatric!specimens.!Some!of!the!heterogeneity!observed!between!studies!is!likely!to!be!explained!by!variations!between!laboratories! in! experience! performing! the! assay,! since! MODS! relies! of! the! subjective!
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assessment!of! typical!mycobacterial! growth! in! the! culture!wells.! It! is!noteworthy! that!MODS!performed!best!against!a!gold! standard! that! included!MGIT! in! the! studies! from!Lima,!Peru,!where!the!assay!was!developed,80,!183!with!lower!assay!sensitivity!reported!from! other! centres.165,! 166,! 168,! 182! Nevertheless! we! cannot! exclude! the! possibility! that!MODS! might! be! inherently! less! sensitive! compared! to! MGIT! among! paucibacillary!specimens!such!as!those!from!children.!!!Two!notable!advantages!of!MODS!over!MGIT!are!the!lower!proportion!of!NTM!isolated,!most! of! which! are! of! likely! no! clinical! relevance! (author,! unpublished! data),! and! the!much! lower! proportion! of! contaminated! cultures.! The! former! derives! from! the!characteristic! cording! growth! of!M.) tuberculosis! in! liquid! culture,! which! differs! from!other! commonly! isolated!mycobacteria,!notably!M.)avium! and!M.)kansasii.183!However,!although!the!specificity!of!a!MODS!positive!culture!for!MTBC!was!>99%,!consistent!with!the!high!specificity!reported!in!other!studies,80,!165,!166,!168,!182!the!predictive!value!for!the!presence!of!MTBC!of!a!positive!MODS!assay!alone!(i.e.!the!presence!of!cording!growth)!was!only!86%!in!our!study.!This!reflects! the!high!proportion!of!NTM!isolated!(50%!of!positive! MGIT! cultures).! While! the! study’s! broad! inclusion! criteria! and! resulting! low!prevalence!of!TB!among!the!subjects!investigated!may!partly!explain!the!relatively!high!proportion! of! NTM! isolates,! high! rates! of! NTM! have! also! been! reported! from! other!centres!in!Africa.184V186!Our!findings!would!therefore!support!recommendations!from!the!WHO!that!the!presence!of!MTBC!in!MODS!cultures!be!further!confirmed,!for!example!by!the! inclusion! for! each! sample!of! a!well! containing!pVnitrobenzoic! acid! in!which!MTBC!growth! is! inhibited.160! The! advantage! of! this! method! over! other! biochemical! or!molecular!tests!is!that!microtitre!plates!containing!concentrated!mycobacterial!cultures!need! not! be! opened,! thereby! reducing! the! biosafety! risk! and! obviating! the! need! for!biosafety!level!3!facilities.!!
6.4.5 Performance-of-the-Xpert-MTB/RIF-assay--The! lack! of! a! requirement! for! complex! laboratory! facilities! is! one! of! many! potential!advantages! of! the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay.! In! our! study! the! performance! of! the! Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!was!as!good!as! that!of!MODS,!with!a! sensitivity!against! the!composite!gold!standard!of!73%.!This!represents!a!small!milestone!in!the!development!of!NAATs!for! diagnosis! of! TB,! since! historically! NAATs! have! performed! inferiorly! to! liquid!mycobacterial! culture!methods.! Importantly!we!were! also! able! to! confirm! the! assay’s!
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very!high!specificity!in!a!large!sample!of!specimens!from!children!in!whom!TB!had!been!excluded.!The!sensitivity!among!both!smear!positive!and!negative!samples!was!similar!to! two! previous! paediatric! studies.57,! 178! Although! a! higher! sensitivity! among! HIV!infected!children!has!been!reported,57!we!were!unable!to!demonstrate!an!independent!association!between!HIV!status!and!test!sensitivity!in!our!dataset.!!
6.4.6 Study-limitations-Our! analysis! of! laboratory! methods! for! identification! of!M.) tuberculosis! in! paediatric!clinical!specimens!does!have!some!important!potential! limitations.!The!first!of!these!is!the!high!proportion!of!contaminated!MGIT!cultures,!since!this!may!limit!the!sensitivity!of!our!gold!standard!for!detection!of!MTBC.!Arguably,!however,!this!might!be!considered!a!strength!of!the!study,!since!it!reflects!the!situation!(and!the!performance!of!the!‘gold!standard’)!in!many!parts!of!Africa,!where!the!proportion!of!contaminated!MGIT!cultures!in!published!studies!varies!from!12%!to!55%184,!187V191!V!much!higher!than!the!average!of!8.4%! reported! in! a! metaVanalysis! of! European! and! North! American! data,192! and! the!target!of!7V8%!recommended!by!the!Centers!for!Disease!Control!and!Prevention!(CDC).!We!chose!not!to!increase!the!harshness!of!the!decontamination!protocol!since!paediatric!specimens! are! likely! to! be! particularly! sensitive! to! overVdecontamination! due! to! the!paucibacillary! nature! of! childhood! TB.! A! recent! study! in! South! Africa! in! which! a!reduction!in!NaOH!concentration!from!6%!to!4%!led!to!a!60%!increase!in!culture!yield!from!paediatric! specimens! appears! to! provide! support! for! this! approach.193! In! theory!application! of! the! Xpert!MTB/RIF! assay! V!which! had! a! sensitivity! of! 63%! among!AFB!smear! negative! specimens! V! to! all! culture! contaminated! specimens! should! have!mitigated!most!of!the!expected!reduction!in!culture!sensitivity!due!to!contamination.!!Due! to! finite! resources! we! were! unable! to! perform! the! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay! on! all!specimens! in! our! study.! Nevertheless! by! applying! the! assay! to! all! specimens! from!confirmed! and! highly! probable! cases,! and! to! nearly! 500! specimens! from! children!without!TB,!were!able! to!derive!reasonably!precise!estimates! for! the!sensitivity!of! the!assay!and!a!very!precise!estimate!of!assay!specificity.!The!high!precision!with!which!we!were!able!to!demonstrate!100%!specificity!of!the!assay!supports!its!incorporation!in!a!composite!gold! standard!of! culture!and/or!Xpert!MTB/RIF!positivity! for!assessing! the!performance! of! each! test.! By! only! performing! Xpert! MTB/RIF! on! a! proportion! of!
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specimens! we! may! have! excluded! other! culture! negative! /! Xpert! MTB/RIF! positive!specimens,!thereby!underestimating!the!true!sensitivity!of!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay.!!A!weakness!of!our!MGITVMODS!comparison! is! the!omission! for! the!current!analysis!of!molecular! typing! of! isolates! derived! from! specimens!with! discordant! results! between!the!two!methods.!Although!Xpert!MTB/RIF!and!isolation!of!MTBC!from!other!specimens!from!the!same!patients!provided!corroborative!evidence!for!the!presence!of!MTBC!in!the!majority! of! cases,! molecular! typing! would! help! rule! out! crossVcontamination! as! the!culprit.! No! evidence! for! crossVcontamination! was! detected! by! negative! control!specimens! included! in! every! MGIT! batch! and! MODS! plate! throughout! the! study,! and!although!cross!contamination!is!more!likely!to!occur!for!MODS!due!to!the!proximity!of!the!wells!on!the!plate,!this!has!been!shown!to!be!rare.194!Nevertheless!any!bias!arising!from!a!failure!to!identify!such!isolates!is!likely!to!favour!MODS,!so!the!finding!that!MGIT!was!superior!to!MODS!for!detection!of!MTBC!is!unlikely!to!be!altered.!!
6.4.7 Conclusion-Our! study! reinforces! previous! findings! that! automated! liquid! mycobacterial! culture!remains! the! best! available! method! for! detection! of! MTBC! in! paediatric! clinical!specimens.! Evaluations! of! both! the!MODS! and! Xpert!MTB/RIF! assays! for! diagnosis! of!childhood!TB!are!broadly!similar!to!the!limited!existing!published!data,!and!provide!the!first!direct!comparison!of!the!two!methods.!Interestingly!the!sensitivity!of!MODS!and!the!Xpert!MTB/RIF!assay!were!similar!in!our!study.!!In!practice!choice!of!MTBC!detection!method(s)! in!a!particular!setting!will!depend!not!just!on!sensitivity!but!on!a!combination!of!other!factors!including!cost,!time!to!detection,!and!the!availability!and!requirements!for!drug!susceptibility!testing!(DST),!trained!staff,!and! laboratory! infrastructure.! Each! method! has! advantages! that! might! make! it! most!suitable!in!a!particular!setting.!MGIT!culture!offers!the!best!sensitivity,!but!cost!and!the!need!for!high!level!laboratory!equipment!and!training!currently!limit!expansion!beyond!a!few!urban!centres!in!most!high!burden!countries.!Although!less!sensitive!than!MGIT,!the!much!lower!cost!and!lower!biosafety!risks!of!MODS!might!make!it!more!suitable!at!the! district! level;! however! MODS! roll! out! would! still! entail! significant! investment! in!laboratory! staff! and! training,! and!would! require! good! external! quality! assurance.! The!appeal! of! the! Xpert!MTB/RIF! assay! is! its! speed! and! simplicity,! obviating! the! need! for!
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complex! laboratory! equipment! or! training,! but! this! comes! at! a! higher! cost! V! which!remains!prohibitive!in!many!settings,!despite!reduced!prices!for!developing!countries.!!Ultimately! the! cost! effectiveness! of! all! three! methods! will! depend! on! the! preVtest!probability!of!TB!in!the!populations!on!which!they!are!used,!which!in!turn!determines!the!number!needed!to!test!to!identify!one!MTBC!positive!sample.!To!maximize!benefit!in!resource! limited! settings! they! should! ideally! be! used! in! conjunction!with! clinical! risk!stratification!to!identify!for!microbiological!investigation!those!children!most!at!risk!of!TB.! Further! research! is! needed! to! define! appropriate! management! protocols!incorporating!these!tests.!!!!!!
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7 COMMUNITY-INCIDENCE-OF-CHILDHOOD-TUBERCULOSIS--
Chapter!overview!Despite!Kenya!having!one!of!the!highest!national!TB!incidence!rates!per!capita,!there!are!no!good! quality! data! from! either! Kenya! or! other! east! African! countries! on! the! burden! of!childhood!tuberculosis.!We!utilized!the!TB!diagnostic!infrastructure!established!for!the!KIDS!TB!Study,!combined!with!unique!linkage!of!KDH!clinical!episodes!and!KHDSS!population!data,!to!estimate!the!community!incidence!of!childhood!TB!in!Kilifi,!and!to!infer!the!likely!national!burden!of!childhood!TB.!An!overview!of!the!methods!is!shown!schematically!in!Figure!7.1.!We!calculated!the!crude!incidence!of!childhood!TB!in!the!KHDSS!as!the!number!of!childhood!TB! cases! detected! divided! by! the! number! of! personVyears! observation! in! each! age! group.!Because!recruitment!started!and!ended!later! in!the!active!case!detection!arm!we!calculated!incidence!separately!for!each!study!arm!and!combined!the!results.1!!Since! not! all! incident! cases! of! childhood! TB! are! captured! at! KDH! we! estimated! the! case!detection! rate! (CDR)! as! the! proportion! of! all! KHDSS! resident! children! with! TB! that! were!captured!by! the!study,! in!order! to!adjust!our!crude! incidence!estimates!accordingly.!As! the!true! number! of! children! with! TB! is! unknown,! we! used! data! from! National! Tuberculosis!Programme! (NTP)! notifications,! KHDSS! mortality! surveillance,! and! a! contemporaneous!verbal!autopsy!(VA)!study!to!estimate,!respectively,!the!proportions!of!notified!TB!cases,!allVcause!childhood!deaths,!and!deaths!among!TB!cases!and!suspects!that!were!captured!by!the!study!(Figure!7.1).!Although!no!single!method!is!without!limitations,!confidence!in!the!case!detection!rates!derived!is!strengthened!by!similar!estimates!using!each!method.!!Final! adjusted! estimates! of! the! incidence! of! childhood!TB! in! Kilifi! were! then! calculated!by!dividing! the! crude! incidence! estimates! by! the! case! detection! rate.! In! order! to! provide! the!most! conservative! incidence! estimates!we! used! the! highest! estimate! of! the! case! detection!rate,!derived!using!KHDSS!mortality!surveillance!data!(CDR!=!0.35);!this!method!is!also!most!easily!transferrable!to!other!settings,!facilitating!comparability!between!sites.!!Finally! we! estimated! the! national! burden! of! childhood! TB! in! Kenya! by! cautiously!extrapolating!our!results!from!Kilifi,!assuming!that!the!paediatric!proportion!of!the!total!TB!caseload!is!similar.!!
1!For!comparison,!we!also!calculated!the!incidence!of!childhood!TB!in!Kilifi!using!the!published!clinical!diagnostic!tools!assessed!in!chapter!5!(this!is!not!shown!in!Figure!7.1).!
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Figure 7.1 Chapter overview: Calculating the community incidence of childhood TB 
!
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7.1 Introduction-Despite! Kenya! having! one! of! the! highest! national! TB! incidence! rates! per! capita,! both!overall3!and!among!children,10!there!are!no!good!quality!data!from!either!Kenya!or!other!east! African! countries! on! the! burden! of! childhood! tuberculosis.! Published! estimates!based!on!routine!notification!data!suggested!a!very!high!national! incidence!of!167!per!100,000! among! children! <15! years! old! in! 2000,! which! was! exceeded! only! in! South!Africa,!Zimbabwe!and!Afghanistan!(Table!1.1).10!However!there!are!no!published!studies!from! the! region! that! provide! good! quality! prospective! surveillance! data! to! assess! the!accuracy!of!these!estimates.!!!One!of! the!chief!obstacles! to!such!studies! is!a! lack!of! the!resources!and! infrastructure!required! for! good! quality! childhood! TB! surveillance! in! most! settings.! High! quality!community!TB!prevalence!surveys!require!huge!resources!even!among!adults,195!and!are!an! even! greater! undertaking! among! children,! given! the! additional! complexity! of!childhood! TB! diagnosis.! Hospital! based! studies! provide! a! convenience! sample,! but! in!most! cases! the! community! burden! of! disease! is! difficult! to! extrapolate! from! hospital!data!due!to!poorly!defined!hospital!catchment!populations,!incomplete!community!case!ascertainment!at!single!health!facilities,!and!a!lack!of!systematic!procedures!for!patient!screening,! referral! and! diagnostic! work! up.! Further! challenges! include! subVoptimal!resources! for! childhood!TB!diagnosis! in!most! hospitals! in! the! region,! frequent! loss! to!follow!up!that!prevents!longitudinal!assessment!of!children!whose!TB!status!is!not!clear!at! initial! presentation,! and! varying! and! often! illVdefined! case! definitions.! Accurate!estimates! of! the! community! incidence! of! childhood! TB! require! systematic! and!transparent! procedures! for! identifying! and! investigating! TB! suspects! underpinned! by!high!quality!diagnostics!and!standardized!case!definitions,!combined!with!knowledge!of!the!age! structure!of! the! catchment!population!and! the! residence! location!of! each!case!(Figure 7.2).!!!!The! KEMRIVWT! Research! Programme! at! Kilifi! combines! several! of! the! components!necessary! for! improving! childhood! TB! surveillance.! In! addition! to! unique! linkage! of!clinical! episodes! at! Kilifi! District! Hospital! (KDH)!with! population! data! from! the! Kilifi!Health!and!Demographic!Surveillance!System!(KHDSS),!existing!clinical!and!laboratory!facilities!and!state!of! the!art!TB!diagnostic! facilities!established!for!this!study!allowed!
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careful! clinical! classification! of! children! into! those!with! and!without!TB.! !We!utilized!this!infrastructure!to!investigate!the!burden!of!childhood!TB!in!Kilifi.!!!
 
Figure 7.2 Schematic of infrastructure and resources required for accurate estimation of 





































7.2.1 Crude-estimation-of-the-community-incidence-of-childhood-TB-Children!with!active!TB!were!identified!as!described!in!chapters!2!and!3.!The!incidence!of! childhood! TB! in! the! KHDSS! was! estimated! using! numerator! and! population!denominator!data!from!2!complete!years!of!recruitment!in!both!the!passive!and!active!case!detection!arms!of!the!study.!We!used!clinical!data!from!KDH!and!event!data!from!the!KHDSS!to!compile!for!every!KHDSS!resident!child!a!life!history!record!consisting!of!birth,! death,!migration,! enumeration! or! hospital! presentation! events! recorded! during!this! period! of! study! enrolment.! We! then! used! these! event! data! to! generate! for! each!individual!a!series!of!chronological!timeVspan!records!representing!the!period!from!one!event!to!the!next,!so!that!together!these!timeVspan!records!encompassed!the!total!period!of!observation!within!the!KHDSS!for!that!individual.!We!used!Lexis!expansion!to!further!split! these!periods!of!observation!by!each!child’s!age!category!at! the! time,! in!order! to!calculate!incidence!estimates!stratified!by!age!(see!below).!We!calculated!TB!incidence!as!the!number!of!TB!cases!among!KHDSS!residents!divided!by!the!total!person!years!of!observation!summed!across!all!KHDSS!resident!children,!and!presented!95%!confidence!intervals!assuming!a!Poisson!distribution.!!Because!recruitment!started!later!and!ended!later!in!the!active!case!detection!arm!than!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm!(Section!3.3.1,!Figure!3.1)!we!calculated!TB!incidence!separately! for! each! study!arm!and! combined! the! results! to! generate!overall! incidence!estimates,!using!the!following!formula!for!incidence,!I:!!
To! compute! 95%! confidence! intervals! for! these! combined! incidence! estimates! we!assumed! TB! incidence! in! each! study! arm! was! independent! to! derive! the! following!formula!for!the!standard!error!(s.e)!of!a!combined!rate:!
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7.2.2 Application-of-clinical-diagnostic-tools-to-estimate-incidence-of-childhood-TB-For! comparison,! we! also! calculated! the! incidence! of! childhood! TB! in! Kilifi! using! the!range! of! published! clinical! diagnostic! tools! reviewed! and! assessed! in! chapter! 5.! We!confined!each!analysis!to!children!identified!through!the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the! study,! since! most! of! these! clinical! tools! were! designed! for! use! among! children!presenting!unwell!with!suspected!tuberculosis.! In!each!case,! to!derive!the!incidence!of!presentation! to! hospital! with! TB! we! applied! the! published! clinical! definition! to! our!dataset!of!KHDSS!resident!children!enrolled!in!KIDS!TB!Study!in!order!to!calculate!the!numerator,!and!used!as!the!denominator!the!corresponding!person!years!of!observation!among!children!<15!years!old!during!the!2!years!of!case!ascertainment!for!the!incidence!study.!We!derived!95%!confidence!intervals!assuming!a!Poisson!distribution.!
7.2.3 Estimating-the-case-detection-rate-Incidence! estimates! derived! as! described! above! assume! that! all! incident! cases! of!childhood!TB!within!the!KHDSS!are!captured!at!KDH!through!either!the!passive!or!the!active!case!detection!arm!of!the!KIDS!TB!study.!KDH!is!the!only!hospital!in!the!area!and!it!provides!both!primary!care!and!secondary!level!care!to!the!local!population.!However,!children!with! suspected!TB!may! present! to! a! lower! level! health! facility! in! the!KHDSS!area,! or! to! another! hospital! or! health! facility! located! outside! the! KHDSS! area.! Some!children! may! not! seek! medical! attention! at! all.! These! patterns! are! summarized!schematically!in!Figure!7.3.!!
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Figure 7.3 Potential healthcare seeking behaviour of children resident in the KHDSS. A, 
presents to KDH; B, presents to another healthcare facility within the KHDSS area; C, presents to 
another healthcare facility outside the KHDSS area but within Kilifi district; D, presents to another 
healthcare facility outside Kilifi district; E, does not present to a healthcare facility.  












Table 7.1 Comparison of methods for estimating the sensitivity of hospital-based surveillance for childhood TB 
























Advantages:! One! of! the! few! methods! to! estimate! insensitivity! of! hospital! based! TB! recruitment!attributable!to!subTgroups!who!do!not!present!to!hospital!for!medical!care.!!







Disadvantages:!Suspected!TB!is!poorly!specific!for!actual!TB;!assumes!that!among!TB!suspects!who!died!the!proportion!who!actually!had!TB!was! the!same! in! the!group!captured!by! the!KIDS!TB!Study!as! in! the!group!who!were!not!captured!by!the!study.!,
*!Numerator!and!denominator!were!limited!in!all!cases!to!the!2!year!period!of!recruitment!into!the!KIDS!TB!incidence!study!(Section!3.3.1,!Figure!3.1).!!
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7.2.4 Using*NTP*notification*data*to*estimate*the*case*detection*rate*in*the*passive*arm*The!District!TB!Register!contains!details!of!all!TB!patients!notified!to!the!NTP!by!each!designated! TB! treatment! facility! in! Kilifi! district.! In! keeping! with! the! WHO! DOTS!strategy!for!TB!case!notification!it!includes!data!on!the!name,!age,!sex,!address,!referral!source,! treatment! facility,! TB! clinical! syndrome! (pulmonary! or! extraJpulmonary! TB),!sputum!smear!status,!treatment!and!outcome!of!each!patient.!We!used!notification!data!from!the!Kilifi!District!TB!Register!to!estimate!the!proportions!of!KHDSS!resident!child!TB!cases!captured!at!KDH!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the!study.!!Data! from!the!Kilifi!District!TB!register!were!double!entered! into!a!bespoke!electronic!database!using!Filemaker!Pro!version!10!(Filemaker!Inc,!CA,!USA).!The!KHDSS!residence!status! (resident! or! nonJresident)! of! each! patient! in! the! register! was! then! coded!manually!by!a!senior!demographer!with!several!years!of! local!experience!and!detailed!knowledge!of!the!KHDSS!area,!using!the!address!documented!in!the!register.!All!KHDSS!resident! childhood! TB! cases! notified! between! August! 2009! and! July! 2011! were!identified! from! this! database.!We! then! manually! crossJreferenced! the! name,! age! and!treatment! date! of! each! of! these! cases! against! the! KIDS! TB! Study! database! to! identify!children!that!had!also!been!captured!by!the!passive!case!detection!arm!of!the!study.!We!calculated!the!case!detection!rate!as:!!
!"# = No.$KHDSS$resident$child$TB$cases$captured$by$the$KIDS$TB$StudyTotal&no.&KHDSS&resident&child&TB#cases !We!reasoned! that,!while!NTP!notification!data!was! likely! to!be! reasonably! reliable! for!adults!and!adolescents!(among!whom!TB!presentation!is!similar!and!diagnosis!relatively!more! straightforward),! frequent! diagnostic! misclassification! and! ascertainment! bias!introduced!by!enhanced!surveillance!at!KDH!would!prevent!meaningful! interpretation!of! notification! data! among! younger! children.! ! We! therefore! limited! calculations! to!children! aged! 10J14! years.! For! consistency! with! study! definitions! we! considered!notification! of! smear! positive! pulmonary! TB! in! a! young! adolescent! equivalent! to! a!diagnosis!of!highly!probable!TB,!and!estimated!the!case!detection!rate!for!CHPTB!and!All!TB.! 
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7.2.5 Using*NTP*notification*data*to*estimate*the*case*detection*rate*in*the*active*arm*Case! ascertainment! of! children! aged! 0! to! 4! years! in! the! active! (contact! tracing)! case!detection! arm!depended! firstly! on! identification! of! all! KHDSS! resident! cases! of! smear!positive! pulmonary! TB;! and! secondly! on! each! of! these! smear! positive! index! cases!bringing!their!child!household!contacts!to!the!paediatric!TB!clinic! for! investigation.!By!linking!smear!and!residence!data!from!the!Kilifi!District!TB!Register!with!data!from!our!register! of! all! smear! positive! pulmonary! TB! patients! seen! in! the! KDH! TB! clinic! we!determined!the!proportion!of!all!notified!smear!positive!pulmonary!TB!cases! from!the!KHDSS!area!that!were!captured!at!KDH!during!the!period!of!enrolment! into!the!active!case!detection!arm!of! the!study!(analogous!to!A/(A+B+C)! in!Figure!7.3).!We! identified!from!the!KHDSS!census! the!number!of! child!household!contacts!under!5!years!old! for!each!index!case,!and!thereby!the!total!number!of!eligible!child!household!contacts!under!5!years!old!and!resident!in!the!KHDSS!area.!We!assumed!for!the!purpose!of!this!analysis!that!the!average!number!of!child!household!contacts!was!similar!among!index!cases!who!presented! to! KDH! and! elsewhere,! and! that! the! risk! of! TB! among! contacts! was!independent!of!where!the!index!case!presented!or!whether!the!child!was!brought!to!the!paediatric!TB!clinic!for!investigation.!The!case!detection!rate!in!the!active!case!detection!arm!was!then!calculated!as:!!
!"# = No.$index$cases$captured$at$KDHTotal&no.&index&cases × No.$eligible$child$contacts$investigatedTotal&no.&eligible&child&contacts&identified&at&KDH!We!derived!95%!confidence!intervals!based!on!the!variance!of!the!product!of!these!two!proportions!using!standard!methods!(see!appendix!10.1.2,!page!179).!!
7.2.6 Using*hospital=based*mortality*surveillance*to*estimate*the*case*detection*rate*We!used!vital!status!data!from!KHDSS!census!rounds!combined!with!outcome!data!for!paediatric!admissions!at!KDH!to!calculate!the!proportion!of!all!childhood!deaths!in!the!KHDSS!area!that!were!captured!at!KDH!during!the!study!period.!We!calculated!the!case!detection!rate!as:!




7.2.7 Using*verbal*autopsy*(VA)*to*estimate*the*case*detection*rate*A!better!approach! to!estimating! the!sensitivity!of!hospitalJbased!surveillance! is! to!use!
disease& specific!mortality! data! to! calculate! the!proportion!of! childhood!TB!deaths! that!were! captured!by! the! study.! Poor!quality! vital! registration!data! in!Kilifi!District!make!these!data!unsuitable!for!this!analysis,!which!requires!more!robust!data!on!the!number!and!causes!of!death!in!the!population!of!interest.!We!therefore!made!use!of!data!from!an!ongoing!verbal!autopsy!(VA)!study!within!the!KHDSS.!Details!of!the!Kilifi!verbal!autopsy!study,!including!validation!of!the!methodology!using!hospital!records!of!the!cause!of!death,!have!been!published!elsewhere.196!Deaths!among!KHDSS!residents!are!identified!by!the!thrice!yearly!enumeration!rounds,!and!relatives!of!the!deceased!are!then!visited!at!home!as!soon!as!possible!after!the!locally!accepted!one!month!bereavement!period.!Following! consent,! verbal! autopsy! is!performed!using! the!WHO! Sample! Vital! Registration! with! Verbal! Autopsy! (SAVVY)! tool.! Structured!questionnaires! include! an! initial! narrative! section! with! open! questions! about! the!circumstances!of! death,! followed!by! a! series! of! closed!questions! that!provide!detailed!information!about!the!medical!history!and!associated!clinical!features.!Two!independent!clinicians!then!code!the!causes!of!death!in!each!case!according!to!a!standard!rubric!and!the!WHO! International! Statistical!Classification!of!Diseases!Version!10! (ICD10).! In! the!case!of!a!discrepancy!between!the!two!clinicians,!a!third!clinician!reviews!the!case!blind!in!order! to!adjudicate,!and! if! there! is!no!agreement!between! the! three!reviewers! they!meet!to!discuss!the!case!in!order!to!form!a!consensus.!!Using!each! child’s!unique!KHDSS!personal! identification! (PID)!number!we!merged!VA!and!KIDS!TB! records! to! calculate! the!proportion!of!TB!deaths! among!KHDSS! resident!children!with!that!were!captured!by!the!KIDS!TB!study.!We!defined!TB!deaths!as!those!whose! cause! was! coded! as! TB! or! which! occurred! in! a! patient! with! documented!tuberculosis! according! to! the! respondent! and/or! any! available! supporting!documentation,!including!death!certificates,!burial!permits!and!post!mortem!reports.!We!then!estimated!the!case!detection!rate!as!!
!"# = No.$TB$deaths$in$VA$study$that$occurred$in$children$captured$by$KIDS$TB$Study$No.$TB$deaths$in$VA$study$ !!
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Although! the! true! mortality! burden! of! TB! among! children! in! Kilifi! District! was! not!known,!we!predicted!that!the!number!of!child!TB!cases!diagnosed!by!VA!was!likely!to!be!small! (since! TB! is! responsible! for! a! minority! of! childhood! deaths! and! is! even! more!difficult! to! diagnose! retrospectively! by! VA! than! in! clinical! practice);! and! that! the!precision!of!our!case!detection!rate!estimate!was!therefore!likely!to!be!poor.!!To!mitigate!this,!we!also!used!the!VA!study!to!identify!the!much!larger!group!of!children!whose! reported! clinical! features! before! death! met! the! KIDS! TB! Study! criteria! for!suspected!TB!(“TB!suspect!deaths”;!see!section!2.3,!page!28!for!definition!of!suspected!TB*).!HealthcareJseeking!behavior!in!Kilifi!is!usually!determined!by!the!clinical!features!of!an! illness,!rather! than!the!diagnosis!per&se.197,! 198!We!reasoned,! therefore,! that!of!all!children!with!clinical!features!of!suspected!TB!who!died,!the!proportion!captured!by!the!KIDS!TB!Study!would!provide!a!surrogate!measure!of!the!case!detection!rate:!
!"# = No.$TB$suspect$deaths$in$VA$study$that$were$captured$by$KIDS$TB$Study$No.$TB$suspect$deaths$in$VA$study$ !In! each! case! we! confined! analysis! to! children! recruited! during! the! period! of! passive!enrolment! for! the! incidence! analysis! (1! August! 2009! to! 31! July! 2011).! Results! were!reported!overall!and!by!age!category.!
7.2.8 Final*adjusted*estimates*of*the*incidence*of*childhood*TB*in*Kilifi**Case!detection!rate!point!estimates!and!95%!confidence!intervals!derived!using!each!of!the!methods!above!were!compared.!We!selected!the!best!CDR!estimate!for!adjustment!of!measured! incidence! rates! on! the! basis! of! their! likely! biases! (Table! 7.1),! relative!magnitude,!precision,!and!potential!applicability!in!other!settings.!We!then!divided!our!observed!caseload!and!incidence!rates!by!this!CDR!estimate!to!derive!estimated!annual!caseload!and!adjusted!incidence!rates!by!age!category!and!TB!diagnostic!group.!!
7.2.9 Estimating*the*national*burden*of*childhood*TB*in*Kenya**Estimating!the!national!childhood!TB!burden!by!extrapolating!data!from!a!single!district!is! speculative! since! the! community! TB! burden! varies! geographically,! in! part! due! to!geographical! differences! in! the! prevalence! of! social! and! biological! risk! factors! for! TB!(such!as!poverty,!crowding,!HIV!and!malnutrition).!Nevertheless,!placed!in!appropriate!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
* Criteria for suspected TB include ‘pneumonia that fails to respond to first line antibiotics’, which we defined in 
the VA dataset as death due to pneumonia despite reported treatment.  
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context,!the!burden!of!childhood!TB!in!Kilifi!may!provide!valuable!insights!into!the!likely!burden!at!a!national!level.!!We! estimated! the! national! burden! of! childhood! TB! in! Kenya! by! assuming! that! the!proportion!of!the!national!TB!caseload!that!occurs!in!children!is!equal!to!the!proportion!of! TB! cases! among! KHDSS! residents! that! occurred! among! children.!We! also! assumed!that! published! estimates! for! the! TB! burden! and! case! detection! rate! among! Kenyan!adults!are!reasonably!reliable.!For!each!age!category!of!children!we!then!estimated!the!number! of! new! TB! cases! annually! in! Kenya! (TBc),! and! the! corresponding! national!incidence! of! childhood! TB! (IKenya),! using! the! following! formulae! (derived! in! appendix!10.1.3,!page!180):!
!"! = !"!!(!"!! + !"!) !"! − 1  !and! !!"#$% = !"!!!! !"! ! !!"!!"! − 1  
where!Nc&is!the!population!of!Kenyan!children!in!each!age!category!(data!from!2009);59!
R!is!the!estimated!national!TB!case!detection!rate!among!adults!in!Kenya!in!2010;58!TBa!is! the! number! of! new! notified! TB! cases! among! Kenyan! adults! in! 2010;58! tba! is! the!number! of! new! notified! TB! cases! among! KHDSS! residents! in! the! KIDS! TB! incidence!study;!!"!! = !"!! !and!!"!! = !"!! ;&and!tbc& is! the!estimated!number!of!new!TB!cases!among!KHDSS!resident!children!in!the!same!period,!adjusted!for!the!study!case!detection!rate.!!!! *
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7.3 Results*
7.3.1 Crude*incidence*of*childhood*TB**During! the! two! years! of! comprehensive! inpatient! and! outpatient! screening! for! TB!among! children! presenting! to! KDH! (see! section! 3.3.1! and! Figure! 3.1,! page! 42),! 443!KHDSS!resident!children!were!enrolled!in!the!passive!case!detection!arm!and!104!in!the!active!(contact! tracing)!arm!of! the!study.! !Final!diagnostic!categories!of! these!children!are!shown!in!Table!7.2.!!
Table 7.2 TB diagnostic category of children enrolled during two years’ comprehensive 
inpatient and outpatient, active and passive screening for childhood TB at KDH 





Confirmed TB (CTB) 12 2 14 
Highly Probable TB (HPTB) 16 4 20 
Possible TB cases treated for TB 31 0 31 
Possible TB cases not treated for TB 88 15 103 
Not TB (TB confidently excluded)  296 83 379 
Total 443 104 547 !Incidence!estimates!for!CTB,!HPTB!and!All!TB!during!this!period!are!shown!in!Table!7.3.!The! incidence!of!both!CTB!and!HPTB!was!highest!among!children!aged!0J4!years,!and!lowest!among!the!11J14!year!age!group.!TB!cases!identified!through!the!active!(contact!tracing)! arm!of! the! study! added! only!marginally! to! the! total! incidence! estimates.! The!crude!incidence!of!All!TB!among!children!<15!years!was!27.2!(21.3!to!34.7)!per!100,000!per!year!during!the!study!period.!! 
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Table 7.3 Crude incidence of TB by diagnostic certainty and age category in the active and passive case detection arms and overall 
 KDH passive case detection arm KDH active case detection arm KHDSS incidence per 
100,000 children / year 
(95% CI) Age group pyo
1 No. TB cases 
Incidence per 100,000 
children / year (95% CI) pyo
1 No. TB cases 
Incidence per 100,000 
children / year (95% CI) 
Confirmed TB 
0-4 years 89,503 5 5.6 (2.3 to 13.4) 91,746 2 2.2 (0.3 to 7.9) 7.8 (3.7 to 16.3) 
5-9 years 79,170 5 6.3 (2.6 to 15.2) * *      * 6.3 (2.6 to 15.2) 
10-14 years 70,073 2 2.9 (0.7 to 11.4) * *      * 2.9 (0.7 to 11.4) 
<15 years 238,746 12 5.0 (2.9 to 8.9) 241,538 2 0.8 (0.1 to 3.0) 5.9 (3.5 to 9.9) 
Confirmed & Highly Probable TB 
0-4 years 89,503 17 19.0 (11.8 to 30.6) 91,746 6 6.5 (2.4 to 14.2) 25.5 (35.7 to 64.4) 
5-9 years 79,170 8 10.1 (5.1 to 20.2) * *      * 10.1 (6.9 to 24.7) 
10-14 years 70,073 3 4.3 (1.4 to 13.3) * *      * 4.3 (3.1 to 18.6) 
<15 years 238,746 28 11.7 (8.1 to 17.0) 241,538 6 2.5 (0.9 to 5.4) 14.2 (19.6 to 32.4) 
All TB 
0-4 years 89,503 34 38.0 (27.1 to 53.2) 91,746 6 6.5 (2.4 to 14.2) 44.5 (32.7 to 60.7) 
5-9 years 79,170 19 24.0 (15.3 to 37.6) * *      * 24.0 (15.3 to 37.6) 
10-14 years 70,073 6 8.6 (3.8 to 19.1) * *      * 8.6 (3.8 to 19.1) 
<15 years 238,746 59 24.7 (19.1 to 31.9) 241,538 6 2.5 (0.9 to 5.4) 27.2 (21.3 to 34.7) 
1 pyo, person years observation = age-specific KHDSS population at midpoint of enrolment of each study arm x duration of enrolment (2 yrs)  
* Recruitment in the active case detection arm was confined to children <5 years old.  !
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Table 7.4 Incidence of childhood TB derived by applying published clinical definitions to children enrolled in the passive case detection arm. 
Results presented in order of ascending incidence. Incidence based on KIDS TB Study definitions and KIDS TB Score also presented for comparison. 
Published*clinical*definition* No.*TB*cases*by*age*category**&*overall* Incidence*per*
100,000/y*(95%*CI)1!Author! Outcome(s)*defined! 0I4*y* 5I9*y* 10I14*y* Total*WHO!(2006)!21! (a)!Strongly!suggestive!of!TB!4! 6! 0! 0! 6! 3! (1!to!6)!
KIDS%TB%Study%definition! Confirmed%TB! 5! 5! 2! 12! 5! (3!to!9)!
KIDS%TB%Study%definition! Confirmed%or%highly%probable%TB! 17! 8! 3! 28! 12! (8!to!17)!Stegan!150! (a)!Probable!TB! 19! 9! 1! 29! 12! (8!to!17)!Nair!148! (a)!“TB!appears!unquestionable”! 20! 10! 5! 35! 15! (10!to!20)!WHO!(2006)!21! (b)!Requires!investigation!for!TB!4! 21! 12! 7! 40! 17! (12!to!23)!
KIDS%TB%Score% Very%Likely%TB% 27! 8! 7! 42! 18! (13!to!24)!
KIDS%TB%Study%definition! All%TB% 34! 19! 6! 59! 25! (19!to!32)!Kenya!NTP!(draft)!149! Criteria!for!TB!treatment! 38! 16! 5! 59! 25! (19!to!32)!Hawkridge!145! Probable!TB! 39! 10! 11! 60! 25! (19!to!32)!Nair!148! (b)!TB!probable!or!“unquestionable”! 45! 16! 8! 69! 29! (23!to!37)!Graham!72!! Probable!TB! 57! 22! 6! 85! 36! (28!to!44)!Stoltz!143! Probable!TB! 62! 24! 13! 99! 42! (34!to!51)!Stegan!150! (b)!Probable!or!Possible!TB! 70! 27! 6! 103! 43! (35!to!52)!WHO!(1983)!70!! Probable!TB! 73! 27! 16! 116! 49! (40!to!58)!Ramachandran!142! Criteria!for!TB!treatment! 76! 27! 16! 119! 50! (41!to!60)!Jeena!138! Probable!TB! 90! 29! 11! 130! 55! (46!to!65)!Edwards!132! Criteria!for!TB!treatment! 139! 21! 6! 166! 70! (59!to!81)!Cundall!136! Probable!TB! 133! 39! 15! 187! 78! (68!to!90)!Kenya!NTP!(2008)!71! Criteria!for!TB!treatment! 180! 28! 7! 215! 90! (78!to!103)!
KIDS%TB%Score% Likely%TB% 183! 29! 14! 226! 95! (83!to!108)!Osborne!141! Probable!TB! 165! 44! 19! 228! 96! (84!to!109)!Kiwanuka!139! Probable!TB! 170! 42! 20! 232! 97! (85!to!111)!Ghidey!137! (b)!Criteria!for!TB!treatment!2! 303! 72! 23! 398! 167! (151!to!184)!Fourie!133! High!probability!of!TB!3! 339! 65! 20! 424! 178! (161!to!195)!Ghidey!137! (a)!Criteria!for!TB!treatment!2! 351! 79! 29! 459! 192! (175!to!210)!1!Denominator!for!incidence!calculations!is!the!total!person!years!observation!among!children!under!15!years!=!238,746!(see!Table!7.2).!!2!Results!for!Ghidey!&!Habte!tool!presented!separately!using!requirement!for!(a)!≥2!and!(b)!≥3!symptoms!&!signs!to!define!a!‘suggestive!symptom!complex!of!TB’!(see!section!5.2.4)!!3!For!the!purposes!of!our!analyses!we!used!‘score!2’!proposed!by!Fourie!et!al,!which!was!derived!in!high!TB!burden!settings!in!South!Africa,!Madagascar!and!Nicaragua.!!4!Results!presented!separately!for!(a)!children!whose!clinical!features!“strongly!suggest!a!diagnosis!of!TB”!according!to!the!guidelines,!and!(b)!using!broader!criteria!that!included!under!“physical!signs!highly!suggestive!of!TB”!all!the!other!“suggestive!clinical!signs”!listed!as!requiring!investigation!for!TB.!!
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7.3.2 Application.of.clinical.diagnostic.tools.to.estimate.incidence.of.childhood.TB.Table! 7.4! shows! childhood! TB! incidence! estimates! for! Kilifi! derived! using! published!clinical!definitions.!Incidence!estimates!derived!using!the!KIDS!TB!study!definitions!and!the!KIDS!TB!Score!are!also!included!in!the!table!for!comparison.!There!was!a!very!wide!range! in! the! estimated! incidence! of! childhood! TB,! spanning! almost! two! orders! of!magnitude!(3!to!192!per!100,000!per!year),!with!a!median!estimated!incidence!of!49!per!100,000! per! year.! When! compared! with! estimates! based! on! the! published! clinical!definitions,! incidence! estimates! derived! using! the! KIDS! TB! Study! definitions! were!among!the!most!conservative.!
7.3.3 Using.NTP.notification.data.to.estimate.the.case.detection.rate.in.the.passive.arm.The!Kilifi!District!TB!register!contained!21!young!adolescents!aged!10J14!years!who!had!been!diagnosed!and!started!on!TB!treatment!during!the!two!year!period!of!interest.!Of!these,!6/21!had!been!captured!by!the!KIDS!TB!study!(2!with!confirmed!TB,!1!with!highly!probable!TB!and!3!who!were!treated!for!TB!but!did!not!meet!criteria!for!highly!probable!TB),! giving! an! estimated! case! detection! rate! for! All! TB! of! 29%! (11! to! 52%).! Of! the!remaining!15!children!not!captured!by!the!KIDS!TB!Study,!11!(73%)!were!diagnosed!at!another! health! facility! in! the! district,! 8! (53%)! had! smear! positive! pulmonary! TB,! 4!(27%)!had!smear!negative!pulmonary!TB,!and!3!(20%)!had!extraJpulmonary!TB.!Thus!the!estimated!case!detection!rate!for!CHPTB!was!3/11,!27%!(6!to!61%).!!
7.3.4 Using.NTP.notification.data.to.estimate.the.case.detection.rate.in.the.active.arm.There! were! 678! notified! cases! of! TB! among! KHDSS! resident! adults! between! January!2010!and!December!2011,!of!which!297!(44%)!were!sputum!smear!positive.!195!(66%)!of! these! sputum! smear! positive! patients! presented! to! the! KDH! TB! clinic! where! they!were! screened! for! child! household! contacts! in! the! active! contact! tracing! arm! of! the!study.!A!total!of!362!child!household!contacts!of!these!195!index!cases!less!than!5!years!old!were!identified!on!the!KHDSS!census!database,!of!whom!108!(30%)!were!brought!to!the! KDH! paediatric! TB! clinic! for! investigation.! The! case! detection! rate! was! therefore!calculated!as:!
!"# = 195297 !× !108362 !giving!an!estimated!case!detection!rate!of!20%!(13!to!26%).!!
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7.3.5 Using.hospital?based.mortality.surveillance.to.estimate.the.case.detection.rate...Between! 1! August! 2009! and! 31! July! 2011! there! were! 514! deaths! recorded! among!children!<15!years!old!in!the!KHDSS!area.!Of!these,!182!were!recorded!at!KDH,!giving!an!overall! case! detection! rate! of! 35%! (31! to! 40%).! Case! detection! rate! estimates! are!presented!by!age!category!in!Table!7.5.!!









0-4 years 414 152 37 (32 to 42) 
5-9 years 49 15 31 (18 to 45) 
10-14 years 51 15 29 (17 to 44) 
<15 years 514 182 35 (31 to 40) 
 
7.3.6 Using.verbal.autopsy.(VA).to.estimate.the.case.detection.rate..Of!the!514!deaths!recorded!among!KHDSS!resident!children!under!the!age!of!15!years!between! 1! August! 2009! and! 31! July! 2011! (section! 7.3.5! above),! verbal! autopsy! was!performed!for!382!(74%).!There!were!10!TB!deaths!(2.6%),!only!2!of!which!occurred!in!children! who! had! been! captured! by! the! KIDS! TB! Study,! giving! an! estimated! case!detection!rate!for!fatal!TB!cases!of!20%!(3!to!56%).!!Based!on!the!clinical!description!of!the!illness!at!VA,!107!(28%)!cases!met!the!definition!of!suspected!TB,!of!whom!24!had!been!captured!by!the!KIDS!TB!Study.!Thus!overall!the!overall!case!detection!rate!for!children!with!features!of!suspected!TB!who!subsequently!died!was!22%!(15!to!32%);!age!category!specific!estimates!are!shown!in!Table!7.6.!!!










0-4 years 77 15 19 (11 to 30) 
5-9 years 15 6 40 (16 to 68) 
10-14 years 15 3 20 (4 to 48) 
<15 years 107 24 22 (15 to 32) 
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7.3.7 Adjusted.incidence.estimates.for.childhood.TB.in.Kilifi..Case! detection! rate! estimates! derived! by! each!method! are! plotted! for! comparison! in!Figure!7.4.!!
Figure 7.4 Case detection rate estimates and 95% confidence intervals derived by each method  
!The!proportion!of!TB!deaths!in!the!KHDSS!VA!study!that!were!captured!by!the!KIDS!TB!study!arguably!provides!the!least!biased!method!for!estimating!the!case!detection!rate.!However!the!small!number!of!TB!cases!identified!by!verbal!autopsy!severely!limited!the!precision!of!this!analysis.!Very!poor!precision!also!limited!the!utility!of!the!CDR!estimate!derived!using!NTP!notification!data! for!young!adolescents.!Although! the!proportion!of!TB!suspect!deaths!in!the!VA!study!that!was!captured!at!KDH!provides!a!surrogate!for!the!case! detection! rate,! we! elected! for! our! incidence! adjustments! below! to! use! the! CDR!estimate!derived!using!KHDSS!mortality!surveillance!data,!for!the!following!reasons.!!Firstly,!the!VA!method!is!very!resource!intensive,!so!is!not!easily!transferrable!to!other!settings.! On! the! other! hand,! the! proportion! of! childhood! deaths! that! are! captured! at!hospital! is! relatively! straightforward! to! estimate! even! in! sites!without! a! demographic!surveillance!system,!so! the!method! facilitates!comparison!between!sites.!Secondly,! the!larger!number!of!deaths!leads!to!better!precision!of!the!estimate!based!on!deaths!from!all! causes.! Finally,! of! all! the!methods,! this! provides! the!most! conservative! estimate! of!case! underJascertainment! in! this! study,! so! is! unlikely! to! overJestimate! the! factor! by!which!we!need!to!adjust!the!crude!measured!incidence.!!Only!one!method!estimated!the!case!detection!rate! in! the!active!case!detection!arm!of!the!study,!and!we!used!this!estimate!to!adjust!the!incidence!component!derived!in!that!arm! of! the! study.! Adjusted! incidence! estimates! and! projected! annual! paediatric! TB!caseload!are!shown!for!the!KHDSS!by!age!category!and!overall!in!Table!7.7.!!
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Age!group! N$ Iadj! N! Iadj! N! Iadj!
Confirmed!TB!0J4!years! 14! 15.1! 10! 11.0! 24! 26.1!5J9!years! 16! 20.3! *! !!!*! 16! 20.3!10J14!years! 7! 10.0! *! !!!*! 7! 10.0!<15!years! 34! 14.3! 10! 4.0! 44! 18.3!
CHPTB!0J4!years! 46! 51.4! 30! 32.5! 76! 83.9!5J9!years! 26! 32.6! *! !!!*! 26! 32.6!10J14!years! 10! 14.8! *! !!!*! 10! 14.8!<15!years! 80! 33.4! 30! 12.5! 110! 45.9!
All!TB!0J4!years! 92! 102.7! 30! 32.5! 122! 135.2!5J9!years! 61! 77.4! *! !!!*! 61! 77.4!10J14!years! 21! 29.7! *! !!!*! 21! 29.7!<15!years! 169! 70.6! 30! 12.5! 199! 83.1!*!Recruitment!in!the!active!case!detection!arm!was!confined!to!children!<5!years!old.!! .
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7.3.8 Kenyan.national.burden.of.childhood.TB..Between!1!August!2009!and!31!July!2011!there!were!678!new!TB!cases!notified!among!KHDSS! resident! adults.! In! the! same! period! there!were! an! estimated! 110! new! CHPTB!cases! among! KHDSS! resident! children! (Table! 7.11).! Children! therefore! represented!11.7%! of! the! estimated! total! case! burden! in! the! KHDSS.! According! to! official! TB!notification!data! for!Kenya! there!were!89,883!new!TB! cases! among! adults,! and!5,721!cases! among! children! in! 2010;! the! estimated! overall! case! detection! rate! was! 82%.58!There! are! an! estimated! 17.6! million! children! under! the! age! of! 15! years! in! Kenya! in!2009.59!!Based!on!these!figures,!and!assuming!children!accounted!for!a!similar!proportion!of!the!TB!caseload!in!the!KHDSS!and!nationally,!the!estimated!number!of!new!TB!cases!among!children!in!2010!was!14,583!J!more!than!twice!the!official!figure!of!5,721!notified!cases.!This! equates! to! a! national! incidence! of! childhood!TB! in!Kenya! of! 83! per! 100,000! per!year.! Estimates! of! the! national! burden! of! childhood!TB! are! shown!by! age! category! in!Table!7.8.!!!

























7.4.1 Crude.incidence.estimates.&.definitions.of.childhood.TB.This!is!the!first!prospective!study!from!East!Africa!to!estimate!the!incidence!of!childhood!TB,!and!one!of!very!few!prospective!incidence!studies!from!high!burden!countries.!As!a!communityJbased!study!nested!in!a!demographic!surveillance!survey,!and!underpinned!by! linked! hospital,! laboratory! and! demographic! data,! it! is! unique.! The! validity! of! the!results!derives!from!a!combination!of!all!these!strengths.!!In! keeping!with! recommendations! for! childhood!TB! surveillance199! and! research72!we!used!a!hierarchical!diagnostic! classification.! Incidence!estimates!are! therefore!derived!for!groups!of!increasing!diagnostic!specificity.!Although!the!specificity!of!confirmed!TB!is! highest,! the! poor! sensitivity! of! mycobacterial! culture! for! childhood! TB! diagnosis!means!that!incidence!estimates!based!only!on!confirmed!cases!underJestimate!the!true!disease!burden.!!In!the!absence!of!a!definitive!gold!standard!it!is!impossible!to!know!the!true!diagnostic!sensitivity!of!culture!for!childhood!TB,!but!estimates!vary!between!10J30%,!depending!on!the!denominator!used.12,!16,!109,!180,!200!!The! best! published! estimate! is! probably! that! derived! from! a! study! of! 250! children!admitted!to!hospital!in!South!Africa!with!clinical!evidence!of!pulmonary!TB!(defined!as!cough!>28!days!plus!at!least!one!of!the!following:!household!TB!contact;!loss!of!weight!or!failure!to!thrive!during!the!previous!3!months;!a!positive!TST;!or!radiographic!signs!suggestive!of!pulmonary!TB).16!A!quarter!of! children! in! that! study!had!a!positive!AFB!smear!or!TB!culture!from!one!or!more!gastric!lavage!and/or!induced!sputum!specimens.!However! sensitivity! was! also! related! to! the! number! of! specimens! cultured:! a! single!induced!sputum!sample!identified!only!66%!of!culture!positive!cases;!this!increased!to!79%!for!2!specimens.!Culture!sensitivity!in!our!study!is!therefore!likely!to!be!a!product!of!both!optimal!mycobacterial!culture!sensitivity!for!childhood!TB!(estimated!as!25%!in!the! above! study)! and! the! sensitivity! of! our! two! (pooled)! induced! sputum! samples! for!culture!positive!pulmonary!TB!(79%!in!that!study).!!At!the!other!end!of!the!spectrum!of!diagnostic!specificity!is!our!group!of!All!TB,!which!encompasses! all! children! who! were! diagnosed! and/or! treated! presumptively! for! TB.!This!group! includes!children! in!whom!TB!was! thought! to!be! the!most! likely!diagnosis!clinically,! but!who!did!not!meet! the!deliberately! stringent! criteria! for! highly!probable!
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TB;! as! well! as! cases! for! whom! TB! was! only! one! of! the! differential! diagnoses,! but! in!whom! empiric! treatment! was! indicated! due! to! the! severity! of! a! child’s! illness.! It! is!relevant! to! note! in! this! context! that! the! threshold! for! treatment! at! KDH! was! higher!during! the! study! than! in! routine! clinical! practice! because! study! resources! combined!with!detailed!information!from!the!KHDSS!about!each!child’s!residence!location!allowed!very! careful! follow! up! in! children! whose! disease! status! was! unclear! at! initial!presentation.! Nevertheless! it! is! likely! that! many! of! these! cases! did! not! actually! have!active!TB,!so!incidence!estimates!based!on!this!group!probably!provide!an!overJestimate!of!the!true!burden!of!childhood!TB!in!Kilifi.!!By!contrast,!the!proportion!of!children!in!the!HPTB!group!that!did!not!actually!have!TB!is! likely! to!be!very!small,!due! to! the!stringent!clinical!definition!used.!Although!not!all!children!with!TB!will!have!been!captured!by!this!group!(see!Chapter!3,!section!3.4.3!for!a!more!detailed!discussion!of! the!potential! limitations!of! this!definition),! it! is! likely! to!have!captured!many!of! the!true!cases!of!active!TB!for!whom!culture!confirmation!was!not! obtained.! Therefore,! although! imperfectly! sensitive,! the! combination! of! confirmed!and!highly!probable!TB!(CHPTB)!has!greatest!validity!as!a!measure!of!the!childhood!TB!burden!in!this!study.!!Compared!with! estimates! based! on! published! clinical! definitions,! our! estimate! of! the!incidence!of!CHPTB!was!among!the!most!conservative.!Even!when!we! included!All!TB!cases!in!the!numerator,!effectively!doubling!the!estimated!incidence,!it!remained!smaller!than!that!estimated!by!the!majority!of!published!clinical!tools.!This!suggests!that!most!published!definitions!would!tend!to!overJdiagnose!TB!in!this!and!similar!settings!if!they!were!to!be!applied!routinely!in!clinical!practice.!The!vast!range!in!incidence!estimates!is!itself!staggering!(3!to!192!per!100,000/year),!and!underlines!the!need!for!reliable!data!based!on!accurate!definitions.!!
7.4.2 Case.detection.rate.Robust! community! incidence! estimates! depend! on! high! quality! diagnosis! to!minimize!misclassification,!and!a!high!case!detection!rate.!Achievement!of!both!is!very!challenging!in!high!burden!settings.!A!comprehensive!clinical,! radiological,!and! laboratory!workup!combined! with! careful! follow! up! of! children! enrolled! in! the! KIDS! TB! Study! ensured!diagnostic! classifications! were! optimized!within! the! limitations! of! currently! available!diagnostic!tools.!Broad!screening!criteria!for!all!children!admitted!to!hospital!with!any!
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features! of! suspected! TB,! plus! active! case! detection! through! contact! tracing,! ensured!case! ascertainment! at! KDH! was! also! optimal.! Nevertheless! the! social,! financial! and!geographic! barriers! to! presentation! to! hospital! in! this! setting! mean! that! many! sick!KHDSS!resident!children!do!not!present!to!KDH.198,!201,!202!Furthermore,!the!nonJspecific!presentation!of!TB!in!children!combined!with!a!lack!of!diagnostic!resources!mean!that!surveillance! data! from! other! health! facilities! is! unreliable.! In! recognition! of! this! we!attempted!to!quantify!the!sensitivity!of!hospitalJbased!surveillance!at!KDH.!!Each! of! the! methods! used! to! estimate! the! case! detection! rate! has! advantages! and!disadvantages!as!summarized!in!Table!7.1.!!No!one!method!appeared!clearly!superior!to!all! the! others! a# priori.! We! therefore! estimated! the! case! detection! rate! using! each!method,!in!order!to!infer!the!‘true’!case!detection!rate!by!triangulating!our!results.!!Estimates! of! the! sensitivity! of! passive! surveillance! at! KDH! ranged! from! 20%! to! 35%!(Figure!7.4).!Due! to!heterogeneity! in! the!estimates!derived,! and!because!each!method!measures! something! slightly! different! (and! therefore! incorporates! different! potential!biases)!we!did!not!attempt!to!calculate!a!single!summary!CDR!estimate.!Instead,!on!the!basis!of!the!likely!biases,!relative!magnitude,!precision!and!external!applicability!of!each!of!the!estimates,!we!selected!the!CDR!estimate!derived!using!KHDSS!allJcause!mortality!surveillance! data! to! adjust! hospitalJbased! incidence! rates.! We! justify! this! choice! in!section!7.3.7!above.!!!The!sensitivity!of!hospitalJbased!allJcause!mortality!surveillance!has!also!been!used!to!estimate! the! sensitivity! of! hospital! based! surveillance! for! invasive! bacterial! disease!among! children.203,! 204! A! potential! criticism! of! the! approach! is! that! the!more! chronic!nature! of! TB! compared! with! many! of! the! commonest! causes! of! death! (such! as!pneumonia,!diarrhoea!and!meningitis),!might!allow!more!opportunity!for!TB!patients!to!reach!hospital!before!they!die.!In!theory!the!relative!‘acuteness’!of!hospital!presentation!due! to! TB! and! these! other! causes! might! be! explored! by! comparing! the! timing! of!inpatient! deaths! in! each! group;! however! bias! due! to! the! exclusion! of! children! with!suspected!TB!who!died!early!in!their!admission!J!and!could!not!therefore!be!investigated!adequately! J! precludes!meaningful! analysis.! Some! insight! into! the! healthcare! seeking!behavior!of!children!with!chronic!illness!is!nonetheless!afforded!by!the!large!number!of!children!who!present!to!KDH!with!severe!malnutrition,!among!whom!the!early!inpatient!mortality! is! very! high.205! This! suggests! that! the! likelihood! of! presentation! to! hospital!with!severe!disease!is!not!simply!a!function!of!disease!tempo.!Indeed!careful!analysis!of!
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treatment! seeking!behavior! in!Kilifi! reveals!a! complex! interplay!of! social,! cultural! and!economic! factors,!among!which! financial! constraints! feature!prominently.197,! 198,! 201,! 206!Given! the! strong! association!of!TB!with!poverty,! and! its! greater! associated!household!economic!burden!compared!with!many!other!illnesses,207,!208!it!is!plausible!that!hospital!based!mortality!surveillance!may!be!even!poorer!for!TB!than!for!many!other!more!acute!childhood! illnesses.! The! consistently! lower! CDR! estimates! derived! using! each! of! the!other! methods! applied! in! this! study! would! support! this,! and! suggest! that! the! CDR!estimate!based!on!allJcause!mortality!surveillance! is! likely!to!represent!a!conservative!estimate!of!the!true!case!detection!rate.!!Only! one!method!was! available! to! estimate! the! case! detection! rate! in! the! active! case!detection!(contact!tracing)!arm!of!the!study.!The!result!suggests!only!20%!of!TB!cases!among!child!household!contacts!were!captured!for!investigation!by!the!KIDS!TB!Study.!This!is!partly!explained!by!loss!to!contact!tracing!of!the!third!of!KHDSS!resident!smear!positive!index!cases!that!did!not!present!to!KDH.!However!an!even!greater!operational!challenge! was! failure! of! those! index! cases! that! were! seen! at! KDH! to! bring! their!household!contacts!to!the!clinic!for!investigation.!Two!thirds!of!child!household!contacts!identified!were!not!brought!for!investigation,!despite!provision!of!the!fare!to!return!to!hospital!and!a!subsequent!visit!by!a!field!worker!at!home!to!remind!those!who!did!not!present!to!bring!the!children!to!the!clinic!J!and!to!provide!the!fare!again!if!required.!This!suggests!barriers!to!presentation!other!than!cost.!Operational!research!in!this!area!will!be! important! to! understand! and! overcome! these! barriers! in! order! to! realize! the!potential!of!contact!tracing!and!isoniazid!chemoprophylaxis!to!prevent!TB!in!children.32!The!importance!of!this!is!emphasized!by!our!finding!that!40J50%!of!childhood!TB!cases!in!Kilifi!could!be!attributed!to!a!known!close!TB!contact!(chapter!4).!!We!assumed!in!our!analysis!of!the!case!detection!rate!in!the!active!case!detection!arm!of!the!study!that!presentation!of!a!child!for!investigation!was!independent!of!his!or!her!risk!of!having!TB.!While!this!may!have!led!to!an!underJestimate!of!surveillance!sensitivity!if!a!parent!or!guardian!were!more!likely!to!bring!a!sick!child!for!review,!two!factors!argue!against!major!bias!in!this!direction.!Firstly,!the!proportion!of!TB!cases!identified!among!household!contacts!<5!years!old!investigated!in!our!study!(6/104,!5.8%)!is!less!than!the!pooled!yield!of!8.5%!(95%!CI!7.4!to!9.7%)!found!by!a!metaJanalysis!of!contact!tracing!studies.209! Secondly,! due! to! finite! resources! we! limited! contact! tracing! to! the! most!vulnerable!group!of!children,!namely!those!under!5!years!old!living!in!the!household!of!a!
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smear!positive!index!case.!Exclusion!from!contact!tracing!of!smear!negative!index!cases,!child! contacts! over! 5! years! old,! and! nonJhouseholdJresident! child! contacts! almost!certainly! underJestimates! the! true! number! of! child! contact! TB! cases,! thereby! overJestimating!the!case!detection!rate.!!
7.4.3 Adjusted.incidence.estimates.for.childhood.TB.in.Kilifi.&.nationally.We!applied!our!estimate!of!the!case!detection!rate!to!the!crude!hospitalJbased!incidence!rates!to!estimate!the!true!community!incidence!of!childhood!TB!in!the!KHDSS;!and!then!used! these! adjusted! incidence! rates! for! Kilifi! to! infer! the! likely! national! burden! of!childhood!TB.!!Caution!must!be!exercised!in!extrapolating!results!from!a!single!district!to!the!national!TB!burden,!since!the!incidence!of!childhood!TB!and!the!contribution!of!children!to!the!total! TB! burden! are! likely! to! be! affected! by! many! factors! which! vary! geographically!within!Kenya.!These!include!the!community!TB!prevalence;32,!60!social!and!demographic!factors!such!as!the!degree!of!urbanization!that!affect!the!risk!of!tuberculosis!infection;59!the! prevalence! of! host! factors! such! as! BCG! vaccination,! HIV! infection! and! nutritional!status;12,! 59,! 60! and! local! population! structures.59! For! this! reason! we! did! not! attempt!simply!to!ageJstandardize!the!Kilifi!incidence!rates!to!the!national!population!of!children!in!Kenya.!We!reasoned! instead! that! the!proportion!of! the! total!TB!caseload!accounted!for!by!children!was!likely!to!be!less!prone!to!geographical!variation,!and!estimated!the!national! incidence! of! childhood! TB! by! assuming! this! proportion! is! equal! to! that!observed!in!the!KHDSS.!!Final!adjusted!estimates!of!the!incidence!of!CHPTB!in!the!KHDSS!and!nationally!were!46!and!83!per!100,000!per!year,!respectively.!The!proportion!of!the!TB!case!load!accounted!for!by!children!in!our!study!(11.7%)!is!similar!to!the!global!average!reported!for!2000,10!but!lower!than!the!16%!estimate!for!Kenya!in!the!same!year!and!the!global!estimate!of!15J20%! quoted! more! recently,11,! 210! and! substantially! lower! than! the! paediatric!proportion!of! cases! in! some!high!burden! settings.12,! 32J34!This! suggests!our! results! are!unlikely!to!be!a!gross!overJestimate!of!the!childhood!TB!burden!in!Kenya.!Other!factors!that!suggest!that!these!estimates!may!actually!be!conservative!include!restriction!of!TB!cases!to!those!that!met!the!stringent!criteria!of!confirmed!and!highly!probable!TB;!and!adjustment! of! hospitalJbased! incidence! rates! using! the! highest! estimate! of! passive!surveillance!sensitivity.!!!
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The!much!lower!estimate!of!childhood!TB!incidence!in!Kilifi!compared!with!our!national!estimate! is! in! keeping! with! data! from! other! sources.! National! tuberculin! surveys!consistently! demonstrate! a! lower! annual! risk! of! tuberculosis! infection! (ARTI)! in!Kilifi!district! than! in! most! other! districts! surveyed.211,! 212! Although! direct! extrapolation! of!infection! risk! to! TB! incidence! (the! ‘Styblo! rule’)! is! no! longer! supported! by! empiric!epidemiological!data,213!variations!in!ARTI!are!nevertheless!informative!of!geographical!and! temporal! trends! in! transmission.214! The! HIV! prevalence! is! also! lower! in! Coast!Province!than!in!most!other!parts!of!the!country,59!and!a!clear!geographical!association!between! HIV! and! community! TB! prevalence! has! been! reported! at! district! level! in!Kenya.60! The! combination! in! Kilifi! of! a! low! ARTI! and! HIV! prevalence,! combined!with!relatively! high! BCG! vaccine! coverage! and! a! more! rural! population! than! the! national!average,59,!62!are!all!in!keeping!with!the!lower!estimated!childhood!TB!incidence.!!Our!national! incidence!estimates!are!roughly!half! the!previous!annual!estimate!of!167!per!100,000!extrapolated!from!NTP!notification!data!in!2000.10!This!difference!is!likely!to!reflect!a!real!reduction!in!TB!burden!as!well!as!differences!in!the!methodology!used.!Over!the!same!period!the!overall!reported!incidence!of!TB!in!Kenya!fell!from!450!to!298!per!100,000!per!year.10,!58!Global!estimates!of!the!burden!of!childhood!TB!have!also!been!revised! downwards,10,! 11! although! the! lack! of! formal! published! figures! from! the!WHO!reflects!uncertainty!due!to!the!limited!surveillance!data!available.3!Almost!350,000!cases!of! childhood! TB! are! estimated! to! have! gone! undiagnosed! in! the! 22! highest! burden!countries!in!2010.53,!176!Comparison!of!our!projections!for!the!number!of!childhood!TB!cases!with!the!number!of!notified!cases!among!Kenyan!children58!suggests!almost!9000!cases!may!have!gone!undiagnosed!and/or!unreported!in!the!same!year.!!
7.4.4 Public.health.implications.&.lessons.for.childhood.TB.surveillance.in.Kenya..Nevertheless,! despite! some! limitations,! our! estimates! of! the! incidence! of! TB! among!Kenyan! children! are! still! better! (and,! a! decade! later,! more! up! to! date)! than! the! only!previous! estimates.! Based! on! enhanced! surveillance! that! utilized! both! state! of! the! art!diagnostics! and! an! almost! unique! system! of! linkage! of! clinical! data! to! demographic!surveillance,! they! provide! a! valuable! source! of! information! for! policy! makers! and!clinicians! in! Kenya! and! the! region.! Furthermore! they! emphasize! the! continued! high!burden!of!childhood!TB,!reinforcing!the!case!for!development!and!introduction!of!new!TB!vaccines.215!!
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We! effectively! established! for! the! KIDS! TB! Study! a! sentinel! site! for! childhood! TB!surveillance!in!Kilifi.!To!estimate!and!monitor!the!disease!burden!more!widely!requires!high!quality!paediatric!TB!surveillance!data!from!other!sites.!Given!the!many!competing!priorities!and!already!overJstretched!public!health!budgets! it! is!unlikely! that!a!similar!surveillance! platform! could! be! established! outside! a! research! setting.!Ultimately,! high!quality! incidence! estimates! beyond! a! research! environment! will! require! better!diagnostic!tools!that!are!simple,!affordable,!and!appropriate!for!use!at!the!point!of!care!in!resource!poor!settings.!!!
! !
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8 CONCLUDING.REMARKS.Children!are!among!the!most!vulnerable!to!TB,!and!one!of!the!most!challenging!groups!for!both!diagnosis!and!disease!surveillance.!The!need!for!improved!diagnostic!tools!and!better! surveillance!data!are! therefore!among! the! top! research!priorities! for! childhood!TB.32! Building! on! the! existing! clinical! and! demographic! research! infrastructure! at! the!KEMRIJWellcome! Trust! Research! Programme,! we! established! a! state! of! the! art!diagnostic!TB!laboratory,!and!inpatient!and!outpatient!paediatric!TB!clinical!services!at!KDH! and! CPGH.! Utilizing! this! platform,! and! combining! broad! and! clearly! defined!inclusion! criteria! with! a! comprehensive! clinical,! radiological,! and! laboratory! workup,!and!careful!follow!up,!we!aimed!in!the!KIDS!TB!Study!to!improve!our!understanding!of!the!epidemiology!of!childhood!TB,!and!to!investigate!methods!for!improving!childhood!TB!diagnosis,!in!a!low!resource,!high!burden!setting!in!Kenya.!!
8.1.1 Clinical.spectrum.and.risk.factors.of.childhood.TB.We!have! provided! the! first! comprehensive! description! from! the! region! of! the! burden!and!clinical!spectrum!of!childhood!tuberculosis,!including!the!proportions!of!pulmonary!and! extraJpulmonary! TB! cases,! HIV! coJinfection,! and! MDRJTB! ! (chapter! 3).! Our! data!confirm!the!known!associations!of!HIV!and!malnutrition!with!TB!(chapter!4).!Of!much!more!immediate!practical!importance,!however,!is!the!very!strong!association!we!have!demonstrated! in! Kilifi! between! a! history! of! close! TB! contact! and! presentation! with!active!TB,!which!has! implications! for!both!clinical!practice!and!public!health!policy.! In!particular,!our!finding!that!40J50%!of!childhood!TB!cases!can!be!attributed!to!a!known!close! TB! contact! J! and! were! therefore! potentially! preventable! J! provides! strong!endorsement! for! expansion! of! programmes! to! deliver! isoniazid! chemoprophylaxis! to!child!TB!contacts!in!similar!settings.!!
8.1.2 Clinical.diagnosis.of.childhood.TB.Our! analysis! of! clinical! parameters! also! has! practical! implications! for! diagnosis! in!routine!clinical!practice!(chapter!5).!In!particular,!the!poor!sensitivity!(<50%)!of!the!TST!for!both!confirmed!and!highly!probable!TB!undermines!current!WHO!guidance!that!“the!greatest!majority”!of!cases!should!have!a!positive!TST.21!Perhaps!even!more!importantly!we! have! demonstrated! the! very! poor! sensitivity! of! existing!WHO! case! definitions! for!childhood! TB! in! our! setting.! Both! observations! support! a! reJevaluation! of! the! WHO!guidelines.!!
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In!addition! to!evaluating!WHO!and!Kenyan!national!TB!guidelines,!we!have!presented!the! first! comprehensive! analysis! of! the! performance! of! the! wide! range! of! published!clinical!tools!for!childhood!TB!diagnosis.!Wide!variation!in!their!performance!underlines!the! diagnostic! challenge,! but! also! reflects! methodological! limitations! in! their!development! and,! in! most! cases,! the! lack! until! now! of! any! formal! validation! in! an!independent! population.! ! Using! prospective! clinical! data! from! the! KIDS! TB! Study!we!have!developed!and!independently!validated!our!own!prognostic!model!to!risk!stratify!children! with! suspected! TB.! The! KIDS! TB! Score! derived! outperforms! other! more!complex!diagnostic!scores!in!our!setting,!allowing!TB!to!be!effectively!ruled!out!in!two!thirds! of! suspects! (NPV!98.8%),! and! stratifying! the! remaining! children! into! groups! of!increasing!risk!to!guide!further!investigation!and/or!treatment.!!
8.1.3 Microbiological.diagnosis.of.childhood.TB.While! clinical! tools! are! important! to! guide!management,! particularly! in! low! resource!settings,! definitive!diagnosis! of!TB! relies! on!bacteriological! confirmation.!Our! study! is!the! first! to! compare! the!MGIT,!MODS! and! Xpert!MTB/RIF! assays,! three!methods! that!have!attracted!most!interest!for!childhood!TB!diagnosis!(chapter!6).!Interestingly!J!and!contrary! to!early!experience!of!MODS! for!adult!TB!diagnosis80! J!MODS!was! inferior! to!MGIT,!supporting!the!findings!of!the!only!other!study!to!compare!the!two!methods!for!paediatric!TB!diagnosis.166!The!suboptimal!positive!predictive!value!for!MTBC!of!MODS!alone!(86%!in!our!study,!due!to!the!large!number!of!NTM!culture!isolates)!also!supports!a!WHO!recommendation! for! inclusion! in! the!assay!of! a!well! containing!pJnitrobenzoic!acid!to!improve!specificity.160!!The! Xpert! MTB/RIF! assay! has! generated! great! excitement! as! a! potential! method! for!enhancing! diagnosis! of! TB! in! resource! poor! settings.! Our! study! adds! to! the! limited!existing! data! from! children! in! two! ways.! Firstly,! it! confirms! the! assay! sensitivities!previously! reported! among! both! smear! positive! and! smear! negative! induced! sputum!specimens.!Indeed!overall!sensitivity!in!our!study!was!as!good!as!that!of!MODS!culture.!Secondly,!we!were!able!to!confirm!the!assay’s!very!high!specificity!(100%!in!this!study)!with!good!precision,!by!analyzing!a!large!number!of!samples!from!children!in!whom!TB!had!been!definitively!excluded.!!Although!MGIT!culture!provided!the!highest!bacteriological!yield,!our!experience!adds!to!that!of!other!centres!in!Africa!where!high!contamination!rates!have!been!reported.!It!
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highlights! the!challenges!of!wide!scale! implementation!of! liquid!mycobacterial! culture!facilities,! and! emphasizes! the! importance! of! careful! protocol! adherence! in! specimen!collection!including!sputum!induction.!!
8.1.4 Community.incidence.of.childhood.TB.Finally,!we!present!the!only!prospective!estimates!outside!South!Africa!of!the!incidence!of!TB!in!African!children!(chapter!7).!Ours!is!one!of!only!very!few!such!studies!globally!and! the! only! study! from! anywhere! in! the!world! to!meet! the! basic! criteria! set! out! for!prospective!community!incidence!studies!in!the!WHO#Research#Agenda#for#Childhood#TB,!since! the!document!was!published! in!2006.32!National!projections!based!on!data! from!Kilifi! suggest! that! less! than!half! of! all! TB! cases! in!Kenyan! children! are!diagnosed! and!treated!within!the!National!TB!Programme,!with!~9,000!cases!per!year!unaccounted!for!by!official!notification!data.!!
8.1.5 Conclusion.and.directions.for.future.research.We! hope! that! publication! and! dissemination! of! our! study! findings! will! inform! future!public! health! policy! and! clinical! guidelines! on! childhood! TB! in! Kenya! and! in! similar!settings! elsewhere.! Future! research! to! build! on! these! findings! should! include!operational! studies! to! understand! better! the! barriers! and! potential! solutions! to!improving! contact! tracing! and! provision! of! isoniazid! chemoprophylaxis;! evaluation! of!the!performance!and!impact!of!the!KIDS!TB!Score!in!other!settings;!and!analyses!of!the!performance,!impact!and!cost!effectiveness!of!combining!initial!clinical!risk!stratification!using! the! KIDS! TB! Score! with! culture! and/or! PCR! for! TB! in! broader! management!algorithms.!!!!!
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10.1.1 Derivation.of.the.confidence.interval.for.the.sum.of.two.rates..Total! incidence! estimates! for! childhood! TB! in! the! KHDSS! area!were! calculated! as! the!sum!of!the!incidence!in!the!active!(contact!tracing)!and!passive!case!detection!arms!of!the!study.!The!confidence!interval!about!the!total!combined!rate!was!derived!as!follows:!
Notation$
a  number of TB cases in the active case detection study arm 
p  number of TB cases in the passive case detection study arm 
aT  denominator in the active case detection study arm (person years observation)  
Tp  denominator in the passive case detection study arm (person years observation) 
aI  incidence rate in the active case detection study arm = a /Ta  
I p  incidence rate in the passive case detection study arm= p /Tp  




Var ln I( ){ } =Var ln Ia + Ip( ){ }
=
Var Ia + Ip( )
Ia + Ip( )
2 ,  since Var ln x( ) ≅
1
x 2 Var x( ) via the delta method
=
Var Ia( ) +Var Ip( )
Ia + Ip( )
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! = No.$index$cases$captured$at$KDHTotal&no.&index&cases × No.$eligible$child!contacts'investigatedTotal&no.&eligible&child&contacts&identified&at&KDH!It!is!thus!the!product!of!two!independent!proportions,!each!of!which!has!its!own!variance,!given!by!the!formula:!
!"#$"%&'!!"!!!!"#!#"$%#& = !(1− !)! !where!p!is!the!value!of!the!proportion!and!n!is!the!denominator!in!each!case.!!The!variance!of!the!product!of!the!two!proportions!(X!and!Y)!is!then!given!by!the!formula:!!"#(!") != ! [!(!)]!!"#(!)+ ! [!(!)]!!"#(!)+ !!"#(!)!"#(!)!The!standard!error!is!then!calculated!as!the!square!root!of!the!variance!and!used!to!derive!upper!and!lower!95%!confidence!intervals!in!the!usual!way.!!! !
€ 
95% CI =  exp ln I( ) ±1.96 × s.e. ln I( ){ }{ }







































The formula for estimating the national burden of childhood TB was derived as follows: 
Notation:  
tbt = estimated no. new TB cases in KHDSS (adults and children)* 
tbc = estimated no. new TB cases among KHDSS resident children* 
tba = no. notified TB cases among KHDSS resident adults* 
TBt = no. new TB cases notified annually in Kenya (adults and children) 
TBa = no. new TB cases notified annually among Kenyan adults  
TBc = estimated no. new TB cases annually among Kenyan children  
R = estimated national TB case detection/notification rate  
Nc = population of children <15 years old in Kenya  
*Figures for KHDSS derived for period 1 August 2009 to 31 July 2011.  
The incidence of childhood TB in Kenya was calculated as 1 !!!!"#$% = !"!!!  
We estimated the true number of adult TB cases in the KHDSS (!"!! ) and nationally (!"!! ) by 
dividing the number of notified adult cases by the published national TB case detection rate:   2 !!"!! = !"!!  3 !!"!! = !"!!  
We assumed that the paediatric proportions of TB cases among KHDSS residents and 
nationally were the same: 4 !!!"!!"! = !"!!"! => !"!!"!! + !"! = !"!!"!! + !"! 
Rearranging this we get: 5 !!!!"! = !"!!(!"!! + !"!) !"! − 1  




Table 10.1 Effect of TB contact history on confirmed versus highly probable TB in the passive 








Odds ratio for 





   Referral source      
   Inpatient  55 39 2.8 (0.5 to 16.5) 
0.103    Outpatient  13 20 1.3 (0.2 to 8.4) 
   Contact tracing  2 4 1.0  
   Age category      
   < 1 year 11 13 1.0  
0.010 
   1 to 4 years 25 36 0.8 (0.3 to 2.1) 
   5 to 9 years 19 10 2.2 (0.7 to 7.0) 
   10 to 14 years 15 4 4.4 (1.0 to 19.2) 
   Male sex 38 33 1.1 (0.6 to 2.1) 0.826 
   Maternal primary education 1 7/8 2 10/13 2 2.1 (0.2 to 24.6) 0.555 
HOST FACTORS 
   HIV infection 17/69 2 14 1.1 (0.5 to 2.6) 0.745 
   Severe malnutrition 30 31 0.8 (0.4 to 1.5) 0.465 
   BCG scar 62/69 2 53/61 2    
TB CONTACT HISTORY      
   History of close TB contact      
   No history of close TB contact  36 31 1.0  
0.789    Any history of close TB contact  32 25 1.1 (0.5 to 2.2) 
   Proximity of TB contact 3       
   Contact outside the household 2 3 0.6 (0.1 to 3.7) 
0.235    Contact sleeps in same household 9 2 3.9 (0.8 to 19.3) 
   Contact sleeps in same room 21 20 0.9 (0.4 to 2.0) 
   Smear status of TB contact 3      
   Smear positive  21 12 1.5 (0.6 to 3.5) 
0.594    Smear negative 8 9 0.8 (0.3 to 2.2) 
   Smear status unknown  3 4 0.6 (0.1 to 3.1) 
   Relationship of contact to child 3,4 
   Parent  19 16 1.1 (0.5 to 2.4) 
0.504 
   Grandparent  1 4 0.2 (0.0 to 2.0) 
   Aunt or uncle 7 4 1.7 (0.5 to 6.3) 
   Sibling 3 0   - 
   Other 3 2 1.3 (0.2 to 8.2) 
   Number of close TB contacts 3      
   One close TB contact 28 24 1.0 (0.5 to 2.1) 
0.485    More than one close TB contact 4 1 3.4 (0.4 to 32.5) 
1 Data on maternal education was only available and analyzed for KHDSS residents.  
2 In cases where data was missing the denominator for which data was available is presented.  
3 compared with children who had no history of TB contact.  
4 Actual numbers of children presented, but weighted analysis used to derive OR (see section 4.2.1).  
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Odds ratio for TB    
(95% CI) P value 
History of close TB contact      
   No history of close TB contact  36 1,058 1.0 ( - ) 
<0.001    Any history of close TB contact  32 158 6.0 (3.5 to 10.0) 
Proximity of TB contact 1       
   Contact outside the household 2 41 1.5 (0.4 to 6.7) 
<0.001    Contact sleeps in same household 9 56 6.8 (3.1 to 15.1) 
   Contact sleeps in same room 23 148 7.6 (4.3 to 13.7) 
Smear status of TB contact 1      
   Smear positive  21 71 8.7 (4.8 to 15.7) 
<0.001    Smear negative 8 59 4.0 (1.8 to 9.0) 
   Smear status unknown  3 28 3.1 (0.9 to 10.8) 
Relationship of contact to child 1,2      
   Parent  19 76 7.3 (4.0 to 13.5) 
<0.001 
   Grandparent  1 22 1.5 (0.2 to 11.4) 
   Aunt or uncle 7 38 6.0 (2.5 to 14.4) 
   Sibling 3 7 11.3 (2.5 to 50.5) 
   Other 3 21 4.3 (1.2 to 15.2) 
Number of close TB contacts 1      
   One close TB contact 28 146 5.6 (3.3 to 9.6) 
<0.001    More than one close TB contact 4 12 9.8 (3.0 to 31.9) 
1 compared with children who had no history of TB contact.  
2 Actual numbers of children presented, but weighted analysis used to derive OR (see section 4.2.1).  
 




Odds ratio for TB    
(95% CI) P value 
History of close TB contact      
   No history of close TB contact  31 1,058 1.0 ( - ) 
<0.001    Any history of close TB contact  25 158 5.4 (3.1 to 9.5) 
Proximity of TB contact 1       
   Contact outside the household 3 41 2.7 (0.8 to 9.2) 
<0.001    Contact sleeps in same household 22 56 1.8 (0.4 to 7.6) 
   Contact sleeps in same room 20 148 8.4 (4.6 to 15.4) 
Smear status of TB contact 1      
   Smear positive  12 71 5.8 (2.8 to 11.7) 
<0.001    Smear negative 9 59 5.2 (2.4 to 11.4) 
   Smear status unknown  4 28 4.9 (1.6 to 14.7) 
Relationship of contact to child 1,2      
   Parent  16 76 7.3 (3.9 to 13.8) 
<0.001 
   Grandparent  4 22 6.2 (2.0 to 19.1) 
   Aunt or uncle 4 38 3.5 (1.2 to 10.4) 
   Sibling 0 7 - 
   Other 2 21 3.3 (0.7 to 14.5) 
Number of close TB contacts 1      
   One close TB contact 24 146 5.6 (3.2 to 9.8) 
<0.001    More than one close TB contact 1 12 2.8 (0.4 to 22.6) 
1 compared with children who had no history of TB contact.  
2 Actual numbers of children presented, but weighted analysis used to derive OR (see section 4.2.1).  
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Odds ratio for TB    
(95% CI) P value 
Proximity of TB contact 1      
   Contact sleeps in same household 0 17  -  
   Contact sleeps in same room 2 67  - 
Relationship of contact to child 2      
   Parent  2 69 1.0  
- 
   Grandparent  0 8  - 
   Aunt or uncle 0 5  - 
   Sibling 0 2  - 
   Other 0 1  - 
Number of close TB contacts       
   One close TB contact 2 85 1.0  
-    More than one close TB contact 0 2  - 
1 Three controls recruited as close non-household contacts excluded from proximity analysis.   
2 Actual numbers of children presented, but weighted analysis used to derive OR (see section 4.2.1).  !
Table 10.5 Effect of TB contact history on highly probable TB (active case detection arm) 
 
1 Three controls recruited as close non-household contacts excluded from proximity analysis.   





Odds ratio for TB    
(95% CI) P value 
Proximity of TB contact 1      
   Contact sleeps in same household 1 17  -  
   Contact sleeps in same room 3 67  - 
Relationship of contact to child 2      
   Parent  2 69 1.0  
- 
   Grandparent  0 8  - 
   Aunt or uncle 1 5 6.9 (0.5 to 89.8) 
   Sibling 1 2 17.3 (1.1 to 279) 
   Other 0 1  - 
Number of close TB contacts      
   One close TB contact 4 85 1.0  
-    More than one close TB contact 0 2  - 
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10.2.2 Chapter.5.supplementary.tables.and.figures.
Table 10.6 Associations of clinical history variables with confirmed TB 
Clinical!variable! No.!controls!! No.!cases! Crude!odds!ratio!(95%!CI)! p!value!
Cough!&!duration! ! ! ! ! !No!cough! 221! 8! 1.0! !
0.005!<2!weeks! 414! 16! 1.1! (0.4!to!2.5)!2J4!weeks! 229! 15! 1.8! (0.8!to!4.4)!1!month! 158! 10! 1.7! (0.7!to!4.5)!2!months! 52! 10! 5.3! (1.9!to!14.5)!≥3!months! 105! 8! 2.1! (0.8!to!5.8)!
Cough!productive!of!sputum! ! ! ! ! !No! 1168! 63! 1.0! ! 0.598!Yes! 72! 5! 1.3! (0.5!to!3.3)!
Haemoptysis! ! ! ! ! !No! 1232! 68! 1.0! ! 0.507!Yes! 8! 0! J! !
Fever!&!duration! ! ! ! ! !No!fever! 233! 11! 1.0! !
<0.001!<2!weeks! 469! 15! 0.7! (0.3!to!1.5)!2J4!weeks! 229! 13! 1.2! (0.5!to!2.7)!1!month! 135! 13! 2.0! (0.9!to!4.7)!2!months! 51! 7! 2.9! (1.1!to!7.9)!≥3!months! 68! 8! 2.5! (1.0!to!6.5)!
Weight!loss!&!duration! ! ! ! ! !No!weight!loss! 488! 16! 1.0! ! 0.028!<1!month! 88! 7! 2.4! (1.0!to!6.1)!1!month! 237! 13! 1.7! (0.8!to!3.5)!2!months! 107! 9! 2.6! (1.1!to!6.0)!≥3!months! 224! 16! 2.2! (1.1!to!4.4)!
Weight!loss!severity! ! ! ! ! !No!weight!loss! 488! 16! 1.0! ! 0.002!Mild! 203! 11! 1.7! (0.8!to!3.6)!Moderate! 247! 14! 1.7! (0.8!to!3.6)!Severe! 235! 22! 2.9! (1.5!to!5.6)!
Dyspnoea!&!duration! ! ! ! ! !No!dyspnoea! 885! 42! 1.0! ! 0.007!<2!weeks! 243! 16! 1.4! (0.8!to!2.5)!2J4!weeks! 32! 3! 2.0! (0.6!to!6.7)!≥1!month! 29! 5! 3.6! (1.3!to!9.9)!
Lethargy!&!duration!! ! ! ! ! !No!lethargy! 869! 33! 1.0! !
<0.001!<2!weeks! 121! 5! 1.1! (0.4!to!2.8)!2J4!weeks! 80! 9! 3.0! (1.4!to!6.4)!1!month! 57! 5! 2.3! (0.9!to!6.1)!2!months! 16! 2! 3.3! (0.7!to!14.9)!≥3!months! 26! 6! 6.1! (2.3!to!15.9)!!
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Night!sweats!&!duration! ! ! ! ! !No!night!sweats! 892! 32! 1.0! !
<0.001!<2!weeks! 115! 13! 3.1! (1.6!to!6.2)!2J4!weeks! 64! 3! 1.3! (0.4!to!4.4)!1!month! 45! 9! 5.6! (2.5!to!12.5)!2!months! 9! 4! 12.4! (3.6!to!43.0)!≥3!months! 33! 4! 3.4! (1.1!to!10.1)!
Abdominal!pain! ! ! ! ! !No! 959! 45! 1.0! ! 0.015!Yes! 259! 23! 1.9! (1.1!to!3.2)!
Change!in!temperament! ! ! ! ! !No! 1204! 63! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 13! 5! 7.4! (2.5!to!21.4)!
Seizures! ! ! ! ! !No! 732! 31! 1.0! ! 0.398!Yes! 42! 3! 1.7! (0.5!to!5.8)!
History!of!previous!TB!treatment!No! 1146! 63! 1.0! ! 0.052!Yes! 26! 4! 2.8! (0.9!to!8.3)!Note!that!the!total!number!of!children!in!all!categories!of!a!particular!variable!is!equal!to!the!number!for!which!data!were!available!for!that!variable.!!!! !
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Table 10.7 Associations of clinical examination findings with confirmed TB 
Clinical!variable! No.!controls!! No.!cases! Crude!odds!ratio!(95%!CI)! p!value!
Clubbing! ! ! ! ! !No! 581! 26! 1.0! ! 0.057!Yes! 11! 2! 4.1! (0.9!to!19.4)!
Any!lymphadenopathy! ! ! ! ! !No! 910! 29! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 330! 39! 3.7! (2.2!to!6.1)!
Cervical!lymphadenopathy! ! ! ! ! !None! 1028! 35! 1.0! ! <0.001!Unilateral! 60! 5! 2.5! (3.4!to!9.9)!Bilateral! 152! 29! 5.8! (2.5!to!5.1)!
Axillary!lymphadenopathy! ! ! ! ! !None! 1151! 53! 1.0! ! <0.001!Unilateral! 28! 2! 1.6! (0.4!to!6.7)!Bilateral! 61! 13! 4.6! (2.4!to!9.0)!
Inguinal!lymphadenopathy! ! ! ! ! !None! 1086! 50! 1.0! ! 0.001!Unilateral! 0! 0! J! !Bilateral! 150! 18! 2.6! (1.5!to!4.6)!
Generalized!lymphadenopathy!No! 1215! 58! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 21! 10! 10.0! (4.4!to!22.5)!
Stridor! ! ! ! ! !No! 1221! 68! 1.0! ! 0.814!Yes! 1! 0! 0.0! !
Wheeze! ! ! ! ! !No! 1173! 68! 1.0! ! 0.103!Yes! 46! 0! 0.0! !
Clinical!signs!of!pleural!effusion!No! 1193! 62! 1.0! ! 0.001!Yes! 29! 6! 4.0! (1.6!to!10.0)!
Abdominal!mass! ! ! ! ! !No! 1214! 65! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 6! 3! 9.3! (2.3!to!38.5)!
Hepatomegaly! ! ! ! ! !No! 1009! 43! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 212! 25! 2.8! (1.6!to!4.6)!
Splenomegaly! ! ! ! ! !No! 1173! 57! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 47! 11! 4.8! (2.4!to!98)!
Ascites! ! ! ! ! !No! 1209! 66! 1.0! ! 0.102!Yes! 11! 2! 3.3! (0.7!to!15.4)!
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Reduced!consciousness! ! ! ! ! !No! 1201! 65! 1.0! ! 0.063!Yes! 18! 3! 3.1! (0.9!to!10.7)!
Meningism! ! ! ! ! !No! 1209! 67! 1.0! ! 0.695!Yes! 12! 1! 1.5! (0.2!to!11.7)!
Focal!neurological!signs! ! ! ! ! !No! 1205! 67! 1.0! ! 0.910!Yes! 16! 1! 1.1! (0.1!to!8.6)!
Gibbus! ! ! ! ! !No! 1221! 68! 1.0! ! J!Yes! 0! 0! J! !
Firm,!non]traumatic!joint!swelling!!No! 1237! 67! 1.0! ! 0.074!Yes! 3! 1! 6.2! (0.6!to!60.2)!Note!that!the!total!number!of!children!in!all!categories!of!a!particular!variable!is!equal!to!the!number!for!which!data!were!available!for!that!variable.!!! !
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Abnormal!chest!x]ray! ! ! ! ! !No! 668! 9! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 365! 53! 10.8! (5.1!to!22.6)!
Airspace!shadowing!! ! ! ! ! !No! 845! 24! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 225! 32! 5.0! (2.9!to!8.8)!
Expansile!lobar!pneumonia! ! ! ! ! !No! 976! 48! 1.0! ! 0.825!Yes! 1! 0! 0.0! !
Bronchopneumonia! ! ! ! ! !No! 943! 45! 1.0! ! 0.298!Yes! 48! 4! 1.7! (0.6!to!5.1)!
Cavities! ! ! ! ! !No! 976! 44! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 2! 6! 66.5! (12.1!to!364.9)!
Nodular!infiltrate!(nodules!>2mm)!No! 975! 47! 1.0! ! 0.104!Yes! 4! 1! 5.2! (0.6!to!47.5)!
Miliary!infiltrate!(nodules!<2mm)!No! 975! 41! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 3! 10! 79.3! (18.9!to!332.1)!
Volume!loss! ! ! ! ! !No! 974! 48! 1.0! ! 0.701!Yes! 3! 0! 0.0! !
Calcification! ! ! ! ! !No! 977! 48! 1.0! ! J!Yes! 0! 0! J! !
Perihilar!lymphadenopathy! ! ! ! ! !No! 950! 39! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 69! 15! 5.3! (2.8!to!10.2)!
Paratracheal!lymphadenopathy!No! 970! 38! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 10! 13! 33.2! (12.8!to!85.8)!
Mediastinal!lymphadenopathy!No! 943! 34! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 78! 21! 7.5! (4.1!to!13.7)!
Perihilar!streakiness! ! ! ! ! !No! 976! 48! 1.0! ! 0.825!Yes! 1! 0! 0.0! !
Airway!compression! ! ! ! ! !No! 976! 45! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 2! 3! 32.5! (5.1!to!206.1)!
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Pleural!effusion! ! ! ! ! !No! 949! 41! 1.0! ! <0.001!Yes! 35! 12! 7.9! (3.8!to!16.7)!
Pneumothorax! ! ! ! ! !No! 976! 48! 1.0! ! 0.825!Yes! 1! 0! 0.0! !Note!that!the!total!number!of!children!in!all!categories!of!a!particular!variable!is!equal!to!the!number!for!which!data!were!available!for!that!variable.!!! !
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Table 10.9 Comparison of proportions of each clinical history variable among confirmed and 
highly probable TB cases.  
Clinical!variable! Confirmed!TB!cases! Highly!probable!TB!cases! p!value!
Cough!&!duration! ! ! !No!cough! 8! 7!
0.924!<2!weeks! 16! 10!2J4!weeks! 15! 12!1!month! 10! 12!2!months! 10! 7!≥3!months! 8! 6!
Cough!productive!of!sputum! ! ! !No! 63! 52! 0.386!Yes! 5! 7!
Haemoptysis! ! ! !No! 68! 59! J!Yes! 0! 0!
Fever!&!duration! ! ! !No!fever! 11! 11!
0.241!<2!weeks! 15! 21!2J4!weeks! 13! 4!1!month! 13! 8!2!months! 7! 4!≥3!months! 8! 6!
Weight!loss!&!duration! ! ! !No!weight!loss! 16! 19! 0.846!<1!month! 7! 4!1!month! 13! 10!2!months! 9! 9!≥3!months! 16! 14!
Weight!loss!severity! ! ! !No!weight!loss! 16! 19! 0.634!Mild! 11! 11!Moderate! 14! 10!Severe! 22! 15!
Dyspnoea!&!duration! ! ! !No!dyspnoea! 42! 42! 0.201!<2!weeks! 16! 8!2J4!weeks! 3! 0!≥1!month! 5! 4!
Lethargy!&!duration!! ! ! !No!lethargy! 33! 34!




Clinical!variable! Confirmed!TB!cases! Highly!probable!TB!cases! p!value!
Night!sweats!&!duration! ! ! !No!night!sweats! 32! 41!
0.051!<2!weeks! 13! 4!2J4!weeks! 3! 1!1!month! 9! 3!2!months! 4! 1!≥3!months! 4! 2!
Abdominal!pain! ! ! !No! 45! 49! 0.011!Yes! 23! 8!
Change!in!temperament! ! ! !No! 63! 57! 0.037!Yes! 5! 0!
Seizures! ! ! !No! 31! 44! 0.185!Yes! 3! 1!




Clinical!variable! Confirmed!TB!cases! Highly!probable!TB!cases! p!value!
Clubbing! ! ! !No! 26! 34! 0.885!Yes! 2! 3!
Any!lymphadenopathy! ! ! !No! 29! 37! 0.024!Yes! 39! 22!
Cervical!lymphadenopathy! ! ! !None! 35! 42! 0.040!Unilateral! 5! 4!Bilateral! 29! 13!
Axillary!lymphadenopathy! ! ! !None! 53! 50! 0.021!Unilateral! 2! 6!Bilateral! 13! 3!
Inguinal!lymphadenopathy! ! ! !None! 50! 49! 0.135!Unilateral! 0! 0!Bilateral! 18! 9!
Generalized!lymphadenopathy!No! 58! 57! 0.010!Yes! 10! 1!
Stridor! ! ! !No! 68! 57! J!Yes! 0! 0!
Wheeze! ! ! !No! 68! 54! 0.056!Yes! 0! 3!
Clinical!signs!of!pleural!effusion!No! 62! 54! 0.443!Yes! 6! 3!
Abdominal!mass! ! ! !No! 65! 57! 0.108!Yes! 3! 0!
Hepatomegaly! ! ! !No! 43! 45! 0.055!Yes! 25! 12!










Ascites! ! ! !No! 66! 56! 0.666!Yes! 2! 1!
Reduced!consciousness! ! ! !No! 65! 56! 0.400!Yes! 3! 1!
Meningism! ! ! !No! 67! 57! 0.358!Yes! 1! 0!
Focal!neurological!signs! ! ! !No! 67! 55! 0.458!Yes! 1! 2!
Gibbus! ! ! !No! 68! 55! 0.119!Yes! 0! 2!
Firm,!non]traumatic!joint!swelling!No! 67! 59! 0.350!Yes! 1! 0!
Tuberculin!skin!test! ! ! !No! 35! 26! 0.536!Yes! 30! 28!Note!that!the!total!number!of!children!in!all!categories!of!a!particular!variable!is!equal!to!the!number!for!which!data!were!available!for!that!variable.!!!! !
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Abnormal!chest!x]ray! ! ! !No! 9! 5! 0.449!Yes! 53! 46!
Airspace!shadowing!! ! ! !No! 24! 26! 0.250!Yes! 32! 22!
Expansile!lobar!pneumonia! ! ! !No! 48! 40! J!Yes! 0! 0!
Bronchopneumonia! ! ! !No! 45! 35! 0.331!Yes! 4! 6!
Cavities! ! ! !No! 44! 32! 0.298!Yes! 6! 8!
Nodular!infiltrate!(nodules!>2mm)!No! 47! 39! 0.896!Yes! 1! 1!
Miliary!infiltrate!(nodules!<2mm)!No! 41! 36! 0.339!Yes! 10! 5!
Volume!loss! ! ! !No! 48! 40! J!Yes! 0! 0!
Calcification! ! ! !No! 48! 40! J!Yes! 0! 0!
Perihilar!lymphadenopathy! ! ! !No! 39! 27! 0.041!Yes! 15! 24!
Paratracheal!lymphadenopathy!No! 38! 34! 0.222!Yes! 13! 6!
Mediastinal!lymphadenopathy!No! 34! 22! 0.054!Yes! 21! 29!








Airway!compression! ! ! !No! 45! 38! 0.801!Yes! 3! 2!
Pleural!effusion! ! ! !No! 41! 36! 0.192!Yes! 12! 5!
Pneumothorax! ! ! !No! 48! 40! J!Yes! 0! 0!Note!that!the!total!number!of!children!in!all!categories!of!a!particular!variable!is!equal!to!the!number!for!which!data!were!available!for!that!variable.!!!




Bacteraemia! ! ! ! ! !No! 1,184! 124! 1.0! ! 0.256!Yes! 56! 3! 0.5! (0.2!to!1.7)!
Positive!bacterial!sputum!culture!No! 1,204! 126! 1.0! ! 0.162!Yes! 36! 1! 0.3! (0.0!to!2.0)!
Confirmed!pyogenic!abscess! ! ! ! ! !No! 1,228! 127! 1.0! ! 0.238!Yes! 12! 0! 0.5! (0.2!to!1.6)!
Confirmed!empyema! ! ! ! ! !No! 1,237! 127! 1.0! ! 0.579!Yes! 3! 0! J! !
Bacterial!gastroenteritis! ! ! ! ! !No! 1,235! 126! 1.0! ! 0.533!Yes! 5! 1! 2.0! (0.2!to!16.9)!
Any!focal!or!invasive!bacterial!infection!No! 1,146! 122! 1.0! ! 0.132!Yes! 94! 5! 0.5! (0.2!to!1.3)!*Note!TB!microscopy!and!culture!results!are!not!included!in!this!table.!!!!  
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Bacteraemia! ! ! ! ! !No! 1184! 68! 1.0! ! 0.073!Yes! 56! 0! 0.0! !
Positive!bacterial!sputum!culture!No! 1204! 67! 1.0! ! 0.488!Yes! 36! 1! 0.5! (0.1!to!3.7)!
Confirmed!pyogenic!abscess! ! ! ! ! !No! 1228! 68! 1.0! ! 0420!Yes! 12! 0! 0.5! (0.1!to!2.6)!
Confirmed!empyema! ! ! ! ! !No! 1237! 68! 1.0! ! 0.685!Yes! 3! 0! 0.0! !
Bacterial!gastroenteritis! ! ! ! ! !No! 1235! 67! 1.0! ! 0.205!Yes! 5! 1! 3.7! (0.4!to!32.1)!
Any!focal!or!invasive!bacterial!infection!No! 1146! 66! 1.0! ! 0.153!Yes! 94! 2! 0.4! (0.1!to!1.5)!*Note!TB!microscopy!and!culture!results!are!not!included!in!this!table.!!
! !
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Table 10.14 Comparison of proportions of each microbiology variable among confirmed and 






Bacteraemia! ! ! !No! 68! 56! 0.060!Yes! 0! 3!
Positive!bacterial!sputum!
culture! ! ! !No! 67! 59! 0.350!Yes! 1! 0!
Confirmed!pyogenic!abscess! ! ! !No! 68! 59! J!Yes! 0! 0!
Confirmed!empyema! ! ! !No! 68! 59! J!Yes! 0! 0!
Bacterial!gastroenteritis! ! ! !No! 67! 59! 0.350!Yes! 1! 0!
Any!focal!or!invasive!bacterial!
infection! ! ! !No! 66! 56! 0.536!Yes! 2! 3!*Note!TB!microscopy!and!culture!results!are!not!included!in!this!table.!!
!!
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Table 10.15 Performance of existing clinical diagnostic tools in identifying children with CHPTB in this study 













 (95% CI) 
LR-2 





5. Results!based!on!the!WHO!Guidance#for#national#tuberculosis#programmes#on#the#management#of#tuberculosis#in#children!(2006)!are!presented!separately!for!(a)!children!whose!clinical!features! “strongly! suggest! a!diagnosis!of!TB”! according! to! the!guidelines,! and! (b)!using!broader! criteria! that! included!under! “physical! signs!highly! suggestive!of!TB”! all! the!other!“suggestive!clinical!signs”!listed!as!requiring!investigation!for!TB.!!!
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Table 10.16 Performance of existing clinical diagnostic tools in identifying children with confirmed TB in this study 













 (95% CI) 
LR-3 






6. Results!based!on!the!WHO!Guidance#for#national#tuberculosis#programmes#on#the#management#of#tuberculosis#in#children!(2006)!are!presented!separately!for!(a)!children!whose!clinical!features! “strongly! suggest! a! diagnosis! of! TB”! according! to! the! guidelines,! and! (b)! using! broader! criteria! that! included! under! “physical! signs! highly! suggestive! of! TB”! all! the! other!“suggestive!clinical!signs”!listed!as!requiring!investigation!for!TB.!!!!!!
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Figure 10.1 Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves for six core symptoms showing the sensitivity and specificity of different cutoffs of symptom 
duration (in weeks) as predictors of confirmed TB.  
!
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Table 10.17 Variables included in generating a logistic regression model for TB and their 
categories and weightings.!
Variable( Category(&(weighting(Severe!malnutrition! Not!severely!malnourished!Severely!malnourished! 0!1!HIV!infection! HIV!negative!HIV!positive! 0!1!TB!contact! No!known!TB!contact!History!of!TB!contact! 0!1!TB!contact!proximity! No!known!TB!contact!NonBhousehold!contact!Household!contact,!sleeps!in!different!room!Household!contact,!sleeps!in!same!room!
0!1!2!3!TB!contact!smear!status! No!known!TB!contact!Contact!smear!status!negative!or!unknown!Contact!known!to!be!smear!positive! 0!2!3!Number!of!TB!contacts! No!known!TB!contact!One!TB!contact!More!than!one!TB!contact! 0!1!2!Cough!history!&!duration! No!cough!Cough!<1!month!Cough!1B2!months!Cough!>2!months!
0!1!3!4!Cough!productive!of!sputum! No!productive!cough!Cough!productive!of!sputum! 0!1!Fever!history!&!duration! No!fever!or!fever!<1!month!Fever!for!1B2!months!Fever!for!>2!months! 0!3!4!Weight!loss!history!&!duration! No!weight!loss!Weight!loss!for!<2!months!Weight!loss!for!>2!months! 0!1!2!Weight!loss!severity! No!weight!loss!Non!severe!weight!loss!Severe!weight!loss! 0!2!3!Night!sweats!&!duration! No!night!sweats!or!night!sweats!for!<4!weeks!Night!sweats!for!>4!weeks! 0!1!Dyspnoea!history!&!duration! No!dyspnoea!or!dyspnoea!for!<6!weeks!Dyspnoea!for!≥6!weeks! 0!1!Lethargy!history!&!duration! No!lethargy!or!lethargy!for!<2!weeks!Lethargy!for!2B4!weeks!Lethargy!for!1B<2!months!Lethargy!for!≥2!months!
0!2!3!5!Finger!clubbing! Absent!Present! 0!1!Any!lymphadenopathy! No!lymphadenopathy!Some!lymphadenopathy! 0!1!Cervical!lymphadenopathy! No!cervical!lymphadenopathy!Unilateral!cervical!lymphadenopathy!Bilateral!cervical!lymphadenopathy! 0!1!2!Axillary!lymphadenopathy! No!axillary!lymphadenopathy!Some!axillary!lymphadenopathy! 0!1!!
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Table!10.17(continued(
Variable( Category(&(weighting(Inguinal!lymphadenopathy! No!inguinal!lymphadenopathy!Some!inguinal!lymphadenopathy! 0!1!Clinical!signs!of!pleural!effusion! Absent!Present!! 0!1!Abdominal!mass! Absent!Present!! 0!1!Hepatomegaly! Absent!Present!! 0!1!Splenomegaly! Absent!Present!! 0!1!Abnormal!chest!xBray!(CXR)! Normal!CXR!(no!abnormality!detected)!Abnormal!CXR!(≥1!abnormality)! 0!1!Alveolar!consolidation!on!CXR! Absent!Present!! 0!1!Cavities!on!CXR! Absent!Present!! 0!1!Miliary!infiltrate!on!CXR! Absent!Present!! 0!1!Radiological!pleural!effusion! Absent!Present!! 0!1!Positive!tuberculin!skin!test! TST!negative!TST!positive! 0!1!Microbiological!evidence!of! focal!/! invasive!bacterial!infection! None!Evidence!of!focal/invasive!bacterial!infection! 0!1!!
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